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Abstract
Post-deployment user feedback such as feature requests and bug reports have the
potential to improve software quality and reveal missing functionality. Nevertheless, in practice software companies often ignore user feedback and simply stick
with predefined roadmaps and development plans, because of two main problems. First, in order to benefit from user feedback, developers have to analyze,
consolidate, and structure it, which becomes time-consuming when feedback volume is high. Second, in order to prioritize their work, developers need to assess
how many users are aﬀected by a particular feedback, by identifying duplicate
and similar feedback in a manual way.
This thesis describes Portneuf, a framework which tackles both problems. It
consolidates user feedback by employing a context-aware, hybrid recommender
system. Moreover, it introduces FeedbackRank, an algorithm which allows
developers to assess the importance of collected user feedback to the user community.
We demonstrate the feasibility and applicability of our approach in two realworld applications. In a quasi-experiment with a large number of users, we
showed that Portneuf increases developers’ eﬃciency when working with user
feedback. The framework significantly reduces the amount of user feedback duplicates by over 67%, with the recommender system showing a hit-rate of over
82%. Moreover, we obtained an average precision of around 76% for FeedbackRank, which suggests that it provides a valuable estimation of what is
important to the user community.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
«[...] pay attention to what users do, not what
they say.»
— Jakob Nielsen
Software engineering aims at developing useful software systems. To this end,
software engineers often elicit needs and expectations of prospective users and
formalize them into requirements which drive further development eﬀorts. But
once deployed, the developed system must evolve with changing end user needs
to remain useful and relevant [49]. However, evolutionary software changes and
enhancements might also aﬀect a system’s usefulness, if they are not in line with
users’ expectations.
The goal of user involvement is to improve the usefulness of a system by obtaining a thorough understanding of user needs and expectations. Traditionally,
user involvement referred to the actual participation of selected, representative
users in development activities. But over the last decades, both hardware and
software systems underwent fundamental changes, and as a result also the software users changed – from few engineers with special scientific requirements
to large amounts of “ordinary” people with various needs. Moreover, software
systems have become part of our everyday life, and the mobile and ubiquitous
devices we interact with have added an additional layer of diversity to the various
application scenarios that software developers have to deal with. As a consequence, user involvement – like software development itself – must not end with
the delivery of a system, but accompany and safeguard its evolution over time.
Moreover, from a strategic point of view, it was never as important as now
for software companies to meet the expectations of their end users. On the one
hand, free and open source competitors lurk at every corner, finding more and
more supporters and gaining industrial relevance. On the other hand, end users
themselves are getting more knowledgeable regarding the tools they want to use,
and the quality they ask for. Todays’ users grow up with high-speed internet,
highly reactive, touch-based, natural user interfaces, context-aware software,
and sensor-equipped, mobile devices.
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In addition, the internet and specifically social media have accelerated wordof-mouth recommendations by orders of magnitude. As a consequence, frustrated users meet in social communities to argue against specific software and
might even harm its reputation1 . The example of Final Cut Pro X – a software
for professional video editing – nicely illustrates the emerging eﬀects:
On June 21, 2011, Apple released a new version of the software Final Cut
Pro, after having made some revolutionary changes. In particular, several core
features were removed, the user interface was modified in a way that aﬀected
standard workflows, and the software was incompatible with previous versions so
that existing filmmaking projects could not be imported [28]. Filmmakers, who
suspected that Apple wanted to shift their focus to a more consumer oriented
market, reacted in a devastating way. They created an online petition titled
“Final Cut Pro X is Not a Professional Application” [169], asking Apple amongst
others to immediately reinstate and support the previous version. News spread
like wildfire and after one week over 600 professional filmmakers had signed the
petition [93]. Apple’s first reaction was to ban the initiator’s Apple account
and to shut down without notice the corresponding discussion threads in the
Apple support forum [178]. Was that the right thing to do? Was that Jakob
Nielsen’s intention when he said “pay attention to what users do, not what they
say” [207]?

1.1 Problem Statement
Hardware, software, users, and communication channels between users and developers have changed significantly over the last decades, leading to two major
consequences [182]. First, the importance of user involvement has increased.
Larger amounts of demanding users, software which is used in changing mobile contexts, and a stronger competition, call for an increased focus on users.
Second, user involvement has to accompany software development continuously,
i.e. throughout the whole software lifecycle. As a consequence, post-deployment
user feedback such as feature requests and bug reports should become increasingly important to developers [162].
In practice, however, resource constraints often do not allow companies to
employ eﬀective user involvement methods [245]. In addition, there are a number
of communication gaps between users and developers, which aﬀect the eﬃciency
of user involvement [121, 136, 181].
Specifically, when working with user feedback, developers experience the following two problems:
1. User feedback is intractable when its volume is high. Developers
need to consolidate, structure, analyze, and track user feedback, in order
1

2

For instance http://ihatelotusnotes.com or http://dreckstool.de/hitlist.do

1.2 Contribution
to be able to react on it. However, user feedback is typically written in
natural language, might have poor quality, and could reflect contradicting
user preferences, which leads to considerable eﬀort for user involvement,
in particular when feedback volume is high.
2. User feedback impact is latent. In order to prioritize their work,
developers need to estimate how many users experience a specific reported
error or desire a particular requested feature. To this end, they have to
manually identify and group duplicate or similar feedback which is often
scattered across several communication channels. Therefore, great eﬀorts
are necessary to assess user feedback impact.
As a result of these problems, software development companies often ignore feedback and simply stick with their predefined product roadmaps and development
plans.

1.2 Contribution
Our thesis proposition is that users should be involved continuously and systematically during software evolution. In contrast to Nielsen, we suggest:
Pay attention to what users do, and what they say.
We make three contributions which tackle the identified problems and enhance
the body of knowledge on user involvement. First, we provide empirical evidence
on the status quo and desired state of user involvement during software evolution. Second, we develop a lightweight framework which facilitates the analysis
of user feedback and allows developers to assess its impact. Third, we show
the feasibility and eﬃciency of our approach by evaluating a reference implementation of the proposed framework with a real-world application and a large
number of users.

Status Quo Assessment
To assess the status quo of user involvement in research and in software evolution
practice, we explore the following two research questions:
RQ 1. Which approaches have been described in literature for involving end
users during software engineering and especially software evolution activities?
RQ 2. How and why do software companies involve end users during software
evolution in practice, and which challenges and problems arise, if a large number
of end users continuously provides feedback?
To address RQ 1, we review existing literature about user involvement in
software engineering. To answer RQ 2, we present an empirical case study
which we conducted with software professionals.

3
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Continuous User Involvement Framework
We establish the theoretical foundations of our solution to the identified problems by deriving a grounded theory on continuous user involvement that relies
on user communities. To this end, we study two research questions:
RQ 3. How do software users and developers communicate in open source communities and what can we learn from this communication to improve continuous
user involvement?
RQ 4. How do users provide feedback in application distribution platforms and
how can this help us to consolidate user feedback automatically?
To address RQ 3 and RQ 4 we present the results of two large exploratory
studies.
We then substantiate the acquired theoretical solution concepts into a contextaware model for the consolidation and prioritization of user feedback. To this
end, we investigate the following research question:
RQ 5. How can the software user community be utilized to consolidate and
prioritize user feedback in a proactive way? In particular:
• How can a recommender system for user feedback identify which existing
feedback is relevant for a specific user?
• How can user feedback be rated and prioritized according to its value for
the user community?
We address RQ 5 by deriving a domain-independent model which allows for the
consolidation and prioritization of user feedback. We further show its applicability to three phases of a typical software engineering lifecycle: early design,
system testing, and software evolution. Finally, we describe a reference framework which instantiates the model and details our algorithms.

Implementation and Evaluation
We evaluate the proposed solution by applying a reference implementation of
the Portneuf framework to a real-world setting, posing the following research
question:
RQ 6. Is our approach feasible and does it increase developers’ eﬃciency when
working with user feedback? In particular:
• Can Portneuf consolidate user feedback and thus reduce the amount of
duplicates?
• Does Portneuf allow for an eﬃcient impact assessment of user feedback?

To address RQ 6, we conduct a quasi-experiment and semi-structured interviews
with developers.

4
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Previously Published Material
Parts of the contributions presented in this dissertation have been published in
[14, 99, 182, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222].

1.3 Scope
User involvement in software engineering is a broad, socio-technical topic. We
therefore limit the scope of user involvement for the purpose of this dissertation
regarding the three following dimensions.
1. Software Lifecycle Phases. We believe that user involvement is relevant throughout the software lifecycle. Most existing literature about user
involvement targets the early phases of a typical software lifecycle, in particular requirements elicitation. In contrast, we focus on user involvement
during software evolution. More generally, we assume that there is an executable system, be it a prototype or software release, on which developers
can gather feedback from its users. Even though we restrict ourself to
software evolution, we show how to apply our solution to other software
lifecycle phases.
2. Software System Type. Software ranges from user-written macros over
embedded systems to large tool suites for desktops and mobile applications. In this dissertation, we are interested in interactive software systems, i.e. software where users are the primary initiators of an interaction
with the system. While we concentrate on interactive software systems, we
show how our solution could be applied to other software such as embedded
systems.
3. User Community Size. Software products have various user communities with diﬀerent interests and expectations. While we do not restrict
the application domain of software, we are primarily interested in settings
with large numbers of users, where the identified problems unfold their
serious eﬀects most demonstratively.

1.4 Contents
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows.
Chapter 2 introduces the foundations of user involvement, including definitions and methods as well as benefits and challenges. In Chapter 3 we present an
empirical case study conducted with software professionals to analyze the current
practice of user involvement during software evolution, specifically for software
with large user audiences. Chapter 4 establishes the theoretical foundations

5
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of our solution by deriving a grounded theory on continuous user involvement
which relies on user communities. For this purpose, we did two large exploratory
studies. First, we analyzed the communication between users and developers in
open source communities. Second, we investigated user feedback in application
distribution platforms. In Chapter 5 we substantiate the obtained theoretical
solution concepts into Portneuf – a context-aware and domain-independent
model for the consolidation and prioritization of user feedback. Our solution
harnesses the user community to group user feedback in a proactive way, while
increasing its overall quality. In addition, we describe a reference framework
which instantiates the model and details our algorithms. Chapter 6 reports on
the evaluation of the Portneuf framework. Finally, in Chapter 7 we conclude
the dissertation, summarizing its contributions and limitations, and illustrating
research opportunities that cover topics and questions which emerge from our
work.
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Chapter 2
Foundations
«The notion of ’user’ cannot be precisely defined,
and therefore has no place in computer science or
software engineering.»
— Edsger W. Dijkstra, 1979

User involvement in product development is nothing new. Long before the
age of computers, users of “traditional” systems would complain about their
impracticality due to the too narrow point of view of its creators [124]. Their
dissatisfaction has even brought users to take the role of inventors, and thus led
to new products created by users [246, 281].
The area of concern of this dissertation is user involvement during software
evolution, i.e. our goal is to improve released software systems using contributions by its users. In computer science, user involvement is an established
research field [165], which has been studied particularly at its intersection with
human-computer-interaction [24]. Involving users during any phase of the software lifecycle is a socio-technical issue, leading to research problems and practical challenges. As it turns out, it is particularly diﬃcult to choose the “right”
user involvement methodology in practice, and to assess the eﬃciency of user
involvement [146].
This chapter reviews user involvement literature1 . In Section 2.1, we explore
diﬀerent definitions of user involvement as used by the community. In Section
2.2, we review user involvement methods and summarize their properties. In
Section 2.3, we discuss user involvement experiences in research and practice
and illustrate the reported eﬀects. Section 2.4 summarizes our conclusions.
1

To find relevant publications for this literature review, we have utilized the internet search
facilities provided by the main research publishers, such as ACM [3], IEEE [141], Springer
[266], and Elsevier [94]. Subsequently, we recursively analyzed and retrieved references
from the most relevant papers.
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2.1 User Involvement Definitions
Although user involvement is an established research field [135, 165], there is no
commonly accepted definition and the term has been used synonymously with
other terms.
Ives and Olson [146] define user involvement as “participation in the system
development process by representatives of the target user group”. Two aspects of
this definition are noteworthy. First, the notion of a “representative” anticipates
a decision whom, i.e. which users, to involve. Second, the authors refer to the
system “development” process, and thereby limit the time of involvement, in
particular they exclude the time after delivery.
Wilson et al. [288] take a quite general perspective, defining user involvement
as a “focus on users” and emphasizing the “role of users” during system design.
On closer inspection, the authors study an in-house development project where
users were involved in diﬀerent ways, being interviewed and observed, as well as
evaluating prototypes and the final product.
Heinbokel et al. [135] use the term “user participation” to refer to the involvement of users in design teams, which they regard as a form of “user centeredness” in software engineering. Heiskari and Lehtola [136] object this and claim
that user participation should instead be considered only as one form of user
involvement. The authors thereby confirm the view of Damodaran [74] that
participation denotes one specific level of user involvement.
Grudin [120] highlights gaps between users and developers and describe user
involvement as engineers’ “contact with system users”. Maalej et al. [181] support
this perspective and refer to user involvement as “gathering and understanding
user input”. The authors extend Grudin’s view introducing communication and
feedback as two dimensions of user involvement.
Rashid et al. [235, 236] add the term “user integration” to the list of synonyms used in the community. As it turns out, this term is rarely also used in
more practical environments (e.g. [57]) to denote that users are made part of an
already existing or thought-out development process.
Barki and Hartwick [17, 18] claim that the term user involvement is misleading
and “should be used to refer to a subjective psychological state of the individual reflecting the importance and personal relevance that IS users attach to a
given system”, as in other research disciplines. Instead, the term “user participation” should be used “when referring to the various design-related behaviors
and activities that the target users or their representatives perform during the
system development process”. Despite the quite profound argumentation by the
authors, they did not succeed in convincing the community.
In a meta-study, Kujala [165] reviews several definitions and suggests to define
user involvement as “a general term describing direct contact with users and
covering many approaches”, due to the many diﬀerent perspectives present in the
community. Although this statement has been cited in several other works, we
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argue that it lacks preciseness and therefore should not be regarded a definition.
Rather, the author has given as general and abstract a description that all
existing views and definitions would still fit in.
There have been numerous, albeit tentative, attempts to define user involvement over the last decades. But at the same time, hardware and software
systems, as well as software engineering have undergone fundamental changes,
leading to completely diﬀerent attitudes towards users and their potential value,
and thus eventually to diﬀerent notions of “user involvement”. When reviewing
this literature, the accurate researcher needs to go beyond what is written and
interpret it in the context of the time.
Until around 1975 software users were mainly engineers or programmers, so
there was no need for taking special care of involving users. In the early 1980s,
with the emergence of the personal computer, software became more interactive
and its users became ordinary people. Research started to look at users and
user satisfaction in a diﬀerent light [120]. In particular the human-computer
interaction community underlined the importance of understanding users’ needs
and tasks, coining the notion of usability [55, 116, 209].
Boehm [41] introduced the spiral model, after discovering that the until then
prevalent waterfall model [249] did not provide enough flexibility for “particularly interactive end-user applications”. Boehm’s spiral model for the first time
makes prototyping and iterative design first order citizens in software engineering, which allows developers to react more flexibly on changing user requirements.
With the recent emergence of mobile and ubiquitous computers, software and
hardware systems again undergo a fundamental change. Changing usage contexts prevent a precise up-front specification of how the software will be used.
Further, with the advent of application distribution platforms such as Apple’s
App Store [13] any person can become a user of any software, thus making it
diﬃcult to assess this population beforehand. It has also recently been shown
that small businesses account for more than 75% of the top companies present in
these platforms [112]. To be applicable, user involvement will consequently have
to respect also their limited possibilities and provide cost-eﬀective, lightweight
methods.
Conclusion 1. There is no commonly accepted definition of user involvement in
research and practice. The concept is multi-dimensional and context-dependent.
Existing research has not systematically specified and established its dimensions.
Diﬀerent perspectives and practical implementations of user involvement instantiate these dimensions in diﬀerent ways. Finally, user involvement is subject to
change. Therefore, an enduring definition needs to be extensible.
Definition 1. User involvement denotes a systematic exchange of information between (prospective) users and developers, with the common goal to max-
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Figure 2.1: User involvement and user involvement methods.
imize system usefulness in a specific context. Information exchange is carried
out by means of user involvement method s.
With this definition, we attempt to capture the two necessary properties of
user involvement: its goal and the flow of information from users to developers.
In this regard, we confirm the statement of Heinbokel et al. [135] that “both
functionality and usability of software depend on a transfer of knowledge from
users to software designers”. It is also worth noting that we deliberately separate
user involvement from the methods actually used to accomplish it.
Definition 2. A user involvement method provides for a systematic information exchange between users and developers. It specifies at least the user
role, the user representation, the developer role, the involvement time, the involvement place, and the procedure to be followed.
User involvement methods specify how the exchange of information between
users and developers takes place. The dimensions in our definition originate from
existing literature on user involvement. Bekker and Long [24] analyzed five user
involvement approaches and proposed an analysis framework including a total
of 19 “attributes”, which should enable designers to compare and choose between
these approaches. For our definition of user involvement methods, we selected
the attributes user role, user representation, developer role, and involvement
time, which are related to user-developer communication. Involvement time and
place as well as involvement procedure were investigated by Muller et al. [198].
Figure 2.1 illustrates the above definitions. In the following section, we review
the literature about user involvement methods and their dimensions.
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Figure 2.2: User roles and their corresponding influence (adopted from [74]).

2.2 User Involvement Methods
In this section, we review existing user involvement methods. There are only
a few meta-publications (e.g. [24, 198]) which list diﬀerent user involvement
methods together with their properties. Their goal is to simplify the selection
process for researchers and practitioners when looking for a method for a specific
purpose or suitable for a given situation. Rather than going through these
methods one by one, we investigate what has been published about diﬀerent
attributes and dimensions of user involvement methods.

2.2.1 User Role
Bekker and Long [24] distinguish three user roles, design for, design by, and
design with, the former two of which had been already introduced by Eason
[86]. These roles represent diﬀerent levels of influence by the user during system
design. According to Bekker and Long, the ’design for’ user role does not require
users to be present during design. The ’design with’ user role indicates that users
provide “indirect input to the design process”. The ’design by’ user role expects
users “to be directly involved in the design process”.
Mumford [202] also describes three roles of users, consultative, representative,
and consensus. The consultative user role allows users to influence design decisions, but they are eventually made by the developers. The representative user
role involves user groups in the design team. The consensus user role aims at
a complete interweaving of users and developers. Mumford originally illustrates
that therefore all developers should be involved “in the user department continuously throughout the systems design process” [202] – an advice not necessarily
always possible in current software engineering projects.
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Table 2.1: Comparison between diﬀerent user roles.
Bekker and Long [24]
Mumford [202]
Damodaran [74]

passive roles
design for
—
informative

active roles
design with
consultative, representative
consultative

decisive roles
design by
consensus
participative

Damodaran [74] provides a general view on user roles without any restrictions on physical presence. The author claims that user involvement approaches
fall “somewhere on the continuum” from informative, through consultative, to
participative [74, 136]. Figure 2.2 illustrates these roles and the corresponding
influence of users on the system. The informative user role only indicates an
information exchange between users and developers. The consultative user role
means that users are provided either with prototypes which they should comment on or with possible design choices from which they should select one. Users
filling a participative role may directly influence decisions regarding the system.
To summarize, there are multiple, overlapping user role descriptions in literature. The fact that they all propose three distinct roles is insignificant and does
not mean that the roles match. On the contrary, the definitions are expressed
using diﬀerent attributes of the relationship between users and developers. For
instance, Bekker and Long [24] refer to the degree of influence, while Damodaran
[74] actually specifies the activity carried out by a user filling a role. We agree
with the view of Damodaran [74] that user roles can be arranged on a continuum representing increasing influence on design decisions. Table 2.1 compares
between the three reviewed models of user roles regarding the type of activity
assigned users may perform.
However, there are also user roles which give rise to a suboptimal userdeveloper communication. Damodaran [74], who provides guidelines for user
involvement, points out these common pitfalls. According to the author, users
may find themselves in two equally negative roles, the “hostage” role or the “propagandist” role [74], which were originally described by Hedberg [134]. In the
hostage role, involvement is blocked by the developers. Consequently, users act
in a way that promotes “social comfort” but “limits real communication”, so that
eventually no problems are solved [74]. According to Damodaran, the hostage
phenomenon might be caused by inadequate and inappropriate training, what
might confuse the users’ feelings and lead to a misconception of their role in
the project. Moreover, they may perceive software engineering as mysterious,
what even reinforces their bias. Damodaran concludes that the hostage role
is “particularly damaging because it fails to deliver any of the benefits of user
involvement while sustaining the delusion that users are represented in the design team” [74]. The propagandist role was originally labeled “indoctrination
alternative” by Hedberg [134]. The role denotes the exposure of users to train-
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ings in system design methods, in order to avoid any potential disruptions to
design. As it turns out, such training typically changes the perspective of the
involved users, and frequently they “begin to adopt the designers’ view of the
design process” [74]. Damodaran explains that indoctrinated users tend to perceive user problems from a developer perspective and therefore fail to safeguard
users’ needs.
Interestingly, as Heiskari and Lehtola [136] point out, most user roles do not
actually give decisive power to the users. According to Damodaran this is not
suﬃcient, since users need to be able “to influence design, not merely ’rubber
stamp’ it” [74]. To determine the right degree of user involvement is one of the
most discussed issues among user involvement literature. Grudin pinpoints this
as follows:
“What is the optimal degree of user participation in development? If
you are developing a compiler, users’ involvement will be minimal.
If you are copying features from an existing product in a mature application area, limited contact with potential users can be adequate.
If you are developing an interactive system in a new domain, full
collaboration with users can be essential.” [121]
The optimal degree of user involvement thus needs to be decided from case to
case. The question remains, however, which range the degree of user involvement
may take. Ives and Olson [146] distinguish the following six degrees of user
involvement according to the users’ influence on the product.
1. No involvement. Users are not involved, either because they are not willing
or not invited to contribute.
2. Symbolic involvement. Users’ input is requested, but in fact ignored. While
this seems hypocritical, the reason for discarding the gathered information
may be manifold. For instance, its quality may be insuﬃcient or the goals
not reachable within available budget and time.
3. Involvement by advice. Users’ advice is requested on a per-issue basis
through interviews or questionnaires.
4. Involvement by weak control. Users may sign-oﬀ at every stage during the
development process.
5. Involvement by doing. Users are members of the design team or the oﬃcial
liaison to the development team.
6. Involvement by strong control. Users may pay themselves for the development eﬀort, or “the user’s overall organizational performance evaluation
depends on the outcome of the development eﬀort.”
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Figure 2.3: Descriptive user involvement model according to Ives and Olson
(adopted from [146]).

To summarize, at one extreme developers make assumptions about user requirements while actually ignoring the users themselves, whereas at the other extreme
users become designers or collaborators to decide about system acceptance based
on self-defined quality criteria.
Ives and Olson further describe which parts of the system users may actually
influence. Figure 2.3 illustrates the authors’ descriptive model of user involvement, which names system quality and system acceptance as the main “outcome
variables” of user involvement [146]. Moreover, the model includes two “intervening mechanisms” between user involvement and its outcome. Cognitive
factors denote the increased understanding of the system, improved assessment
of system needs, and an improved evaluation of the system features. Motivational factors on the other hand, denote an increase in the perceived system
ownership by the involved users, decreasing resistance to change, and increasing
commitment to the new system. While these motivational factors may sound
exclusively positive, we argue that these factors might actually push users into
the propagandist role.

Conclusion 2. User involvement can stand for various degrees of decisive power
for the involved users, leading to a continuum from passive to decisive user roles.
How much influence is optimal depends on many factors, which is why there is
no common agreement in literature. Therefore, researchers have published comparative studies in order to help practitioners to select suitable user involvement
methods. In any case, users should be handled with care, since they might easily
get blocked as outsiders or change their perspectives when exposed to trainings.
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Figure 2.4: Diﬀerent user representations. The representativeness of a user subset might be unknown.

2.2.2 User Representation
User representation refers to the question who, i.e. which users, should be involved in the software development process. We need to distinguish two situations. If an existing system is to be improved, i.e. during software evolution,
actual users are available, while in the case of greenfield engineering projects [49],
only prospective users may be involved. In either case it is crucial to involve the
“right” users.
Damodaran claims that “most serious limitations with user involvement arise
from shortcomings of the representative structures put in place” [74]. The author
regards the selection of representative users as crucial and suggests to aim at as
genuine a representation of the user population as possible.
Over the last decades users have been viewed from several perspectives, depending on what software was predominantly used for and on the increasing
prevalence of software systems. Kanstrup and Christiansen report on a gradual
increase in user significance from “victims” in the 1970s, to “competent practitioners” in the 1980s, to “serious professionals” in the 1990s, and to a valuable
“source of inspiration” in the 21st century [156]. Similar changes can be observed
regarding the question whom to involve during software development. While it
has been easy to identify system users in the 1970s, it is regarded as key challenge
for both user involvement and requirements engineering today [25, 212, 263].
Theoretically, user representation ranges from no users to all users as illustrated in Figure 2.4. Practically, however, there are limitations. While back
in the 1970s it was feasible to involve all prospective users of a future system
in its development, this changed with the beginning of the following decade.
Already in 1983, Gould and Lewis recommend to involve “typical users” during
the design process in their seminal work on user-centered design [115]. Research
accepted the practical limitations of user representation (e.g. [166]) and subsequent research – if any – rather concentrated on how to find the “right” set of
users. However, the little research that was carried out in this regard belongs
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to product development, innovation, and marketing, and is typically concerned
with customer integration in new product development (e.g. [96]) rather than
with user involvement in system development [166].
Identifying the right user representation is a non-trivial task, which is particularly diﬃcult for a large amount of heterogeneous users [166]. Grudin [121]
reports on the following four challenges in identifying appropriate users. First,
actual users of a product are often unknown until they buy it. Partially, this
holds even true for new releases of existing software which often aim at expanding market share. A second challenge arises if product development aims at as
broad a target group as possible. Third, the size of a development company
complicates the identification of the right set of users. Due to the following
subdivision of work, single software engineers seldomly see the big picture. Geographical distribution in global software engineering projects increases this challenge. Further, the gap between users and developers is typically larger in big
companies. As fourth challenge the author mentions that products are often
modified after being released but before arriving at the user. For instance valueadded resellers may tailor products for a specific market. Again, this enlarges
the gap between developers and the actual users of a system.
The lack of common guidelines towards a systematic selection of user representatives has brought researchers to put the cart before the horse. Muller et
al. [198] compare 60 distinct user involvement methods (called “participatory
practices” by the authors) regarding various attributes, among them also “group
sizes” which refers to the number of users that are suitable for the corresponding method. The authors leave the choice of the right method – and thus of
the right user representation – to the engineering team. Bekker and Long [24]
compare five of these methods. The corresponding user representations range
from a “representative set” to “all prospective users”.
More than two decades after Gould and Lewis had introduced user-centered
design, Kujala and Kauppinnen [166] propose a process for identifying and selecting relevant users, in particular for field studies and to gather user needs.
The process is iterative and consists of the following five steps:
1. Brainstorm a preliminary list of users.
2. Describe the main user characteristics (including market size).
3. Describe main user groups and prioritize them.
4. Select typical and representative users from the groups.
5. Gather information from the users and redesign the user group descriptions
according to the new information gathered.
The fourth step consists of selecting a subset of users. The authors explain
that whenever a group of users has to be selected, it is important to employ a
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sampling strategy that produces a representative sample. If it is possible to list
all users, a random sample can be drawn, given that the chance for subgroups
to be included is known, and the sample size is large enough [166]. However,
also random sampling does not always simply work by its own. For instance,
when selecting users for field studies or usability tests, stratified sampling is
appropriate, since the population needs to be divided into mutually exclusive
groups corresponding to the main user characteristics [87, 166].
Bergvall-Kåreborn and Ståhlbröst [25] report on the following characterization
of users originating from a joint perspective between product development and
information system development.
• Lead users are vanguard users with needs that will become common in the
future, who are motivated to contribute in order to get these needs met
[281].
• End users do or will actually use the system.
• User-representatives, which might be single persons or groups, represent
end users in the development team and act on their behalf.
• Early adopters (also called first buyers) use new technologies faster than
typical users.
The authors remark that both lead users and early adopters might not be representative of the “general market segment for a system, but rather the opposite”
[166]. The diﬀerence between lead users and early adopters lies in their motivation. The main motivation for early adopters is the early use of a system, while
lead users want to contribute to its development.
Meanwhile, requirements engineering research had to solve the same problem. To elicit the requirements of a system, developers need to interact and
collaborate with prospective users, which typically have a completely diﬀerent
background [49]. But because their input and feedback are needed to elicit requirements, the emerging gaps between users and developers have to be filled.
Several techniques were proposed and evaluated in response to this situation
and are in broad use today.
Using scenario-based requirements elicitation [49, 56] developers elicit requirements by observing and interviewing users. During the first step of this technique, developers identify actors – diﬀerent types of users the system under
development will support. Next, developers observe prospective users during
their current tasks and create a set of scenarios for the functionality of the future system. Scenarios represent concrete examples of how the system under
development will be used and provide means for developers to communicate
with users. Cooper [69] proposes personas – user archetypes which should concretize the too abstract notion of ’user’ and thereby improve product design
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practices. Personas consist of a precise description of hypothetical users, including their goals, and represent a user group during the complete design process
[166]. However, persona development processes typically put more emphasis on
detailing descriptions of typical users than on accuracy while identifying representative users [265]. Agile software development methodologies such as extreme
programming [21] identify and represent users with user roles and user stories.
Conclusion 3. In theory, user representation might range from none to all
users. In contrast, it is commonly believed that it is impossible to involve all
users in software development. Consequently most user involvement methods
comprise the selection of a group of “representative” users. To select this group
is seen as the key challenge, also because the real users might not even be known
beforehand. The eﬀects of a selection failure are typically severe limitations.

2.2.3 Developer Role
The goal of user involvement is to improve the usefulness of a system by understanding the needs and expectations of users. As a consequence, developers
need to gather information from users. The term developer role refers to what
developers accomplish to elicit this information. Typically, it refers to a specific
kind of interaction with the involved users.
In general, a developer’s role in user involvement methods is to support the
acquisition of knowledge regarding user’s tasks, needs, and expectations. In this
regard, the developer’s goal is that of an empirical researcher, who wants to get
insights about a specific phenomenon within a given population2 . Depending
on which method the researcher uses, there are generally two forms of contact
with the studied subjects. First, the researcher might observe subjects without
a direct interaction, or only analyze existing data. The second form includes
a direct contact with the subjects. Consequently, we argue that the developer
role in user involvement methods will be either direct or indirect, depending on
whether the developer directly interacts with users or not. Bekker and Long
[24] compare five design approaches and found three developer roles: the expert,
who represents users’ interests, the facilitator, who organizes meetings, plans
agendas, and facilitates participants’ contributions, and the emancipator, who
tries to increase the possibilities for a weak group to have influence [31].
Only few researchers investigated the actual percentage of developers concerned with user involvement. In a survey about user-centered design practices,
Vredenburg et al. [284] found that around 27% of the project staﬀ were involved
in user-centered design activities. Grudin claims that for “user involvement to be
eﬀective, most or all members of the development team must be committed to
2

Note that empirical measurement is one of the principles of user-centered design [115].
Moreover, empirical research in software engineering for instance employs focus groups
[164] which are also a popular user involvement method [284].
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the approach” [121], mainly because iterative development requires longitudinal
involvement and since usually some software needs to be touched in order to
build and test prototypes.
The developers in question then need to establish a connection to the (previously selected) users. According to Grudin [121], several potential obstacles during this initial phase might lead to profound gaps between developers and users.
Traditionally, product development companies would protect their developers
from real users or customers. The reason lies in the fact that an organization
usually cannot aﬀord to loose precious development time of highly qualified personnel for customization requests of single users. As a consequence, developers
get isolated from such requests and are faced with an often already prioritized
list of generic improvements to benefit scores or large amounts of users. Representatives might be reluctant to let developers meet the real customers or users.
They fear that developers, who are often seen as coming from a diﬀerent “culture”, might talk about development internals, thus creating dissatisfaction with
current products, or even oﬀend or alarm users or customers.
Furthermore, Grudin explains that developers often do not follow through
even though they typically agree to the importance of user involvement in principle. The main reason lies in a number of gaps between users and developers, which can be of technical, social, and socio-technical nature. For instance,
according to Grudin developers sometimes lack sympathy or empathy for inexperienced or nontechnical users. Users and developers often diﬀer in terms of
age, opinions, or academic background, and typically speak “diﬀerent languages”
regarding the product. In practice, developers often lack the experience to compensate for these diﬀerences, a soft skill which is hard to teach. According to
Grudin, the “best of intentions can succumb to these factors, especially in the
face of the slowness and imprecision that often accompany user involvement”
[121].
Conclusion 4. Developers’ roles in user involvement range from indirect observation to direct interaction. Research indicates that user involvement is most
beneficial if it is regarded as common organizational culture by all developers.
But as it turns out the relationship between users and developers is characterized
by several gaps which eventually detach the organization from its users. Being a
process of complex, socio-technical nature, user involvement thus bears several
challenges for a eﬀective information exchange between users and developers.

2.2.4 Procedure
A procedure specifies how knowledge about users’ needs is practically acquired
with a specific user involvement method. Bekker and Long [24] use the notion of
“user involvement process” to indicate the actual steps to be followed. Similarly,
Muller et al. [198] refer to a “process model”. However, we argue that the notion
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of process has a longitudinal character, while procedure fits more our conceptual
model of a user involvement method. Nevertheless, user involvement methods
can be used repeatedly and in combination with other methods, thus aligning
the single procedures to a user involvement process.
The procedure represents the main diﬀerentiator of user involvement methods.
It answers questions such as how the involvement should be implemented, what
participants do to communicate with one another, how they make decisions, and
what they do with the materials used [24, 198].
As it turns out, it is not commonly agreed that a method oriented approach is
suitable for user involvement [24], since single practitioners explicitly object to it
(e.g. [34] and [37]). According to Muller et al. [198], there are two main reasons
for this belief. First, the assumption that “a method is a straightforward, usually
linear or sequential, series of well-understood steps that will lead to a predictable
and relatively guaranteed outcome” [198]. Second, being able to name a method
may incite engineers to believe that they have applied it in the right way, while
the opposite may be the case.
We argue that methods should always be seen as a tool. The experienced
practitioner knows how to apply a specific tool. In particular, she is aware
that user involvement – as software engineering in general – is a complex, sociotechnical, communication- and collaboration-intensive process where methods
can never be simply applied with guaranteed success.
Grudin [121] explicitly reports on challenges related to the communication
aspect of user involvement methods. First, the collected feedback does not always reach the developer. Developers may be shielded from external contacts by
customer support groups who maintain products while working with customers
on particular problems. Second, there might be no or not enough feedback.
“The extent of feedback may vary with the pattern of marketing and
product use. A company such as Apple, with a heavy proportion
of discretionary purchases initiated by users rather than by management or information systems specialists, accrues benefits from having
a particularly vocal user population. In general, though, a lack of
user feedback may be the greatest hindrance to good product interface design and is among the least recognized defects of standard
software development processes.” [121]
Grudin explains that developers often lack experience with user feedback, which
represents an obstacle to product improvement. Moreover, they often need to
decide between alternatives based on metrics other than user feedback, typically
time to develop and performance3 .
Similarly, Maalej et al. [181] elaborate on various communication gaps between users and developers for diﬀerent user involvement procedures. The au3

These decisions are called “design goals” in software engineering [49].
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thors align the issues in “communication activities” according to the type of
feedback (implicit or explicit) and the type of communication (push or pull).
First, when feedback is explicitly gathered, communication is often ineﬃcient
and gathered information misinterpreted, since users often cannot articulate or
do not remember their needs, simply do not know them, or forget important
context information. Required eﬀorts and resources to overcome these gaps are
typically high, while human factors like subjectivity, interpretation, or social distinctions might absorb their eﬀects. Second, feedback explicitly and proactively
provided by users, frequently lacks important details and context information
(cf. [298]). The underlying communication is often ineﬃcient due to multiple
iterations of requests and responses and requires users’ motivation to yield contributions of a suﬃciently high quality. Third, if developers implicitly elicit user
needs by analyzing legacy documents or by gathering usage data for product
increments, they typically do not have any “back channels” to reach the users
for clarifications and find themselves faced with a relatively large amount of
noise and irrelevant information. Finally, lead-users might also actively deliver
implicit information by thinking further than a user only interested in “consuming” features. According to Maalej et al. the particularly high chances in the
software domain that such users might become competitors, might be a reason
why the lead-user method is a rather uncommon user involvement method.
Conclusion 5. How user involvement is actually implemented is specified by
procedures, which typically provide step-by-step instructions and explain how
users and developers should communicate, on which basis decisions should be
made, and which materials are necessary. Critics of a method-oriented approach
underline the social component of user involvement, arguing that developers need
experience and flexibility more than step-by-step descriptions, and that success
is by no means guaranteed. Communication is seen as the most vulnerable part
of any user involvement procedure, given various potential gaps between users
and developers, in particular missing context information.

2.2.5 Types of User Information
Heiskari and Lehtola define user information as “anything that describes the
users, their needs, problems they encounter, or the context they operate in”
[136]. Interviewing six professional developers, the authors found seven diﬀerent
types of user information. Table 2.2 summarizes these types of user information
together with their respective frequency. The study revealed that user feedback
from already deployed products together with feedback from beta testers are
the most common types of information. The generalizability of the quantitative
results might be questionable. However, in particular for the purpose of this
dissertation, it makes sense to further classify user information.
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Table 2.2: Types of user information discovered by Heiskari and Lehtola
(adopted from [136]).
User information
End user feedback
Beta feedback
Feature requests
Vision document
Usability problems
Conceptual requirements
Wholesaler profiles

Count
6
5
1
1
1
1
1

If directly mentioned at all, user involvement literature typically names “user
needs”, “user tasks”, or “user problems” when referring to information gathered
while working with users in a greenfield-engineering project (e.g. [116, 166]),
and “user feedback” when referring to information gathered on existing systems
or system prototypes (e.g. [24, 167]). We think the reason for these few described types is that user involvement literature typically falls into one of the
four following categories.
1. Problem statement. Claims positive or negative eﬀects of user involvement,
argues about its definition or about missing empirical measures for its
eﬀectiveness (e.g. [146]).
2. Study. Analyzes eﬀects of applied user involvement methods, such as its
eﬀectiveness, costs, or benefits (e.g. [167]).
3. Meta-study. Summarizes or compares diﬀerent user involvement methods
or studies (e.g.[24]).
4. Solution proposal. Describes a specific user involvement method (e.g. [116]).
Most publications belong to the first two categories, least to the third and fourth.
On the contrary, specific instances of user information types are mostly introduced in solution proposals. For the purpose of this dissertation, we do not aim
at a complete description of diﬀerent user information types. We rather want
to align the most common types in a preferably simple taxonomy, in order to
provide a foundational glossary.
The main types of user information identified by Heiskari and Lehtola are
diﬀerent kinds of user feedback (end user feedback, beta feedback, and problem
reports), feature requests, and design documents. According to Grudin [121],
user feedback may be collected from “bug reports” and “change requests”, notions
which are also common in software maintenance and configuration management.
The software maintenance standard ISO/IEC 14767:2006(E) defines two information entities which may be provided by users. First, modification requests
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“identify proposed modifications to a software product that is being maintained”
[144]. Modification requests, which are also referred to as change requests, are
the primary input for software maintenance activities and may later be categorized into corrections or enhancements. Second, problem reports “identify and
describe problems detected in a software product” [144]. A modification request
may be created in response to a reported problem, but on the contrary also a
problem report may be created while analyzing a modification request.
Similarly, configuration management [142] is concerned with management and
controlling of change during software systems evolution [49]. To enable developers to deal with change, configuration management relies on a formal process to
capture, analyze, and work on change requests (also called requests for change).
Change requests are formal reports created by users or developers and denote
the request to modify a work product [49].
Issue trackers are commonly used in software projects to report and follow
problems with a software system or to request potential enhancements [12]. In
the case of open source software the issue tracker is typically public, so that
all users may create reports. Issue trackers store reported issues in tickets,
which can be classified into diﬀerent types, according to the reported issue. As
a consequence, these types correspond to types of user information. We did
not find any scientific publication on the diﬀerent ticket types used in typical
software projects. However, common issue trackers such as Jira4 or Trac5 are
shipped with a predefined set of types, typically including defect, enhancement,
issue, and new feature.
We argue that the main diﬀerentiator for user information types lies in the
availability of the developed system. If this system is not yet developed, gathered
user information is prospective regarding the system. Consequently, prospective
user information typically describes current user tasks or user requirements. In
contrast, user information is retrospective, if it is gathered from users who actually used the already existing system. Retrospective user information therefore
usually takes the form of feedback. Table 2.3 distinguishes the diﬀerent types
of user information described in literature according to these categories.
In Figure 2.5, we illustrate user information types which are relevant for the
purpose of this dissertation and how they are related to each other. Requirements typically represent prospective user information, while feature requests
may represent prospective and retrospective user information. Feedback on existing features as well as error reports are necessarily retrospective. Note that
the information type does neither determine how the information is obtained nor
in which form. The focus of this dissertation is user involvement during software
evolution, which is why we primarily focus on retrospective user information.
4
5

http://www.atlassian.com/software/jira
http://trac.edgewall.org/
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Table 2.3: Diﬀerent types of user information.
Reference
Heiskari and Lehtola [136]
Grudin [121]
ISO/IEC standard for
software maintenance [144]
IEEE standard for
configuration management
[142]

Prospective

Retrospective

conceptual requirement,
feature request, vision
document
user need, user work, user
task

beta feedback, end user
feedback, feature request,
usability problem
bug report, change request,
user experience
change request, problem
report

—
—

change request

Ticket types in issue trackers
[90, 149]

new feature

defect (bug), enhancement
(improvement), issue
(problem), new feature

Requirements engineering
artifacts [49]

scenario, use case

feedback on prototypes


























Figure 2.5: Taxonomy of user information types.
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Conclusion 6. User information gathered through user involvement methods
can be prospective or retrospective, depending on the availability of the system
under development. Important user information types include requirements,
feature requests, feedback on existing features, and error reports.

2.2.6 Time and Place
User information could be gathered throughout the whole software lifecycle,
ranging from prospective information in the early stages of the project, to feedback on prototypes, and to continuously gathered retrospective information during software evolution. As already discussed, prospective user information is
typically gathered in the beginning of a project, while retrospective user information usually during later phases. For instance, Bekker and Long [24] distinguish between early involvement, late involvement, and involvement throughout
the lifecycle.
Similarly, the place where users are involved varies. Depending on the method
utilized, but also on the phase of the software lifecycle, it may range from the
user environment to the development environment. In practice, retrospective
user information can be obtained with a specific external tool or service, but
also directly while actually using the software. The latter case is commonly
called “in situ” feedback and should be preferred according to several authors
(e.g. [107, 182, 262]), since it avoids that users have to leave the application and
interrupt their workflows in order to contribute.
Muller et al. [198] provide a comprehensive overview of diﬀerent user involvement methods, and organize them according to both the time during the software
lifecycle where they may be useful and the place where they are likely to be used.
Table 2.4 summarizes user involvement methods suitable for a specific software
lifecycle phase, while Table 2.5 depicts those applicable in multiple software
lifecycle phases. Of the 60 methods6 compared by Muller et al. [198], 35 are
useful in early lifecycle phases (up to, including, object design), while 21 methods are suitable in later lifecycle phases (i.e. from evaluation onward). Of these
methods, 14 are useful in both early and late lifecycle phases. The remaining
18 user involvement methods span multiple phases of the software lifecycle. As
illustrated in Table 2.5, 10 of these multi-phase methods apply to early lifecycle
phases, while the remaining 8 suit the later lifecycle phases. Similarly, Bekker
and Long [24] compared 5 user involvement methods. The authors found that 3
methods are used in early phases while one of them is also used in later stages.
The remaining 2 methods are used throughout the development process.
Kujala [165] claims that user involvement is most beneficial in the early stages
of system development, as later the costs to make changes increase. We do not
6

Note that Muller et al. originally list 61 participatory practices. However, organization game
and layout, organization, and specification games refer to the same method.
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Evaluation

End user cus- Re-design
tomization

Retrospective
System design

Buttons [186]

Prospective
Requirements engineering

Forum Theatre [159]
Interface Theatre [201]

Critics [188]
Priority
Workshops
[45]

Artifact
Artifact
Walkthrough [290]
Walkthrough
Lunchbox [254]
[290]

CISP [187]
Critics [188]
Collab. Design Workshop
[36]
Cooperative Evaluation
[292]
Mock-Ups [91]
Participatory Ergonomics
[211]
Participatory Heuristic
Evaluation [199]
Pluralistic Walkthrough [26]
Scenarios [56]
Storyboard Prototyping [11]
Translators [287]
Work Mapping [276]

Artifact Walkthrough [290]
Blueprint Mapping [161]
CARD [200]
Ethnography [33]
Forum Theatre [158]
Mock-Ups [91]
PICTIVE [197]
PictureCARD [274]

CISP [187]
Collaborative
Design
Workshops
[36]
Critics [188]
Graphical
Facilitation
[71]
Icon Design
Game [201]
Scenarios [56]

CARD [200]
PICTIVE [197]
Prototyping [51]
TOD [194]
Workshop for O-O GUI
Designing [194]

ACE [85]
CARD [200]
Graphical
Facilitation [71]
Metaphors Game
[201]
Mock-Ups [91]
Scenarios [56]
Translators [287]

BrainDraw [84]
HOOTD [42]X
PICTIVE [197]
PrOTA [198]
Prototyping [51]
Video
Prototyping
[294]

CISP [187]
Collab. Design Workshop [36]
Coop. Reqmts. Capture [184]
CUTA [168]
Future Workshop [158]
Graphical Facilitation [71]
Layout, Organization, &
Specification Games [92]
Participatory Ergonomics [211]
Scenarios [56]
Translators [287]
Work Mapping [276]

Object design

Table 2.4: User involvement methods organized by time and place (adopted from [198]).
Problem
identification &
clarification
User environ- Forum Theatre [159]
ment
Ethnography [33]
Mock-Ups [91]
Search Conference
[224]
Starting Conference
[224]

Intermediate
environment

Future Workshop
[158]
Graphical
Facilitation [71]
Layout,
Organization, &
Specification
Games [92]
Scenarios [56]
Storytelling
Workshop [117]
Translators [287]

Development Workshop for O-O
environGUI Designing
ment
[194]

KOMPASS [119]
Prototyping [51]
TOD [194]
Workshop for O-O GUI
Designing [194]

HOOTD [42]
KOMPASS [119]
PrOTA [198]X
Prototyping [51]
TOD [194]
Workshop for O-O
GUI Designing
[194]
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UTOPIA [38]

STEPS [101]

SSM [63]

SSADM [177]

ORDIT [125]

JAD [291]

Method [35]

Hiser Design

Group Elicitation
Method [43]

Florence [30]

FIRE [46]

ETHICS [203]

Diaries [44]

[138]

Contextual Inquiry

[289]

Contextual Design

Conceptual Toolkit
in CSCW Design
[37]

Codevelopment [10]

CESD [118]

ACOST [76]

Problem
identification &
clarification

Requirements
engineering

Prospective
System
design

Object design

Evaluation

End user
customization

Retrospective
Re-design

Table 2.5: User involvement methods spanning multiple lifecycle phases (according to [198]).
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fully agree with this claim, as it seems to assume a simple sequential development process such as the waterfall model [249]. Although it is true that change
typically produces higher costs the later it occurs [49], this should not be an
excuse to develop an unusable or useless system. More recent development processes, such as the spiral model [41] or agile processes like Scrum [261] embrace
change and provide facilities to iteratively obtain feedback and react to it. Moreover, when developing mobile applications, not all possible contexts of use can
be checked or simulated before shipping the application. Consequently, user involvement will become even more important in the later stages of the software
lifecycle for such applications.
Conclusion 7. User involvement methods have been proposed for early and
late phases of software development processes. Depending on the state of the
system under development, developers gather either prospective or retrospective user information. Research mainly investigates the benefits and challenges
of early user involvement, since it is commonly accepted that changes become
more expensive over time. While we agree with this fact, we claim that the
yet undiscovered field of user involvement during software evolution bears huge
potential. In-situ feedback should be preferred.

2.3 User Involvement Eﬀects
Theoretically, involving users in the development of software should lead to increased probability of software success and higher user satisfaction [165]. Practically, various diﬀerent, partly contradictory, results have been reported (e.g. [135]
and [167], see also [146]). Experiences with user involvement have been described
in industrial studies, which illustrate eﬀects of applied user involvement and
meta-studies, which summarize and compare existing results from user involvement research and practice. We summarize these experiences by pinpointing the
reported benefits and challenges.

2.3.1 Benefits
Kujala [165] conducted a meta-study to understand early user involvement and
its eﬀects in practice. The author described various benefits, particularly on
system success and user satisfaction. Specifically, developers experienced to get
“more accurate user requirements”, avoiding “costly” features which were not
wanted or needed by users. User involvement led to higher probabilities of system acceptance and increased user satisfaction. In a survey with over 200 product managers, already Baroudi et al. [19] had found that user satisfaction in the
consequence also led to greater system usage. Later, Kujala et al. [167] empirically investigated the role of user involvement in typical development projects
with respect to the definition of user requirements. Surveying 18 practitioners
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from 13 Finnish companies, the authors could confirm that user involvement led
to better requirements quality. Further, projects where developers had based
requirements on user information had a significantly higher probability of success.
Vredenburg et al. [284] surveyed over a hundred user-centered design professionals to investigate how user-centered design methods were used in practice
across the industry. A majority of around 80% of the participants agreed that
user-centered design methods have improved usefulness and usability of their
products. The study also indicated that not only benefits are taken into consideration by developers. Rather the relation between costs and benefits determine
if methods are applied and if they are considered helpful. Consequently, the most
commonly used methods should be eﬀective and cheap. The five most important user-centered design methods found by Vredenburg et al. are, in descending
order, field studies, user requirements analysis, iterative design, usability evaluation, and task analysis. On the other hand, the five most used methods are
iterative design, usability evaluation, task analysis, informal expert review, and
field studies. The fact that these lists are not equal reveals there is still potential for more cost-eﬀective methods. Furthermore, the authors asked survey
participants to name measures of eﬀectiveness for user-centered design methods. Among the most frequent results were external satisfaction, enhanced ease
of use, impact on sales, and reduced helpdesk calls. Accordingly, successfully
applying user-centered design should lead to better usability, increased sales
numbers, and less maintenance eﬀorts.
Conclusion 8. Several studies have shown that user involvement can have positive eﬀects on system success and user satisfaction. Specifically, increased user
requirements quality as well as improved usability and usefulness have been
reported, leading to increased sales numbers and less maintenance eﬀorts. However, in practice both cost and benefit of user involvement determine its applicability. Research has shown that there is still potential for more cost-eﬀective
user involvement methods.

2.3.2 Challenges
Rosenbaum et al. [245] surveyed over 130 HCI professionals to understand how
organizational approaches and usability methodologies contribute to the strategic impact of usability research within companies. Major obstacles found by
the authors include resource constraints, resistance to user-centered design or
usability, as well as lack of knowledge about usability. Vredenburg et al. [284]
conducted a similar study and revealed that measurements of eﬀectiveness and
common evaluation criteria across the industry are missing. This finding intensifies the obstacles identified by Rosenbaum et al., since it objects the acceptance
of user-centered design in practice. Consequently, the authors suggested that
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cost-benefit tradeoﬀs play an important role in the practical adoption of usercentered design methods. For instance, while field studies were ranked high on
practical importance, companies seldomly used them due to their high costs.
Grudin [121] identified communication gaps between users and developers in
the 1990s, which were confirmed even 20 years later in a study by Heiskari and
Lehtola [136]. In particular, the authors revealed that there was little interaction
between users and developers. In addition, if users provided information, it did
often not reach developers. As a result, too little user information is present in
software companies. Heiskari and Lehtola additionally found that this information is mostly scattered across diﬀerent tools, unorganized, diﬃcult to access,
and not integrated into existing development processes. As further consequence,
developers cannot assess what users actually want, or more specifically, their average opinion. Two factors further complicate such an assessment. First, users
often have contradictory expectations, leading to more diﬀerent opinions to estimate. Second, typically only a subset of users is actually involved, making it
diﬃcult to obtain a significant estimation.
Kujala et al. [167] pointed out an additional problem when gathering user
requirements. Even with the best of intentions, users might not be able to express their problems and needs, since part of their knowledge has become tacit
through automation. Grudin [121] further pointed out that in practice there
are always other forces which shape software when users are not involved, or
when accessing the relevant knowledge is too diﬃcult for developers. In many
cases, these are even more directly connected with measurable and influential
properties of a software project, specifically budget and time. As a consequence,
users’ voices often remained ignored. Gould and Lewis [116] had already identified that user-centered principles were often not followed in practice. One major
reason according to the authors was the misestimation of its value, for instance
due to companies’ belief that users do not know what they want.
Heinbokel et al. [135] investigated eﬀects of user participation and user orientation, and found that both were negatively aﬀecting process and product quality.
From their explanations, we conclude that users in the studied scenarios were
given too much decisive power. For instance, developers needed to change the
design completely before delivering the software due to a late intervention by a
user. However, this study pinpoints that a major challenge lies in finding the
right mix of degree, time, and other user involvement dimensions. Only with
such a mix user involvement will have positive eﬀects.
Conclusion 9. Studies have revealed three major challenges for user involvement in practice. First, resource constraints often do not allow companies to employ eﬀective user involvement methods. Second, measures of user involvement
eﬀectiveness are missing, what prevents practitioners from assessing cost-benefit
tradeoﬀs. Third, there are a number of communication gaps between users and
developers. These can lead to little user information, which might be scattered
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and diﬃcult to access for developers. As a consequence, other forces than users’
needs and expectations shape software in practice.

2.4 Summary
User involvement in software engineering has become an established research
field [165], which is studied particularly at its intersection with human-computerinteraction [24]. Its foundations go back to the early 1980s, in particular to
Gould and Lewis’ key principles of usability [115] which together with Norman
and Draper’s work [209] became the pillars of user-centered design, and Ives
and Olson’s work on the eﬀect of user involvement on system success [146], one
of the first critical studies of user involvement in practice. User involvement
aims at maximizing the usefulness of a system by understanding users’ needs
and expectations. User involvement methods, which provide for a systematic
information exchange between users and developers, include multiple, social
and technical dimensions. During our literature review we found the following
important trends.
• User involvement has changed significantly over the last three decades,
mainly due to the radical progress of hardware and software. At the same
time software users changed from programmers or trained technical staﬀ
to practically any person [120], causing a fundamental shift in developers’
attitude towards them [156]. With the advent of application distribution
platforms and mobile devices, neither users nor the complete use context
of software is known before actually delivering it. The consequence of this
evolution is an increasing distance between developers and users [121],
while more focus on users would actually be necessary to satisfy their
increasing demands [182].
• Various methods to involve users in software development have been proposed [198], which provide diﬀerent levels of decisive power to the involved
users [74]. However, in research and practice there is no common agreement on the “optimal” degree of users’ influence on the developed system
[146], and probably never will [121]. Consequently, researchers have published comparative studies and overviews to support practitioners in their
choices [24, 198]. Practical forces influencing design and development are
typically time and budget rather than user satisfaction [121].
• Most user involvement methods comprise the selection of a group of “representative” users, since it is common belief that involving all users is impractical or impossible [166]. Selecting the right users is regarded as key
challenge for user involvement and requirements engineering [25, 212, 263],
with a wrong selection typically leading to serious limitations [74]. Due
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to the restrictions on user representation and the complex, socio-technical
nature of user involvement in software development, information exchange
between users and developers is characterized by several gaps (e.g. [105,
120, 181]).
• User involvement methods have been proposed for early and late phases of
software development processes, fewer even span multiple lifecycle phases
[198]. Depending on the state of the system under development, developers
gather either prospective (early) or retrospective (later) user information
[136]. Research mainly investigates the benefits and challenges of early
user involvement [165] often with a focus on participatory practices, since
it is commonly accepted that changes become more expensive over time
[49]. While we agree with this fact, we claim that the yet undiscovered
field of user involvement during software evolution bears huge potential.
Specifically, there seems to be little research on how retrospective user information, i.e. user feedback, influences development and which challenges
and benefits it provides.
• Research has shown that user involvement can have positive eﬀects on
system success and user satisfaction [165]. Specifically, increased user requirements quality as well as improved usability and system usefulness
have been reported, leading to increased sales numbers and less maintenance eﬀorts [284]. However, in practice both cost and benefit of user
involvement determine its applicability, since resource constraints often do
not allow companies to employ eﬀective user involvement methods [284].
But measures of user involvement eﬀectiveness are missing, preventing
practitioners from assessing cost-benefit tradeoﬀs [284]. The various communication gaps between users and developers can further decrease user
involvement eﬀectiveness [121], leading to little user information, which
might be scattered and diﬃcult to access for developers [136]. As a consequence, other forces than users’ needs and expectations shape software
in practice [121]. This shows that there is still potential for more costeﬀective user involvement methods.
Most existing research about user involvement is concerned with gathering
user information in the early phases of the software development lifecycle. Numerous studies have been carried out to explore the eﬀectiveness of corresponding methods. User-developer communication is essential during the early phases
of software projects, but phenomena such as IKIWISI [39] – “I’ll know it when I
see it” – indicate that it should not end there. While Boehm has made remarkable groundwork introducing iterative design [41] and a project management
theory [40] to deal with these phenomena throughout the whole software lifecycle, there is little research exploring how user involvement is applied in software
evolution practice, and which benefits and challenges it provides.
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As mobile and ubiquitous computing is becoming mainstream, user requirements and contexts of use are less and less known upfront. At the same time,
users are becoming more demanding and exigent, while the internet and Web
2.0 in particular allows them to be more extroverted regarding their needs [182].
With application distribution platforms, software change frequencies increase,
and software becomes quickly available to practically any person. We claim
that it is therefore necessary to investigate how user involvement theory applies
to such scenarios, which problems developers experience and how they could be
supported. In the next chapter, we explore the current practice of user involvement during the evolution of software
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Chapter 3
Empirical Analysis of User
Involvement in Software
Evolution Practice
«Tables of primes constructed in 1776 by Antonio
Felkel were considered so useless that they ended
up being used for cartridges in Austria’s war with
Turkey.»
— Marcus du Sautoy, The Music of the Primes
In the previous chapter, we have analyzed the foundations of user involvement
as reported in literature. User involvement is a complex socio-technical process.
While we have found many methods to involve users, there seems to be no
consensus about the eﬀectiveness of user involvement. Although there are studies
about user involvement in user-centered design projects, little is known about
how and why users are involved during software evolution, and which are the
benefits and challenges.
This chapter reports on an empirical case study which we conducted over three
months with the goal to analyze the current practice of user involvement during
the evolution of software especially with large user audiences. In particular we
wanted to understand how and why users are involved in practice. Our goal was
to find out what happens with user feedback in the development environment,
and what developers’ reasons and needs are. First and foremost, we aimed at
identifying problems and challenges in the current practice and workflows, but
we also wanted to glimpse at the practitioners’ requirements on tools which
would solve these issues.
Section 3.1 explains the study setting in terms of research questions and
methodology, and introduces the research data. The following three sections
summarize our research findings on the user involvement setting (Section 3.2),
developers’ workflows to analyze user feedback (Section 3.3), and developers’
requirements for and expectations of tool support (Section 3.4). Section 3.5
discusses implications of our findings for researchers, practitioners, and tool de-
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signers and summarizes the limitations of our study, while Section 3.6 explores
related work. Section 3.7 summarizes our study.

3.1 Study Setting
We first summarize the questions that drive our case study. Then, we describe
the overall methodology we use to study user involvement in software evolution
practice. Finally, we give an overview of the subjects we study.

3.1.1 Research Questions
The goal of this case study was to understand how professional software developers involve users during software evolution, which problems they encounter,
and which benefits could be gained by resolving the encountered problems. We
were particularly interested in three aspects: their user involvement setting, their
workflows to analyze and work with user feedback, and their requirements for a
tool-supported consolidation and assessment of user feedback.
RQ 2.(a) User involvement setting describes how, where, and when users
may provide feedback. In particular, we aim at answering the following questions:
• Infrastructure: Over which channels do developers gather user feedback?
• Frequency: How often are users allowed to provide feedback?
• User-developer communication: Are users systematically involved?
RQ 2.(b) User involvement workflow details how and why developers work
with user feedback. We aim at identifying and understanding developers’ problems, answering the following questions:
• Motivation: Why is user feedback important?
• Analysis: How do developers analyze user feedback?
• Problems: Which problems do developers encounter, and which role do
quantity, quality, structure, and content of user feedback play?
RQ 2.(c) User involvement requirements summarize developers’ needs and
expectations regarding tool support for user involvement. We focus particularly
on user feedback consolidation and assessment, answering the following questions:
• Tool support: Do developers think that tool support for feedback consolidation could improve user involvement practices?
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• Consolidation: How should user feedback be consolidated?
• Assessment: Would developers embrace user and usage benchmarks supplied by user feedback?
We formulated a set of 20 specific interview questions for these aspects together
with a set of answers to facilitate the interview process. Additionally, we collected 7 meta-questions on the specific software project and about the subject’s
background, in order to enable a descriptive classification. The complete catalogue of questions can be found in Appendix A.

3.1.2 Research Method
Case studies can provide a detailed view on real-life situations and thus may
reveal the reasons and mechanisms why and how specific phenomena occur [87,
102]. Our goal was to explore user involvement in software evolution practice to
understand developers’ current workflows, their problems, and their motivation
to involve users. Additionally, we sought to describe and explain the situation
whenever possible. Consequently, our case study mainly served an exploratory
purpose, but sometimes exposes descriptive or explanatory character [250].
Our study proposition was threefold. First, we thought that developers appreciate user feedback as important source of information about the acceptance of
their software. Second, we hypothesized that current user involvement practice
is unsystematic and bears several technical challenges and practical limitations
in particular due to the quantity, quality, structure, and content of user feedback
[217]. Third, we expected that developers embrace tool support which allows
them to deal with large amounts of user feedback and to assess the acceptance
and status of their software according to its users.
To collect qualitative data which helps to explore the practical situation and to
test our proposition, we conducted semi-structured and open-ended interviews
[242] with professional developers working at diﬀerent software companies. Semistructured interviews allow for improvisation and thus facilitate an exploration of
the studied cases [250]. Rather than randomly choosing study cases, we selected
few software companies which develop and maintain interactive software for a
large number of users, and one company with a smaller user audience in order to
study potential eﬀects of the amount of users. The selected companies allow their
users to provide feedback and are interested in understanding it. We employed
this purposive sampling strategy since we expected the resulting cases to be most
relevant to our proposition [87].
For our case study, we followed the design principles and procedures described
by Runeson and Höst [250]. As shown in Figure 3.1, our methodology consisted
of three phases: a preparation phase, a data collection phase, and a data analysis
phase.
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Preparation Phase

Data Collection Phase

Data Analysis Phase

Choose data collection
method

Explain study purpose

Read transcriptions

Choose case selection
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Ask study questions
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statements

Create case study protocol

Record audio
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Formulate invitation
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Relate statements to
questions

Formulate consent
agreement

Send transcription to
participants

Select meaningful
examples

Preselect subjects

Wait for corrections

Compare statements

Send invitation letter
Send question catalogue
Send consent agreement

Figure 3.1: User involvement in software evolution – case study methodology.
3.1.2.1 Preparation Phase
After choosing the data collection method and case selection strategy, we created
a case study protocol in order to capture design decisions and document the data
collection process. Next, we formulated a template letter to invite participants
as well as a consent agreement to inform subjects about the study purpose and
their anonymity. The consent agreement also documents the explicit agreement
of the subjects to participate in the study. We sent the invitation letter per email
to six selected companies which were possibilities and waited for the invitees to
respond. Five developers agreed to the interviews. Around one week before
an interview, we provided the specific subject with the question catalogue. We
explicitly called their attention to the semi-structured nature of the interview,
and underlined that the questions should be regarded as support.
3.1.2.2 Data Collection Phase
Before starting each interview, we briefly explained the study purpose to the
participant and recalled the exploratory nature of the study. As suggested by
Runeson and Höst [250], we recorded each interview in an audio format after
having asked for the interviewee’s consent. The interviews took between 29 and
55 minutes, during which we asked the pre-defined questions as well as questions
as a reaction to each subject’s particular answers. After the interviews, we
transcribed the recorded audio with the help of the notes we had taken during
the interviews. We then sent each transcription to the corresponding interviewee
and asked for corrections, which we did not receive.
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Table 3.1: Overview of interview partners and studied projects.
ID

comp.

w. exp.

project role

platform

user audience

S1

C1

6–10

S2

C2

3–5

S3

C3

S4

C4

S5

C5

# active users

rel. cyc.

developer

both

sp. consumers

> 10,000

3 wks

developer

desktop

all

150,000–200,000

4 wks

3–5

developer

mobile

all consumers

> 10,000

2–6 mos

3–5

architect

mobile

all consumers

100,000–200,000

2–6 mos

6–10

prod. mgr.

desktop

sp. professionals

100–500

4–8 wks

3.1.2.3 Data Analysis Phase
We started analyzing the interviews by reading the transcriptions and highlighting remarkable and particularly unique statements. Due to the semi-structured
nature of the interviews, the transcriptions did not always follow the order of the
pre-defined question catalogue. Moreover, subjects often complemented prior
statements as the interview proceeded, so that especially helpful details were
frequently given during later questions. We therefore decided to code the transcriptions according to two schemata. First, the pre-defined question each statement was answering, and second, the research question for which we regarded
it as relevant. The second schema was especially helpful to identify meaningful
examples for each research question. We then answered the research questions
by comparing the diﬀerent statements.

3.1.3 Research Data
Five software companies agreed to take part in our case study. We interviewed
one participant per company. Each participant reported on one specific, closed
source, commercially successful project developed in her company. Table 3.1
gives an overview of the 5 participants and the studied projects. The column
w. exp. denotes the work experience of a participant in years, the column project
role her main role within the project.
Two subjects (S2 and S5) reported on desktop applications and two (S3 and
S4) on mobile applications, while S1 reported on an application developed for
both platforms.
In three cases (S1, S3, and S4) the users of the studied software are consumers,
a special consumer group in the case of S1, and all consumers in the case of
S3 and S4. From the remaining two subjects, S2 reported on an application
with a general user audience, while S5 develops software for a special group of
professionals.
Four of the five studied software projects (S1–S4) had a large number of users
(more than 10, 000), whereas the software referred to by S5 accounted for a
smaller user audience (less than 500).
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AppStore
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3

4

0

0

1

2

1

3

4

5

FR_Ap

Forum
0
1
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1

2

3

4
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1

2

3

4
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1

2

3

4

5

2

Phone
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5
0

ER_Bl

2

Integrated
ER_Ap

1

AppStore

ER_In

5
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4

0

FR_Fo

FR_Fo

3

ER_Bl

2

ER_Ap

1

Email

ER_In

5

rarely
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FR_Ap

FR_Fo
FR_Ap

FR_Bl
FR_Fo
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4

0
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rarely

Ratings

Feature Requests

Email

ER_Bl

Blog

3

ER_Ap
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2

ER_In
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1

0
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Email
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Distribution
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Error Reports
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FR_Bl

Table 3.2: User involvement infrastructure: user feedback
fremost channels and
often
most
often
sometimes
quency of utilization – most
often, often,
sometimes,
rarely
most
often
sometimes
rarely

1
2

3
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Setting
0
1
2
3
4
5

0

AppStore
2
3

Distribution

1

5
Rating site

4

Email

2
3
4

3
4
5

0
0

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

ER_In

ER_In

Our interviews show
that
gathering
user feedback plays an important
role4 for
0
1
2
3
5
0
1
2
3
4
5
the studied subjects. All subjects report that their users may contribute using
0
1
2
3
4
5
error reports, feature requests, and feedback on existing features
which
includes
0
1
2
3
4
5
0
1
2
3
4
5
improvement and enhancement requests. All subjects but S5 also regard users’
ratings (e.g. in application distribution platforms such as the Apple AppStore
[13]) as important user feedback. While being aware of their importance in other
scenarios, S5 stated that ratings are irrelevant for the product she reported on.
0
1
2
3
4
5
Interestingly, S5 reported on the only software being developed for a smaller
group of professionals, what suggests that public ratings are less important in
0
1
2
3
4
5
0
1
2
3
4
5
such contexts. In
contrast,
S1,
who develops a product for a large consumer
audience, regards ratings as the “most critical” user feedback which even can
0
1
2
3
4
5
“create tension” and “harm your product”. In particular if errors
occur,
users
tend to quickly give bad ratings, which in turn immediately aﬀect sales numbers.
S1 illustrates the possible eﬀects: “If you mess things up, they [users] will kill
your product”.

3.2.1 Infrastructure
Table 3.2 shows the user involvement infrastructure as reported by the subjects
in our case study. For four types of retrospective user information we asked
subjects to name the channels over which this user information reaches them,
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together with its relative frequency. In total we collected 9 diﬀerent channels,
which shows that user feedback is currently widely scattered rather than being
a single source of information for developers. The top three channels for error
reports, feature requests, and feedback on existing features are common except for
their order. Emails, the AppStore, and mechanisms integrated in the software
(for instance a feedback library) account for the most user feedback at subjects’
companies. Ratings are mostly done in the AppStore, on particular rating sites,
and via email, while integrated mechanisms are not used. However, subject
S4 explained that their software prompts the user to rate the product after a
specific time period, which seems to be common practice for mobile applications.
None of the companies provides all users with access to a public issue tracker.
Nevertheless, S3 explained that at her company a public issue tracker is utilized
only in the case of one single software, whose users are professional salesmen.
Apart from this exception, all subjects agreed that issue trackers are best for
internal use only.
Hypothesis 3.1. User feedback is scattered across multiple channels, with email,
application distribution platforms, and integrated feedback mechanisms being frequently utilized.
Interestingly, users seem to select the appropriate channel intentionally. S1
describes: “The more critical their feedback is, the more public is the channel
they choose.” She reported on a case where the company had to concentrate
on the mobile version of the software, and decided to delay the development
of some of the desktop version’s features. “At the beginning we received single
mails, but as more and more desktop users felt left over, they started a public
campaign on Facebook.” S2 confirmed this user behavior: “We had a user forum
but discontinued it, because the users allied to request features we did not want
to implement.” In particular errors are immediately published. According to
S1, users tend to give low ratings to apply pressure: “It creates a lot of tension
if your users write ’you’ll keep getting one star until you fixed X’.”
Hypothesis 3.2. Users intentionally select the feedback channel to apply pressure by allying against the software company. The more critical their feedback
is, the more public is the channel they choose.

3.2.2 Frequency
In all studied companies, users may provide feedback continuously. In practice
this means that the feedback channels remain continuously open. Subjects S1,
S2, and S4 consequently report on a continuous stream of user feedback, with
dozens of messages per day. S2 counted around 300 messages per month, if no
new version is released. She further described that typically only very few users
provide feedback more than once, while the majority reports rarely or just once.
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Table 3.3: User-developer communication modes across studied companies.
Feedback type
Error reports
Feature requests
Feedback
Ratings

C1
pull
pull
push
push

C2
pull
push
push
push

C3
push
push
push
push

C4
push
push
push
pull

C5
pull
push
pull
push

On the other hand, C3 and C5 receive less feedback, for two diﬀerent reasons.
C3 develop software on behalf of other companies. Therefore, they typically get
presented with feedback digests, pre-selected user feedback, or feedback reported
by their customer. S5 on the other hand explained that their users, who all use
the software professionally, first collect several ideas and feedback and then send
one single message which contains them all. Consequently, C5 receives feedback
less frequently but in high concentrations.
In general, users seem to give feedback just as their concern happens. Subject
S1 explained that therefore user feedback and product backlogs might contradict
each other: “The question is always when and to what extent do you consider
the feedback. But if they really shout, you need to react quickly.”
Hypothesis 3.3. Users frequently provide feedback, but user feedback does not
always reach developers.

3.2.3 User-Developer Communication
None of the studied companies employed focus groups or a similar user involvement method to gather user feedback after the product launch, for instance to
assess a planned new feature. Only C3 had conducted focus groups in the beginning of single business-to-business projects, but with their customers instead
of end users. S3 explained that focus groups were regarded helpful to get to
know a new application domain. Moreover, S3 claimed it was common practice
that end users are not involved until the launch of a product, while customers
typically take the role of the end user during the initial development phase.
However, customer involvement seems to serve a purpose other than eliciting
user requirements, as S3 justified this practice stating that “customers know
what they want, but not how it should look like”.
User-developer communication is established diﬀerently across all studied organizations, as illustrated in Table 3.3. Error reports are automatically triggered
in the case of C1, C2, and C5, where users are asked to provide their error reports
after a crash has occurred. C1 explicitly trigger feature requests, as S1 describes:
“Sometimes we ask our users on Facebook what they desire, and usually get constructive suggestions.” Feedback on current features is explicitly requested only
in the case of C5, who role out beta versions to selected users. Finally, C4 ex-
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plicitly trigger product ratings after fixed time periods by redirecting the user
on a specific AppStore page.
An interesting observation was made by S5, who distinguished four diﬀerent
communication types. First, conversations with users at fairs are triggered by the
users and may eventually lead to new product ideas. Second, beta versions made
available to selected users trigger frequent, personal, bi-directional discussions.
Third, users proactively ask questions on features in pre-sales software versions
they have used for a short time. Finally, the typical “support communication”
regards users’ experience with a product which they have bought and used for
a longer time.
The most systematically supported feedback type seem to be error reports,
as all studied products are capable of including automatically generated stack
traces and usage data as an error occurs. The reason may lie in the very concrete
nature of errors. It is evident when they happen, and quite straightforward to
automatically collect related information with established development frameworks or libraries. All other user feedback is not “machine-readable” and in particular lacks a tangible trigger. As a consequence, there is no common practice
neither on providing nor on gathering such feedback. For instance, S5 explained
that their users include multiple suggestions in one message and often even mix
diﬀerent feedback types. On the other hand, companies do not systematically
“educate” their users to a common, helpful way of giving feedback.
Hypothesis 3.4. Users are not systematically involved during software evolution. Apart from error reports there is no commonly agreed practice neither how
to provide nor how to gather user feedback during software evolution.

3.3 User Involvement Workflow
When investigating their user involvement workflow, we asked our subjects why
and how they work with user feedback and which problems they encountered.

3.3.1 Motivation
The main motivation to appreciate user feedback seems to be its origin: the
user. Our interviews revealed that companies are interested in their feedback
particularly because of two reasons. First, companies are interested to satisfy
user needs, since eventually users buy their products. Users’ goodwill can quickly
turn into anger, and even harm the company, if they get frustrated with the
software. Consequently, software companies continuously seek to assess the
acceptance of their products. Second, developers need real-world data from
users’ environments, be it statistics about which feature is used or which errors
occur most and in which context. Such data is especially helpful to complement
software tests and to align development eﬀorts with feature importance.
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Hypothesis 3.5. User feedback supports the continuous assessment of product
acceptance and serves as real-world usage data.
All subjects agreed that user feedback is helpful to reach three main goals:
to improve software quality, to identify missing features, and to advertise and
market a product.
Improve Quality Users typically help to improve software quality by reporting
latent errors. S4 explains that problem reports are the feedback they are most
interested in: “Often we get problems which we couldn’t think of before, since
users have very heterogeneous configurations on their machines.” S5 further
illustrates the value of error reports: “We need crash reports and stack traces.
Without them we would not know which crashes happen out there.” In single
cases, products were even released with few presumably insignificant known
bugs. But they turned out significant instead, what eventually aﬀected ratings
and sales numbers.
Hypothesis 3.6. User feedback helps to improve software quality.
Identify Missing Features We found that users of all studied companies frequently request additional features. On the one hand, companies appreciate this
feedback as it helps to perfect a product. S1 illustrated that missing features
aﬀect product acceptance: “From their comments we could see that they will
never accept our product without this feature.” On the other hand, companies
need to be ahead of their users and cannot create products by simply reacting
to their feedback. Instead, products are developed following internal roadmaps,
while external feature requests are only regarded as additional support and signposts. S4 named one important reason for this: “We filter very wisely, because
we do not know how many people this will really help.” This information need
was also confirmed by the other subjects. As a consequence, small, incremental, perfective feature requests are rather heard than revolutionary new ideas.
S5 explained that professional software users are aware of this fact: “Our users
thoroughly make up their mind what could improve their workflows and increase
their profit. Then they argue that it would help other users as well.”
Hypothesis 3.7. User feedback helps to identify missing features, but developers
need to assess how many users will benefit from a specific new feature.
Advertise and Market Product All subjects agreed that in particular two
types of user feedback benefit their marketing. First and foremost, having many
positive ratings in application distribution platforms and particular rating sites
pushes applications into top lists, which in turn leads to more downloads and
higher sales numbers. S4 illustrated that this was the reason why they explicitly
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Figure 3.2: User feedback analysis process.
ask the user to rate the application after a specific time. S1 explained the
underlying reason: “We have a five star product in the AppStore. Together
with the price this creates trust among the users.” Second, several users write
about specific applications in their blogs or other social media. Both S2 and
S5 reported on cases where a user had requested a feature which was later
implemented, whereupon the user publicly praised the company. The subjects
perceived such user-generated experience reports as important multipliers.
Hypothesis 3.8. User feedback helps to advertise and market a product by conveying trust in the form of positive ratings and experience.

3.3.2 Analysis
The interviews show that studied companies examine user feedback in order
to create corresponding todos and prioritize them. We found that all studied
companies follow a common, iterative process to analyze user feedback, which
comprises two phases and six steps, as shown in Figure 3.2.
Preparation Phase The preparation phase comprises steps to collect feedback
from diﬀerent sources and assign it a coarse-grained category.
In the first step, developers merge the information they get over diﬀerent
feedback channels. This is necessary, since user feedback is obtained in various
ways such as via email, phone calls, or over the AppStore. However, not all
channels are equally suitable for a specific feedback type. S2 explained that in
particular error reports were not really helpful when reported for instance by
email, since typically important context information is missing: “In such a case
we answer them to report the error via the integrated feedback mechanism.”
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In the second step, developers read user messages and extract the included
suggestions, which might be multiple for a single message. To what extent users
provide digest-like feedback seems to depend particularly on the specific user
audience, as claimed by S5: “In our market segment it is quite typical that users
are willing to provide feedback. Sometimes our users see themselves more as
testers or co-developers.”
In the third step, developers decide if the feedback reports a problem or requests a feature. All studied companies make this simple distinction, in particular to be able to direct the report quickly in the right workflow. Error reports
are typically more critical than feature requests, and therefore require a faster
reaction. C1 and C2 explicitly maintain two feedback lists for this purpose. The
other subjects did not report about explicit lists, but consistently made this
distinction when talking about their workflows.
Triage Phase The triage phase comprises steps to assign feedback a priority
and convert it into common project artifacts.
In the fourth step, developers assess the individual priority of the feedback.
In the case of an error report, they estimate how critical a reported error is,
while for a feature request developers assess if it is qualified, suitable to improve
the product, and fits into the product roadmap.
In the fifth step, developers estimate the impact of the user feedback by investigating how frequently it occurs. To this end, they relate multiple pieces of
feedback to each other to find commonly reported issues and needs. Our interviews suggest that this step is more diﬃcult for feature requests than for error
reports because of three reasons. First, in case of an error all studied companies
could access stack traces, which could be symbolized and compared by tools.
Feature requests on the other hand, are hand-written and need to be read and
understood in order to compare them. Second, error reports typically refer to a
singular, concrete event, while features and the underlying user needs might be
complex. Third, while the similarity of error reports can typically be calculated
by comparing stack frames, the similarity of feature requests might be rather
subtle. S5 explained that two similar feature requests might seem unrelated
at first glance: “Users might request diﬀerent things, but their underlying goal
might be the same. Our task is to abstract from the actual request, to think
about the why, and to anticipate what is really missing on a conceptual level.”
In the last step, developers establish a connection with conventional development tools and workflows. Our interviewees illustrated two particular ways.
First, user feedback is discussed in team meetings. In the case of C1, C4, and
C5, multiple developers collect user feedback and discuss the results in recurring
meetings. We found that such exchanges were considered particularly useful as
an additional tool to identify frequently occurring errors and feature requests.
Second, developers create tickets from user feedback and insert them into the
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Table 3.4: Perceived complexity of and satisfaction with current user feedback
analysis practice.
Subject

Amount of feedback

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

high
high
low
high
medium

Perceived complexity of
comparing feedback
somewhat diﬃcult
very diﬃcult
somewhat diﬃcult
somewhat easy
very diﬃcult

Perceived satisfaction
somewhat unsatisfied
very unsatisfied
somewhat satisfied
undecided
undecided

internal issue tracker. Interestingly, our impression was that user feedback is
considered rather “fluid” until it manifests as a concrete task in such a tool.
Hypothesis 3.9. Developers analyze user feedback in order to create prioritized
tasks which fit into the product roadmap. The priority of a specific feedback
depends on the frequency of its occurrence.

3.3.3 Problems
All studied subjects agreed that it takes the most time to read and understand
user feedback as well as to assess its impact by identifying for how many users
it applies. We identified three main reasons: content and quality of user feedback, employed analysis techniques and feedback quantity, and the suboptimal
communication between developers and users.
Content and Quality of Feedback Our interviews show that especially user
feedback written in natural language is a problem for developers. These texts
are typically written from a subjective perspective which requires developers to
get into the user’s mind to be able to reproduce her issue or request. But often
information which would be essential to understand the feedback is missing.
As illustrated by S1, users also typically regard their feedback as very critical
while it might not be for the development team: “Some users are in the habit of
shouting quite loud, but they don’t really mean it.” Moreover, depending on the
software, features and user workflows can be complex leading to complex feature
requests or issues. All subjects but S5 further explained that user feedback
often has poor quality, in particular in the case of comments in the AppStore.
According to them, a substantial part of these comments are unqualified and do
not add any value. However, developers can only interpret feedback by reading
or at least browsing it. It seems that the time required for this task increases
developers’ disenchantment with user feedback. S2 confirmed this interpretation:
“Often users write a lot of text, but then it turns out that they just used or
configured the software wrongly. At first this causes a lot of trouble, and then
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you find that it was the users’ fault.” Last, our interviewees reported that user
feedback is often contradictory. For instance, S1 illustrated that part of their
users consistently requests advanced, professional features, while the other part
appreciates simplicity and the easy entry. Among our subjects contradicting
preferences are currently ignored, and the internal product roadmap is followed
instead, as S1 explained: “We ignore contradicting feedback until there is a clear
opinion in the community.”
Hypothesis 3.10. Content and quality of user feedback aﬀect its analysis. Natural language content and low feedback quality, as well as contradictory user
feedback constitute particular problems for developers.
Manual Analysis and Quantity of Feedback We found that the subjects
analyze user feedback almost exclusively in a manual way. Consequently, in
particular companies which receive a large amount of feedback spend considerable eﬀort on its analysis. S2 pinpoints the limits of this practice: “Oftentimes
we need to mark the mails as read, because we do not have the resources to
really read them all.” The analysis process suggests that developers even read a
specific feedback multiple times while analyzing it. Our subjects reported that
in particular assessing criticality and impact is a diﬃcult and time-consuming
task. To accomplish it, developers need to compare new feedback to the already
reported in order to find duplicates or similar suggestions. Consequently, a single
request can require the developer to examine multiple other feedback messages.
We asked our subjects about their satisfaction with the currently established
analysis process, on a 5-point Likert scale (1: very unsatisfied, 3: undecided,
5: very satisfied ). The average response lies between somewhat unsatisfied and
undecided (mean=2.6), as shown in Table 3.4. Although the gathered data does
not allow for generalization, our interviews suggest that the amount of received
feedback as well as the perceived complexity of the analysis task might have an
influence on developers’ satisfaction with current practice.
In contrast to other feedback types, automatically generated crash reports
which contain machine-readable information, might be analyzed automatically.
C1 and C5 employ analysis tools which are capable to use this information to
group multiple reports according to the similarity of the reported stack frames,
and thus to provide a measure for the impact of an error.
Hypothesis 3.11. Developers analyze user feedback mainly manually and read
single feedback multiple times.
Hypothesis 3.12. Developers spend most eﬀorts on assessing the priority and
impact of user feedback. The main reason therefore is that developers need to
manually estimate how many users are aﬀected by a specific feedback.
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Communication Gap between Developers and Users Our interviews depict
a communication gap between developers and users. Because developers obtain
user feedback over diﬀerent channels, it often gets copied from one medium to
another. This typically removes the possibility – if any – to react on the feedback
without major eﬀorts, for instance to ask clarification questions. Furthermore,
it increases developers’ distance to the reporter. Many feedback channels allow
only for one-way communication from users to developers in any case, which is
typically not eﬀective. A prominent example often referred to by our subjects is
the AppStore, where users publish feedback under a self-assigned name. While
there are no built-in means to reach a specific user, S3 exemplified how developers
try to bypass this gap: “We do ’social reverse-engineering’, meaning that we try
to find a user on Facebook or Xing who left a bad comment in the AppStore,
by searching for the reported username. Then we ask if we could set up a
remote debugging session.” The absence of mechanisms which allow developers
to contact feedback authors is perceived as a serious limitation by our subjects.
S1 illustrated one eﬀect of this gap: “Often there is no real error, but the user
did not understand a specific feature. But we cannot get back to them. Instead
we are forced to change the AppStore description to clarify the feature, or to add
additional help files.” Most feedback reporting mechanisms further do not allow
users to edit their feedback. Subject S2 mentioned this as a severe limitation
because of two reasons. First, users seem to report problems often too hastily,
but later cannot cancel their feedback. Second, in some cases users provide
clarifying information later, but cannot associate it with their prior feedback.
Hypothesis 3.13. Users and developers are disconnected due to communication
gaps in user feedback channels.

3.4 User Involvement Requirements
We explored requirements for tools that support the user involvement workflow,
asking subjects if and how user feedback should be consolidated and whether an
assessment of its potential was regarded as helpful.

3.4.1 Tool Support
Our interviews show that developers generally would embrace tool support to
consolidate user feedback. In particular they hope for a better structure among
the gathered feedback and expect to save time, if user feedback could be grouped
semi-automatically or automatically to support impact analysis. S4 pointed out
that user feedback should be regarded as important development artifact, for
which longitudinal tracking facilities are necessary. We think that companies
receiving large amounts of user feedback will benefit from tool supported feedback consolidation, while we expect less impact on companies which only receive
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few feedback messages. Further, S1 and S5 remarked that new tools really need
to add value to be accepted.
Hypothesis 3.14. Developers need tool support to consolidate, structure, analyze, and track user feedback, particularly when feedback volume is high.

3.4.2 Consolidation
We asked our subjects about their preferences for two diﬀerent ways to consolidate user feedback: A re-active approach collects user feedback as before and
analyzes the collected data afterwards. A pro-active approach tries to avoid duplicate feedback by presenting reporters relevant existing feedback they should
vote for.
All subjects, except S5, preferred the pro-active approach and gave two main
reasons. First, it takes most of the work oﬀ the developers’ shoulders, since
priority and impact are basically results of the number of votes. Second, it
avoids duplicates and thus unnecessary traﬃc. Consequently it allows developers
to concentrate only on important feedback.
S5 preferred the re-active approach to avoid biasing their users: “If you bias
the users with other user feedback, you will probably restrict the creativity of
the users.” S5 acknowledged that the pro-active approach might be more appropriate in cases where developers receive a higher amount of feedback or users
are not professionals. Interestingly, S4 regarded both approaches as reasonable
for diﬀerent situations, depending on privacy. According to the subject, the reactive approach is more appropriate for feedback which is currently not public
such as phone calls, while the pro-active approach could be employed for publicly
visible feedback such as AppStore reviews.
When asked according to what a tool should consolidate user feedback, studied
subjects particularly favored three features. First, all subjects agreed that in
particular duplicates should be grouped together. Moreover, subjects explained
that while two users might have made the same experience with the software,
their reports might be quite diﬀerent, what should be considered by any such
tool. Second, all subjects agreed that the type of feedback should determine a
feedback group as before. Third, all subjects, except S4, reported that it would
be helpful to know the feature to which a feedback applies. S1 mentioned that it
would be helpful to be able to structure the received feedback “like the software”.
Hypothesis 3.15. To consolidate feedback, tools should group duplicate or similar feedback, capture the feedback type, and the feature for which it applies.
Hypothesis 3.16. Pro-active tools are appropriate for high volumes of nonconfidential feedback, while re-active tools are more appropriate for less feedback
and more professional end users.
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3.4.3 Assessment
Our interviews show that developers constantly need to assess the potential of
user feedback to improve their software and its impact within the user community. All studied subjects confirmed that they would appreciate tool support for
this assessment, because it may influence the further development plans. When
asked how they would estimate the importance of user feedback, our subjects
specified two main measures. First and foremost, the frequency of a specific
feedback, i.e. how many users provided the same or a similar feedback. Most
subjects utilize this quantitative benchmark already today, but in most cases
they estimate it manually. S1 particularly regretted that they are therefore currently only able to react slowly on community trends: “We can only measure
the frequency when we already have set our users up.” The main factors slowing down reaction time include the low visibility of existing feedback for other
users, the scattering of feedback across multiple channels, as well as the manual
analysis of user feedback by developers. Second, all subjects would include an
assessment of the individual user who reported the feedback into the benchmark, and specified several measures for such an assessment. They considered
it important to know for how long and how often the reporter has used the
application, as pinpointed by S1: “If we have a user who uses our software twice
a day for several hours, her feedback is probably more important than feedback of a casual user who ’accidentally’ bought the software.” S2 and S4 would
further base their assessment of a user on the past experience with that user:
“Frequency is important. But if a user always reports inappropriate feedback,
we would not want this to be highly prioritized. Quality over quantity.” [S2].
All subjects stated that they manually keep track of particularly helpful users.
However, only S2 and S3 also treat their feedback diﬀerently, which typically
means reading it first. Moreover, all studied companies except C1 let these users
know that they are important, for instance by thanking them via email (C3) or
by issuing coupons (C3, C5).
Hypothesis 3.17. To support impact analysis, tools should measure the frequency of user feedback and provide developers with an individual assessment of
the reporter.

3.5 Discussion
We discuss the implications of our findings for researchers, practitioners, and
tool designers and summarize the limitations of our study.
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3.5.1 Implications
User feedback contains important information for developers which helps to improve software quality and to identify missing features. In order to assess its
relevance and potential impact, developers need to analyze the gathered feedback. High eﬀorts are needed for this analysis, as developers mostly accomplish
it manually.
3.5.1.1 Implications for Researchers
In order to facilitate user feedback analysis, researchers should investigate the
main factors that contribute to its complexity and explore how it can be automatized. We see two main implications. First, since user feedback is typically
natural language text whose quality might be poor, it is diﬃcult to determine its
content automatically. Research should investigate how to extract information
from such artifacts, for instance using microtext understanding or island parsing methods. Second, user feedback often lacks important context information
which can facilitate understanding and help developers to reproduce reported
issues. Consequently, researchers should examine how context information can
be made available for the analysis process.
3.5.1.2 Implications for Practitioners
Based on our results, we give three advices to developers. First, know your
audience. Our study suggests that diﬀerent user audiences provide feedback in
diﬀerent ways. Consumers seem to report ad-hoc, while professional users might
elaborate more on their feedback. In either case, developers should provide
suitable channels to gather the specific kind of feedback. Second, reduce the
number of feedback channels. We found that feedback is typically scattered
across several channels. As a consequence, developers merge feedback gathered
over multiple channels, which reduces traceability and increases the gap to their
users. Developers should identify which feedback type is supported best by
which channel and discontinue other channels. Channels which allow for twoway communication should be preferred. Third, educate your users. Companies
who decide to take user feedback seriously, need to explain their users how to
provide helpful feedback. For instance, multiple requests within one message
might complicate its analysis, while indicating the type of feedback might be
helpful.
3.5.1.3 Implications for Tool Designers
User feedback is a rich source of information. Our study has shown that developers work through this information in order to create conventional, prioritized
development tasks. Developers need tool support to facilitate consolidation,
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structuring, analysis, and tracking of user’s feedback, especially when the occurring volume is high. Tool designers should investigate how developers can
be assisted during these tasks. Our results suggest that novel tools should identify similar and duplicate reports, capture the feedback type, and document the
aﬀected feature. Developers’ main information needs include the impact of feedback in terms of its frequency as well as an assessment of the individual reporter,
for instance how often and for how long she has used the software or how often
she has already reported.

3.5.2 Limitations
As with any research methodology, our choice of research methods has limitations.
3.5.2.1 Construct Validity
With this study we aimed at exploring problems and information needs in current
user involvement practice. Construct validity therefore measures whether these
concepts can be correctly reflected by means of interviews. First, interviews
obviously rely on the statements of the participants, which might be subjective.
While subjectivism is diﬃcult to eliminate in interviews, we limit its eﬀects by
basing our findings exclusively on the statements of multiple subjects. Further,
the semi-structured nature of our interviews allowed us to react on participants’
statements, and to ask why-questions whenever needed, while guaranteeing at
the same time that all participants answered the same questions. Second, subjects might not even be aware of the occurring problems. To limit this eﬀect,
we concretized questions related to problems, asking which tasks take much
time, are subjectively diﬃcult, and which information are needed to accomplish
them. Other studies (e.g. [136, 162, 298]) support our findings, what makes us
confident that the identified problems are real. Ensuring construct validity for
empirical studies of software developers is always a complex task, specifically as
such studies typically require the researcher to abstract from observed behavior
or gathered information. Therefore, we encourage other researchers to replicate
this study or enhance it for instance by means of observation.
3.5.2.2 Internal Validity
Because our study is of exploratory nature, its internal validity is determined
mainly by the evidence we have used to generate our hypotheses. We therefore
discuss the two main factors which might aﬀect the soundness of our observations, and illustrate how we tried to limit them. First, the interviewer might
be biased towards the study proposition. In other words, he might have had a
priori expectations and assumptions, and could have sought to confirm them. In
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order to limit this threat, we recorded the audio of each interview, transcribed
the recorded audio, and sent the transcription back to the interviewees asking
for corrections. Likewise, we sent the participants a copy of our hypotheses,
and requested their feedback. All participants agreed with our findings. Second, participants might have given answers which are not completely reflecting
their work practice, because they knew the results would be published. While
this threat can never be completely eliminated in interviews, we addressed it by
guaranteeing the complete anonymity of our participants and their companies.
3.5.2.3 External Validity
The applicability of our findings has to be established carefully. The main limit
to the generalizability of our findings results from the fact that we have interviewed only five subjects. We could increase confidence in our hypotheses by
interviewing more subjects from a larger cross section of application domains
and user audiences. On the other hand, all studied subjects are software professionals with over 3 years of practical experience in industrial companies and
fill diﬀerent roles. Moreover, studied projects span diﬀerent domains, diﬀerent
amounts of users, and diﬀerent user audiences, which makes us confident that
our findings are representative. Finally, this study is of exploratory nature and
was not designed to be largely generalizable. Its main idea is to explore and understand how developers deal with user feedback during software evolution, and
which problems they encounter. To this end, we formulate hypotheses which
should be validated by future studies of larger populations. Consequently, we
avoid answering yes/no questions but concentrate on identifying common, real
problems and information needs.

3.6 Related Work
Most studies about user involvement in practice explore the “early” phases of the
software development lifecycle, i.e. mainly requirements engineering activities,
and specifically investigate how and to which degree users are involved [284], and
which eﬀects such involvement has on product acceptance [165]. Only few other
studies are concerned with exploring how developers work with user feedback
during software evolution, and which problems they encounter.
Ko et al. [162] investigate what constrains evolution decisions in development
teams, and found two main factors. First, developers were more likely to address feedback they believed to be shared by the majority of the users. Similarly,
conflicting needs and preferences among the users reduced the probability for a
feedback to be addressed. Our study confirms these findings (Hypotheses 3.9
and 3.10), and additionally concludes that developers often lack the necessary
information to be able to assess the stake size for a given feedback (Hypothesis
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3.12). The second factor is related to how deep an intervention would be required
to address a specific user feedback. Correspondingly, our subjects reported that
user feedback should fit into the product roadmap. Ko et al. conclude that feedback is a significant source of knowledge about user practices, what is confirmed
by our results (Hypothesis 3.5). Interestingly, the authors argue that user feedback should be treated as a signal that further research is needed rather than
as a guide for what to change. The main reason lies in the way developers currently react to user feedback which can lead to hardening the original software
design. In contrast, we claim that developers need novel tools which fill their
information needs, and allow them to measure the impact of user feedback.
Heiskari and Lehtola [136] investigate user involvement in practice without focusing on a specific development lifecycle phase, and identify several challenges
which are confirmed by our study. First, similarly to our results the authors
found that user information is scattered, unorganized, and diﬃcult to access
(Hypothesis 3.1), and that there is no clear and common process on understanding users (Hypothesis 3.4). Second, while feedback and other user information
were considered important, the authors found that there is too little of this information available for developers (Hypotheses 3.5 and 3.12). Moreover, the study
revealed that determining the average end user opinion is a hard task, what was
confirmed by our interviews (Hypothesis 3.10). Finally, the authors discovered a
need for the integration of user knowledge into existing development processes.
We argue that this supports our finding that developers need tool support to
deal with user feedback (Hypothesis 3.14).
Zimmermann et al. [298] specifically focus on developers’ problems with bug
reports in open source projects. One result of their study is that poorly written
reports as well as missing information particularly hinder developers from understanding and reproducing issues, which is also confirmed by our interviews
(Hypothesis 3.10). The authors further revealed a mismatch between information needed by developers’ and information which users actually provide, what
intensifies our Hypothesis 3.4: in the projects we studied, error reports typically
include automatically generated information to support developers. Finally, the
authors showed that well-known users’ feedback is likely to get more attention,
regardless of its importance. Similarly, our interviews showed that developers
are interested in an individual assessment of the reporter (Hypothesis 3.17).

3.7 Summary
In this chapter, we described an empirical case study which we conducted with
software professionals, in order to analyze the current practice of user involvement during software evolution, specifically for cases with large user audiences.
We were particularly interested to find out how and why practitioners gather
end user feedback during evolution activities. Our goal was to understand,
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what happens with user feedback in the development environment and why, and
which information developers need. We mainly aimed at collecting problems and
challenges in developers’ workflows, but also tried to identify necessary characteristics of tools which could assist practitioners during their work with user
feedback. Our findings can be summarized as below:
• Users provide feedback frequently and using diﬀerent means, with the result that information is scattered across multiple channels in development
environments, what complicates developers’ work and widens the gap between users and developers. Users seem to know that their published
feedback applies pressure on software companies, since they intentionally
select more public feedback channels the more critical their issues are.
• Current user involvement practice is not systematic. There is no commonly
agreed way neither how to provide nor how to gather user feedback, and
no guidelines for users on what makes a “good” user feedback.
• Developers need user feedback, in order to assess if their product is accepted
and to gather real-world usage data. User feedback is helpful to improve
software quality, to identify missing features, and to advertise and market
a product.
• Developers analyze user feedback in order to create prioritized tasks that
fit into their roadmaps. The priority of these tasks mainly depends on the
impact of the feedback, i.e. on the frequency of its occurrence. But for this
purpose, developers need to assess how many users are aﬀected.
• Several problems complicate the analysis of user feedback. Feedback messages are typically written in natural language, might have poor quality,
and can contradict each other. Further, developers typically need to estimate feedback impact manually and consequently spend many eﬀorts
on this assessment, partly also because it involves reading single feedback
multiple times. Finally, users and developers are typically detached since
the utilized channels often only allow for one-way communication. As a
result of these problems, developers often ignore feedback, simply sticking
with their product roadmaps and development plans.
• Developers would embrace tool support to consolidate, structure, analyze,
and track user feedback, in particular when feedback volume is high. Such
tools should at least be able to group and count duplicate or similar feedback, capture the feedback type, and provide developers with an individual
assessment of the reporter. In cases of high volume of non-confidential
feedback pro-active tools are more appropriate, while less feedback and
professional end users suggest that a re-active consolidation approach is
suitable.
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Chapter 4
Grounded Theory on Continuous
User Involvement
«Every act of knowing brings forth a world.»
— Humberto R. Maturana and Francisco Varela,
Tree of Knowledge

In the previous chapter we have analyzed how professional software developers
deal with user feedback during software evolution and identified several problems. Developers need to identify similar reports and group them according to
the user experience described, in order to assess the impact of user feedback.
We found that these tasks require high reading, comprehension, and structuring
eﬀorts, in particular due to the high quantity and low quality of user feedback
and because feedback is scattered across several channels.
Our goal is to facilitate developers’ work by providing tool support for the consolidation of user feedback, thus lowering the required eﬀorts for continuous user
involvement. Specifically, we want to harness user communities to automatize
the assessment of user feedback impact.
This chapter establishes the theoretical foundations of our approach by describing a grounded theory on continuous user involvement relying on user communities. To this end, we study two phenomena. First, we explore regularities
in how users and developers communicate in open source communities in order
to understand how these two groups should be connected. Second, we investigate how users currently provide feedback in application distribution platforms
in order to understand how user feedback can be consolidated.
Grounded theory [70, 111, 192] is a systematic research methodology which
was first described 1967 by the social scientists Glaser and Strauss. Since then
it has been applied in diﬀerent research areas mainly for qualitative research
(e.g. [73, 75, 255]). Unlike traditional research methodologies, its goal is to
derive a consistent set of hypotheses and discover a theory by analyzing the
underlying empirical data. In the area of software engineering, such an approach
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Figure 4.1: Benchmark for software socialness (following [173]).
is particularly appropriate to investigate social and human aspects – such as user
involvement.
Section 4.1 motivates our research, while Section 4.2 presents our proposition.
Section 4.3 briefly introduces the methodology we followed. In Section 4.4 we
summarize how users and developers communicate in open source software communities. In Section 4.5 we present our findings on how users provide feedback in
a large application distribution platform. Section 4.6 summarizes the grounded
theory and concludes the chapter.

4.1 Motivation
The socialness of a software system is defined as the degree of involvement of its
users and their communities in the software lifecycle [182]. In practice, socialness ranges from no involvement, to little involvement (e.g. public bug tracker),
and to complete involvement in open source communities. Figure 4.1 illustrates
four diﬀerent classes of software systems according to their socialness. Users of
transactional software are pure consumers with little to no possibility to contribute and promote the software. Popular software instead involves a large user
community, which can be an indirect yet important means to create additional
value. Collaborative software users are actively involved in the evolution by providing new ideas or performing other even more advanced engineering activities.
Finally, social software involves a community of users, who actively contribute
to the evolution of the software and pro-actively enlarge their community. Note
that as opposed to collaborative software, collaborative media represent systems which facilitate collaboration (e.g. Wikis). Similarly, as opposed to social
software, social media represent systems for social networking and interaction
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(e.g. Facebook or blogs). Software can be collaborative or social, independently
from its features and domain.
The overall goal of our research is to increase the socialness of any software
– be it closed source or not – since we assume that the continuous involvement
of users and their communities is beneficial for both users and developers. We
aim at making the involvement of users and communities a first order concern
in software evolution by systematically utilizing valuable user experiences and
volunteered resources.

4.2 Proposition
Our research proposition was twofold. First, we hypothesized that user communities bear high potential as indicator for the impact of user feedback. We
assumed that such an indicator can help to reduce developers’ eﬀorts with continuous user involvement during software evolution. Further, we were convinced
that users are willing and able to provide helpful feedback when chances are that
it improves the software they use.
Second, we expected that conventional user feedback includes important information for developers, and that this information is occurring repeatedly. We
assumed that such regularities can be exploited in order to facilitate the consolidation of user feedback. Moreover, we hypothesized that users influence the
market with their feedback and establish latent communities even when the
software is not open source.

4.3 Methodology
To collect qualitative and quantitative data which helps to test our proposition
and investigate the current practical situation, we conducted two exploratory
studies about user involvement with two diﬀerent, complementary purposes.
First, we investigated how users and developers interact in a social environment, namely open source communities, where both user and community involvement are high. The goal of this study was to understand how these two
groups communicate “in the wild”, in order to draw conclusions on how they
might be interweaved to increase software socialness in other, more controlled
situations. The open source software industry is often regarded as the most popular and successful implementation of the open innovation paradigm [282, 65],
where no boundaries between users and developers exist [237, 285]. Instead of
following a strict product roadmap, an open source project can be seen as a
genetic process: Source code (the genetic material) is transformed (mutated) by
developers, while the community (evolution) decides which changes are successful and will survive [50]. Open source communities mainly rely on social media
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for their communication. Consequently, in the first part of constructing our
grounded theory, we examined blogs in four large open source communities in
an exploratory study. The results of this exploratory study have been published
in [221]. For the sake of brevity, we decided not to include the complete study
in this dissertation, but to summarize the obtained results (Section 4.4).
Second, we explored how users provide feedback in a more transactional, closed
source environment, namely application distribution platforms, which are one of
the most popular channels for users to provide feedback on software, as we have
seen in the last chapter. Such platforms allow users to rate and review their
applications. The resulting, publicly visible information can apply pressure on
software companies, but reacting to it typically requires high eﬀorts. As our
goal is to facilitate developers’ work with user feedback, we had to analyze the
data for regularities which would allow for an automated or semi-automated
consolidation. Consequently, in the second part of the grounded theory, we
examined user feedback in one of the main application distribution platforms in
a second exploratory study (Section 4.5).

4.4 Exploratory Study on User Involvement in
Open Source Communities
Social media enable the creation and exchange of user-generated content [157].
Individuals can use them to interact with, share information with, and meet
other individuals presumably with similar interests, forming large data, knowledge, and user bases. In recent years the number of users and use-cases of social
media has grown rapidly [272]. For example, Facebook recently announced that
it has over 1 billion active users – more than the whole population of the Americas and the Caribbean1 . The usage of Facebook, Blogger & Co. is no longer
limited to private scenarios such as finding school friends, sharing photos, or
keeping a vacation diary. Professionals use more and more social media e.g. to
organize a conference, market a new product, or coordinate an open source
project.
The software engineering community has also recognized the potentials of social media to improve communication and collaboration in software projects [23].
For example, several studies have shown the role of Wikis for managing software
documentation and collaboration [183]. Other authors suggested the integration
of social media into development environments [123, 273, 278]. However, there
exists no framework on the use of social media in software engineering. This
study takes a step towards such a framework by exploring the role of blogs as a
popular social medium in open source communities.
1

http://www.facebook.com/press/info.php?statistics
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To investigate how open source communities currently use social media, we
divided the blogging ecosystem in active software developers and other stakeholders (including the users). We were particularly interested in understanding
how and why these groups use blogs, and how their blogging activities are related to other project activities. From the results we drew conclusions on how
current communication means between developers and other stakeholders can
be improved (e.g. by revising software tools and processes), and how users and
other stakeholders can be stronger involved in the development lifecycle.
In the remainder of this section, we briefly introduce the research questions
(Section 4.4.1), present the applied research methods and the studied data (Section 4.4.2), and summarize the results we have obtained (Section 4.4.3). For the
complete study, we refer the reader to [221].

4.4.1 Research Questions
The goal of this study was to understand how and why blogs are currently used
by users and developers in a software community. We focused on three aspects:
the actual usage of blogs in software projects, the content of these blogs, and
the integration of blogging activities into the development workflows.
RQ 3.(a) Blog usage describes how software development communities “blog”
(i.e. share information in blogs). For that, we analyzed the publishing frequency
as well as the structure of blog posts, answering the following questions:
• Publishing frequency: How often do community members blog?
• Post structure: What are typical elements of a blog post and how often
are they included or referenced?
RQ 3.(b) Blog content describes the information published in the blogs.
This includes identifying topics (i.e. semantic entities) and their frequencies. In
particular we answered the following questions:
• Topics: Which topics are discussed in blogs of development communities?
• Topic popularity: How popular are these topics (i.e. frequency distribution)
across diﬀerent communities?
RQ 3.(c) Blog integration describes how blogging activities are integrated in
the development workflows. We examined usage patterns and content dependencies between blogs, source code repositories, and release repositories, answering
the following questions:
• Publishing patterns: Are there particular patterns, which describe when
blogs are used in the communities? In particular:
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Table 4.1: Overview of research data
# posts

Eclipse

GNOME

PostgreSQL

Python

10,333

18,323

3,385

18,660

# bloggers

328

342

112

405

# commits

239,659

252,831

30,745

45,116

467

2,294

34

178

93

250

12

34

# committers
# blogging committers

– Release dependency: When are blogs posted in relationship to the
software releases?
– Activity dependency: When are blogs posted in relationship to particular development activities?
• Published Information: Are there relationships between the work performed and the information blogged? In particular:
– Content dependency: Are blog post topics and particular development activities related?
– Time dependency: To which degree are work performed and information blogged related in terms of time?
When answering these questions we distinguished between active developers
(committers) and other bloggers. This allowed us to compare the behavior of
developers and other stakeholders – including the users – in the studied communities.

4.4.2 Research Method and Data
To analyze the usage of blogs we applied descriptive statistics (for frequency
calculation) and regular expressions (for analyzing the blog structure). We also
conducted statistical tests to exclude the hazard factors and report on the error
rates. To analyze the blog content and included information we used the Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic modeling technique [32]. When applied to blog
posts, this technique extracts keywords which belong together and groups them
as topics. Finally, to study the integration aspect we ordered commit messages
and blog posts as well as commit messages and releases by time and investigated
the resulting stream of events. Thereby we looked for patterns and regularities
using Sequential Pattern Mining [5].
Table 4.1 shows an overview of the studied data. We explored the behavior
of over 1,100 bloggers in four large open source communities: Eclipse, GNOME,
PostgreSQL, and Python. To this end, we analyzed over 50,000 blog posts and
more than 568,000 commit messages.
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4.4.3 Results
In all studied open source communities we observed regular and frequent blogging activities since several years and across many releases. This is not surprising, as blogs became one of the most popular social media for sharing and
accessing software engineering knowledge in the last years [226]. While individual members only blog occasionally, the community as a whole constantly shares
information and produces an average of up to six blog posts per day. These posts
are written equally by committers and other community members.
Our results show that the studied communities use blogs as documentation
tool to share knowledge and experiences, and to socialize and maintain community structures. A major finding of this study is that committers and other
members blog on a high level of abstraction, e.g. frequently about features and
domain concepts. At first glance this is surprising, as we expected developers
to blog about models, technical abstractions, and source code related concepts.
However, the public, social, and rather informal nature of blogs can be one of
the reasons behind this information granularity. Blogs enable developers to document features, dependencies, known issues, and qualities of new releases in an
informal and time-ordered way and to a broad audience. Studies showed that
developers describe their work in short but regular commit messages [180]. Blog
posts on the other hand are less frequent than commit messages, but comprise
significantly more content. They rarely include source code but frequently highlevel information and images. Therefore, blog posts seem to have rather the
character of short documentations and tutorials.
Unexpectedly, we found that non-committers blog about more technical topics than committers in all studied communities. We think that this is due to
the framework nature of the studied projects. Non-committers use Eclipse,
GNOME, PostgreSQL and Python as infrastructure for their own projects. In
their blogs, they frequently reflect their technical experiences, share code examples, patterns to solve particular engineering tasks, and howtos. This shows the
importance of social media for making end users an integral part of software
projects, enabling them to share their user experience and helping to create and
maintain project knowledge [182].
Our results show that committers and other stakeholders communicate bidirectionally through social media. Committers provide development related
information to other stakeholders, while the latter report about their experiences with using the software. Blog posts by committers frequently contain
information about recent activities described shortly before in previous commit
messages. Specifically, we found that developers post more often after corrective
engineering than after forward engineering or re-engineering tasks. One silent
implication of this finding is that bug fixes represent important information
which should be shared with all stakeholders in a software community. Communicating these corrective actions to the community might have two implications.
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First, developers publicly show their personal contributions and merits – an important social and motivational factor. Second, solved issues – which might have
been reported by end users – indicate a healthy project and a healthy, social
relationship between developers and users.
Likewise, blog posts about release announces and release plans make the community aware of the overall project status. We found that in particular noncommitters publish most blog posts shortly after a new release, reporting about
their experiences with the software. Again, this indicates that non-committers,
including the actual end users, are continuously involved throughout the software lifecycle.

4.5 Exploratory Study on User Feedback in
Application Distribution Platforms
Application distribution platforms such as Apple’s AppStore2 , Google’s Play3 ,
and Microsoft’s Windows Phone Store4 allow users to buy and deploy software
applications with one click, while completely hiding the complexity of money
transfer and liability for both users and developers. As a consequence, they
are growing at high speed. As of September 2012, over 700,000 applications
are available in the Apple AppStore, more than 500,000 in Google Play, and
over 100,000 in the Windows Phone Store. The astronomic download numbers
(around 2 billion per month in the Apple AppStore) make these platforms very
attractive for developers.
The main use case of application distribution platforms is to allow users to
download and install software. But in addition, they allow users to rate and
review the oﬀered applications. Users who have bought an application can rate
it by assigning it a number of stars and publish a review about the software.
Both ratings and reviews are public and visible to all users – and all developers.
The original purpose of this rating and review system is twofold. First, it
ensures a user-oriented quality among the applications, since applications with
higher ratings rank higher in so-called “top lists”, which in turn increase the
applications’ publicity and thus its download numbers. This viral marketing is
one of the main success principles of application distribution platforms. Second,
it enables a user-based recommendation of applications, as it is commonly used
in traditional shopping platforms, such as Amazon5 . Since the providers of
application distribution platforms benefit from the generated revenue, they are
interested to sell as many applications as possible. Application recommendation
is consequently the second main success principle of these platforms.
2

https://itunes.apple.com/us/genre/ios/id36?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps
4
http://www.windowsphone.com/en-us/store
5
http://amazon.com
3
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In Chapter 3 we described how users “abuse” the rating and reviewing feature
to provide information about applications to its developers. Specifically, they
seem to use this channel to publish error reports, feature requests, and other
feedback on existing application features. While we found that this user feedback
is important to developers, they cannot benefit from it in practice, since its
analysis has to be done manually and therefore requires high eﬀorts. The overall
goal of this dissertation is to facilitate this part of developers’ work by providing
tool support for the consolidation of user feedback. The aim of this study
was therefore to explore how users provide feedback in application distribution
platforms and to analyze the data for regularities which would allow for an
automated or semi-automated consolidation.
The remainder of the study is structured as follows. Section 4.5.1 introduces
the research questions, research data, and methodology used. Section 4.5.2
summarizes our findings on the usage of feedback, the information included,
and the impact of feedback on software market and user communities. Section
4.5.3 discusses the limitations of our study. Section 4.5.4 surveys related work.

4.5.1 Study Setting
We first formulate the questions that this study will answer. Then, we describe
the overall method we used to collect and analyze the data. Finally, we present
the actual data sets collected to perform our analysis.
4.5.1.1 Research Questions
The goal of this study was to understand how and why users give feedback
in application distribution platforms. We focused on three aspects: the actual
usage of feedback by the end users, the content of this feedback, and the impact
of user feedback on the user communities and software companies.
RQ 4.(a) Feedback usage describes how software users provide feedback.
For that, we analyzed the feedback frequency as well as the meta-data of user
feedback, answering the following questions:
• Feedback frequency: How often do users provide feedback?
• Feedback meta-data: On average, how long is user feedback, how are app
ratings distributed, and how helpful is feedback for other users?
RQ 4.(b) Feedback content describes the information provided in the feedback. This includes identifying semantic entities and their frequencies. In particular we answer the following questions:
• Feedback type: Which diﬀerent types of feedback do users provide?
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Figure 4.2: Research method.
• Feedback patterns: Are there recurring patterns in the feedback?

RQ 4.(c) Feedback impact describes how user feedback influences (i) the
rating of an application and (ii) the user community. We examined the impact
of user feedback answering the following questions:
• Market impact: Are there regularities in which user feedback accounts for
a specific rating? In particular:
– Feedback type and rating: Are specific feedback types related to particular ratings?
– Feedback patterns and rating: Do particular feedback patterns correspond to specific ratings?
• Community impact: Are there any factors that influence the helpfulness
of user feedback for other users? In particular:
– Feedback helpfulness: Is feedback with a particular length more helpful than others? Are specific feedback types related to the perceived
helpfulness?
– Rating helpfulness: Are specific ratings more helpful than others?
When answering these questions we distinguish between paid and free applications, which allows us to decide if the price of an application has an impact
on the studied research questions. This is important to understand if and how
the application price influences user feedback and ratings.
4.5.1.2 Research Method
Our research method consisted of two phases: a data preparation and a data
analysis phase, as depicted in Figure 4.2.
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4.5.1.2.1 Data Preparation Phase In the data preparation phase, we collected the data and created a database from it. We started by investigating
the three biggest application distribution platforms and the available data: Apple’s AppStore, Google’s Play, and Microsoft’s Windows Phone Store. All three
include comparable data, which we are interested in: information about applications and associated reviews written by users together with a rating. We decided
for Apple’s AppStore because of two reasons. First, we had prior experience with
the technology and applications. Second, we found a possibility to receive the
data automatically. In the AppStore, applications belong to one of 22 disjoint
categories6 , which should help users to find applications more quickly. Further,
applications – called “apps” – are distinguished by their price in free apps and
paid apps. Because of these classifications, we decided to draw a stratified sample of the data, including an equal number of free and paid applications for each
category.
On September 16, 2012, we queried a list of the top 25 free and paid applications in each category utilizing an RSS feed generator provided by Apple7 . This
list includes the most downloaded applications and is updated hourly. Next, we
parsed the list to extract the identifiers of all included applications. We then
used an open source scraping tool8 , which we had modified in advance for our
purpose, to query the list of reviews by iterating through all application identifiers. As last step in the data preparation phase, we linked each application’s
meta data such as application name, release date, price etc. with the obtained
list of reviews and inserted the result into a MySQL database.
4.5.1.2.2 Data Analysis Phase The data analysis phase consisted of three
steps, which answer the usage, content, and impact question, respectively. To
analyze the feedback usage we applied descriptive statistics. We also conducted
statistical tests to exclude hazard factors and report on the error rates. To explore the feedback content we performed a manual content analysis of a random
sample of our data set (for finding included topics) and applied an association
mining method (for identifying latent patterns). Finally, to study the impact
aspect, we combined feedback meta-data with content and again employed a
statistical analysis of the resulting data. We detail on each of these analysis
steps in the corresponding result section.
4.5.1.3 Research Data
Table 4.2 shows an overview of our data set. In total we obtained 1,126,453
reviews from 1,100 applications (550 free, 550 paid). In the AppStore reviews
6

“Newsstand” is rather a tag than a real category, since apps inside it belong to other categories as well. Consequently, we did not consider it to avoid duplicates in our data.
7
http://itunes.apple.com/rss/
8
https://github.com/oklahomaok/AppStoreReview
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Table 4.2: Overview of user feedback data set by categories. N = 1126453.
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#

app category

# feedback free apps

# feedback paid apps

mean price

max price

1

Books

23,962

8,641

2.43

9.99

2

Business

35,265

23,997

4.11

16.99

3

Catalogs

9,517

5,725

1.35

4.99

4

Education

16,628

16,577

1.99

3.99

5

Entertainment

45,761

38,201

1.47

4.99

6

Finance

36,182

15,259

2.99

14.99

7

Food & Drink

19,066

8,318

2.27

9.99

8

Games

38,923

43,602

1.43

6.99

9

Health & Fitness

32,845

29,657

2.39

7.99

10

Lifestyle

39,954

12,607

1.51

4.99

11

Medical

17,203

4,160

2.39

5.99

12

Music

42,001

32,218

2.91

7.99

13

Navigation

15,961

10,528

5.35

49.99

14

News

28,041

19,822

2.07

4.99

15

Photo & Video

37,786

31,770

1.67

4.99

16

Productivity

37,426

32,695

3.15

9.99

17

Reference

28,269

16,393

1.91

4.99

18

Social Networking

51,899

26,691

1.59

3.99

19

Sports

22,374

7,173

3.55

29.99

20

Travel

24,350

10,939

2.91

9.99

21

Utilities

46,984

45,021

1.51

3.99

22

Weather

20,709

15,353

2.87

9.99

⌃=671,106

⌃=455,347

Ø=2.27

max=49.99

4.5 Exploratory Study on User Feedback in Application Distribution Platforms
are reset every time a new version of an application is released. Therefore, the
reviews in our data set were exclusively issued after the last release of the associated application. Less than half of the reviews (518,041 or 45.99%) specified
the application version the reviewing user’s feedback applied to. We could not
explain this clearly, but we hypothesize that users might be able to enter feedback via a browser or via the AppStore software. The latter has access to the
currently installed version.
Similarly, some reviews did not explicitly specify the date the review was
published. But since we obtained the feedback in the order it had appeared
online, we could compensate for this by investigating the date of the reviews
that were published directly before and after. Since the feedback date does only
include the day, we were able to obtain the real values. The oldest feedback was
entered on 10 July 2008. Our data set therefore spans more than 4 years.
Most reviews for free apps were written in the category “Social Networking”
(51,889 – 7.73%), least in the category “Catalogs” (9,517 – 1.42%). Most paid
apps reviews in our data set belong to the category “Utilities” (45,021 – 9.89%),
least reviews were published in the category “Medical” (4,160 – 0.91%). The most
expensive applications on average belong to the category “Navigation” ($5.35
mean), while applications in the category “Catalogs” are the most economic
on average ($1.35 mean). Overall, the average paid application in our data
set has a price of $2.27, while the maximum price is $49.99 and occurs in the
category “Navigation”. The average application price across our complete data
set, i.e. including free apps, is $0.92.

4.5.2 Results
4.5.2.1 Feedback Usage
4.5.2.1.1 Feedback Frequency Our data contains 1,126,453 reviews from
918,433 distinct reviewers, making around 1.23 reviews per reviewer. Of these
reviews, 671,106 apply to free apps, while 455,347 are written for paid apps.
The diﬀerence between the resulting average (1220.19 reviews per free app and
827.90 reviews per paid app) is significant in our data set, so that we conclude
that in total more feedback is written for free apps than for paid apps (twosample t-test, p<0.001, CI=0.99). Most probably the diﬀerence results from
the larger user number of free applications. In our data set we counted 568,599
distinct reviewers for free apps and 389,563 distinct authors of reviews for paid
apps. Consequently, the user ratio of free to paid apps (1.46:1) matches quite
well the review ratio of free to paid apps (1.47:1).
We first studied the number of reviews by individual reviewer. We found that
84,567 reviews (7.51%) were made by anonymous reviewers using the username
“Anonymous”. In addition, we observed several other anonymous usernames,
such as “????” (353 reviews), “???” (330 reviews), and so forth. In total, 57 of
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of reviews per user.
the top 1,000 users in our data are anonymous in this way, leading to a total
of 87,282 anonymous reviews (7,75%). The remaining reviews are authored by
users with non-anonymous usernames, even if it is questionable if and how they
really identify a user. Overall, the issued reviews per user seem to follow a
power-law distribution, as illustrated in Figure 4.3. 826,874 (90.03%) of the
reviewers in our data set have written only 1 feedback. In contrast, only 1,183
(0.13%) account for more than 5 reviews.
On average users in our data set have provided 22.09 reviews per day per
app. Again, more users provide feedback for free apps than for paid software.
Concretely, we found 36.87 reviews per day for free applications, while only
7.18 daily reviews were issued for paid applications. Again, this diﬀerence is
significant in our data (two-sample t-test, p<0.001). Figure 4.4 illustrates how
the amount of daily feedback is distributed across diﬀerent application prices.
Application users publish most feedback per day in the category “Games”
(median 31.24), followed by “Social Networking” (median 8.82) and “Utilities”
(median 8.75). We use medians rather than means to measure average daily
feedback, since the distributions are positively skewed, as depicted in Figure
4.5. Least feedback is provided for applications in the categories “Catalogs”
(median 0.30), “Medical” (median 0.34), and “Books” (median 0.53).
On application-granularity level, most feedback was given for the free application “Facebook”, which ranks 6th in the category “Social Networking”. For this
application, users published 4,275 reviews in just one single day. The average
of these ratings is 3.95 stars. The least feedback in our data set was provided
for the application “Packers Radio & Live Scores” that ranks number 16 in the
category “Sports” and costs $0.99. In this case, 2 users provided feedback in 303
days. Both of them gave 5 stars.
To understand if and how user feedback depends on time, we investigated
users’ behavior after a new release. To this end, we first estimated for each
feedback how many days after the first feedback on this application it had been
provided. From these timespans, we calculated the distribution of the reviews
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Figure 4.6: Relative distributions of feedback over time.
over time. As shown in Figure 4.6, users quickly give less feedback over time.
Although the distribution is not exponential (a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test rejected this hypothesis with p<0.001), users give most feedback in the first few
days after a release, leading to a long tail over time. This strongly suggests that
user feedback is triggered by new releases.
4.5.2.1.2 Feedback Meta-Data
We first studied the length of feedback in our data set. Overall, the feedback length ranges from 1 character to 6,000 characters in our data set. The
median feedback length across all applications is 61 characters (106.09 mean).
2,802 (0.25%) reviews comprise only exactly 1 character, while 6 app reviews
contain 6,000 characters. None of these very long texts contain usable information. Rather, it seems that the corresponding users randomly typed characters
or repeated sequences of characters and white space to generate visual patterns.
863,951 (76.70%) of all feedback in our dataset are shorter than 140 characters,
which is the length of a Twitter message. 905,974 (80.43%) contain less characters than an SMS text message (160). Over 99% of the feedback contains less
than 675 characters, which corresponds to around a third of a printed page. We
therefore conclude that application feedback are mostly short messages, more
similar to a tweet than to other communication artifacts such as email.
As shown in Figure 4.7, feedback length seems to increase with application
price. Although we could not directly find a significant linear correlation between app price and feedback length, we were able to show a significant increase
in feedback length between lower-price and higher-price applications. To this
end, we divided our data into two disjunct sets. The lower-price set includes
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Figure 4.8: Feedback length and ratings.
applications with a price up to $6.99, while the higher-price set contains all
apps which are more expensive. A two-sample Wilcoxon rank sum test showed
that users write significantly longer feedback for higher-price than for lower-price
applications (p<0.001).
As shown in Figure 4.8, feedback length seems to be related to the rating in
stars. By using a series of two-sample Wilcoxon rank sum tests, we could show
the following relationships for the median length of feedback according to its
rating: m1 < m2 ^ m2 > m3 ^ m3 > m4 ^ m4 > m5 ^ m1 > m3 (p<0.001). Our
data set does not include enough samples of zero star ratings to make any assumptions. But since usually only 1–5 star ratings are allowed, we might exclude
these reviews. We think that this result is quite interesting. One interpretation
is that users tend to say less the more they like an application – a sign that
there is less to improve. Conversely, it indicates that written feedback is mostly
used for improvement requests.
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Figure 4.9: Frequency of diﬀerent ratings.
Ratings in our data set are overall very positive, leading to an average rating
of 4.13 stars. 697,932 (61.96%) of the reviews contain a 5 star rating, 879,373
(78.07%) give at least 4 stars. Only 130,940 (11.62%) reviews rate the application with 1 star – the lowest possible rating. Figure 4.9 shows an overview of
the underlying frequency distribution. We obtained our data set by querying
the top downloaded applications in each available category. Thus, although our
data sample contains a large number of low ratings (177,887 or 15.79% reviews
with less than 3 stars), we cannot exclude an influence of the applications’ rank
on the overall ratings (and obviously vice-versa). A 2 -test of independence
confirmed the hypothesis that rank and ratings are not independent in our data
( 2 =2,661,333, p<0.001).
In the AppStore, users may give a quality indicator for existing feedback by
other users. They may do so by rating the “helpfulness” of a specific feedback.
In our dataset, only 67,143 (5.96%) reviews are rated by other users regarding
their helpfulness. From these, 38,519 (57.37%) are considered 100% helpful.
Only 19,118 (28.47%) rated reviews are rated useless by more than half of the
rating users. Interestingly, 16,671 (24.83%) are rated completely useless. This
means that the user community agrees in over 82% of the cases about their
opinion. To further investigate the distribution of helpfulness, we created the
corresponding density plot (see Figure 4.10). The result suggests a bimodal or
multimodal distribution, which we could confirm using Hartigans’ dip test [127]
(p<0.001). As it turns out, if feedback is rated, it is regarded either very helpful
or very useless by the user community.
4.5.2.2 Feedback Content
To investigate the content of user feedback in our data set, we employed an
iterative content analysis technique. To this end, we first drew a stratified
random sample of our data by randomly picking 12 reviews from each of the
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Figure 4.10: Density plot of feedback helpfulness as rated by other users.
22 application categories for both free and paid applications, leading to 528
reviews. Next, two researchers (including the author) independently from each
other coded the random sample to identify topics included in the feedback. Since
most feedback contained more than a single topic, we allowed the assignment of
multiple topics. We obtained two sets of topics, a set T1 with 16 items and a set
T2 with 21 items. By discussing the identified topics, we discovered that T1 was
a strict subset of T2 , but that T2 allowed more specific distinctions regarding
certain information entities. We therefore decided to take T2 as base for further
coding, with one modification: We removed the 4 least frequent topics, as they
had been found only in 1 or 2 reviews. The resulting 17 topics served as our
coding guidelines for the rest of the content analysis.
Before the final coding round, we doubled the random sample to 1,100 reviews.
This allows us to make predictions about our data set at the 95% confidence
level, accepting an error margin of 3%. Both researchers then coded this larger
sample, again independently from each other. Finally, we discussed feedback for
which the assigned codes did not match and decided together for a final code.
4.5.2.2.1 Feedback Type The final results are shown in Table 4.3. We found
that the most popular topic is “praise”, which denotes any kind of praising the
application under feedback. This topic is predominant in over 75% of the analyzed samples. The second most popular topic is “helpfulness”, which describes
a use case or situation where the application proved to be helpful to the user.
It is predominant in more than 20% of the feedback. Further the topics “feature information” as well as “shortcoming” are predominant in over 13% of the
analyzed feedback sample.
While reading the sample feedback, we made three interesting observations.
First, the quality of feedback in our random sample varies quite strongly. On
the one hand, there are app reviews with a high quality, which suggest interesting new features and justify their suggestions profoundly. On the other hand,
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Table 4.3: Topics in user feedback. N = 1, 100.
#

topic

description

frequency

t1

praise

expresses appreciation

75.36%

t2

helpfulness

scenario the app has proven helpful for

22.45%

t3

feature information

concrete feature or user interface

14.45%

t4

shortcoming

concrete aspect the user is not happy with

13.27%

t5

bug report

bug report or crash report

10.00%

t6

feature request

asks for missing feature

6.91%

t7

other app

references a diﬀerent app, e.g. for comparison

3.91%

t8

recommendation

suggests acquisition

3.82%

t9

noise

meaningless information

3.27%

t10

dissuasion

advises against purchase

3.27%

t11

content request

asks for missing content

2.91%

t12

promise

expresses will to give better ratings under conditions

2.00%

t13

question

asks how to use specific feature

1.27%

t14

improvement request

requests improvement (e.g. because app is slow)

1.18%

t15

dispraise

opposite of praise

1.18%

t16

other feedback

references or answers other feedback

1.09%

t17

howto

explains other users how to use application

0.91%

some feedback does not add any value to the numeric rating of the application.
Second, users tend to become insulting quickly. Especially when they have spent
money they seem to forgive the developers nothing. Feedback like “Fire the idiot
who designed this app!” is far from constructive and explains developers’ disenchantment with user feedback. Third, users seem to complain frequently about
removed or changed features. We see this as an indicator for users’ getting used
to specific workflows with an application. Changing an application in a way that
aﬀects users’ workflows seems to be a source of dissatisfaction.
In order to estimate the diversity of information in user feedback, we calculated
the distribution of number of topics per feedback. Overall, 6 (0.55%) reviews
contained 5 topics, 22 (2.00%) reviews contained 4 topics, 3 topics were included
in 116 (10.55%) reviews, 2 topics in 427 (38.82%) reviews, while 528 (48.00%) of
the reviews contained only one topic. In other words, the majority of feedback
(52%) contains more than one topic.
To further interpret and compare the information included in feedback, we
grouped the resulting topics into the following themes:
1. Community. These topics represent community and social aspects. Specifically, references to other feedback and other apps, questions to other users,
howtos explaining how to use the application, as well as recommendations
and dissuasions are included in this theme.
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Table 4.4: User feedback topic categories. N = 1100.
category

topics

frequency

rating

t1, t12, t15

856 (77.82%)

user experience

t2, t3

359 (32.64%)

maintenance

t4, t5, t6, t11, t14

340 (30.91%)

community

t7, t8, t10, t13, t16, t17

146 (13.27%)

2. Maintenance. This theme captures topics related to the improvement of
an application. All requests – feature, content, and improvement requests –
as well as shortcomings and naturally bug reports belong to this theme.
3. Rating. This theme contains topics that are related to a judgement of
an application, particularly praise and dispraise, but also promise, which
expresses the user’s intention to change her judgement given certain improvements.
4. User experience. This theme comprises topics related to users’ descriptions of the application in action. These are helpfulness, which captures
use cases where the application has proven helpful, as well as feature information, which includes descriptions of application features and user
interface.
Table 4.4 summarizes the identified themes together with the included topics,
and shows their frequency across the random sample. Frequency denotes the
number and percentage of feedback that contained at least one of the associated
topics.
In our random sample, “rating” is by far the most frequent theme with a frequency of over 77%. This corresponds to the main intention behind application
distribution platforms after the distribution itself, which is giving other users
indicators for good applications and thus guaranteeing a high quality among the
applications. The second most frequent theme is “user experience” which is predominant in nearly one third of all feedback. We think that the high popularity
of this theme is interesting. It suggests that users tend to share their experiences
with other users, presumably to justify their statements about an application
such as ratings, recommendations, or dissuasion. The theme “maintenance” is
predominant in around 30% of all feedback. This suggests that despite the overall quite positive ratings, users often externalize requests for improvement. Last,
the theme “community” shows up in around 13% of the analyzed samples. We
think that this number is quite high, given the original purpose of the AppStore as application distribution platform. It might suggest that users naturally
tend to form communities, i.e. to react to each other, ask questions, or publish
presumably helpful information.
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Table 4.5: Frequent topic patterns in user feedback. N = 1100.
#

pattern

support

avg. rating

p1

{helpfulness, praise}

22.18%

4.86

p2

{feature information, praise}

14.18%

4.83

p3

{feature request, praise}

4.64%

4.37

p4

{helpfulness, feature information, praise}

4.27%

4.87

{helpfulness, feature information}

4.27%

4.87

⇤ p5

p6

{praise, recommendation}

3.73%

4.90

p7

{other app, praise}

2.64%

4.79

p8

{praise, shortcoming}

2.64%

4.24

p9

{content request, praise}

2.27%

4.60

p10

{dissuasion, shortcoming}

1.82%

1.45

p11

{helpfulness, praise, recommendation}

1.73%

4.95

{helpfulness, recommendation}

1.73%

4.95

p13

{bug report, dissuasion}

1.27%

1.21

p14

{bug report, shortcoming}

1.27%

1.57

p15

{bug report, praise}

1.18%

4.23

⇤ p12

p16

{feature information, praise, recommendation}

1.09%

4.83

{feature information, recommendation}

1.09%

4.83

p18

{improvement request, praise}

1.00%

4.18

p19

{feature information, other app, praise}

1.00%

4.91

{feature information, other app}

1.00%

4.91

⇤ p17

⇤ p20

4.5.2.2.2 Feedback Patterns We utilized the association mining algorithm
Eclat9 by Zaki [295] to identify co-occurrences of topics in our data sample.
Association mining (or association rule mining) [4] is a data mining method for
discovering relationships between diﬀerent variables based on their co-occurrence
in databases. It takes as input a database containing at least two diﬀerent
variables as well as a parameter specifying the minimum support
for the
relationships to discover. The output of association mining methods are frequent
itemsets, i.e. sets of values which co-occur in at least percent of the data.
Our goal was to find sets of topics which co-occur in our data set with a
higher frequency than others. Consequently, we built a database which contained
the topic codes for each feedback in our random sample. We ran the Eclat
algorithm with a minimum support of = 0.01 and a minimum pattern length
of 2, which means that results should only include itemsets with at least 2 topics.
Table 4.5 shows the 20 patterns10 which we obtained with these thresholds.
The most frequent pattern is {helpfulness, praise}, which is present in more than
9
10

Equivalence CLAss Transformation
Patterns marked with an asterisk (⇤ ) are not closed, which means that there exists at least
one super-pattern that has the same support as the pattern.
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20% of all feedback. It describes the usefulness of an application together with
a positive rating. A concrete example in our data set is “Great for uploading
receipts on the go. Easier than reconciling on the computer.” The second most
frequent pattern {feature information, praise}, which applies to over 14% of
our random sample is similar to the first, with the diﬀerence that it describes
more concretely a positive feature or functionality of an application. A concrete
example in our data set is “I love that this app takes less than ten seconds to
let you know where your battery life is!!! I love it.” The third pattern {feature
request, praise} is predominant in nearly 5% of our random sample. It illustrates
positive feedback which also includes a feature request. From such a pattern we
would expect a lower rating of the application than we would for instance from
the first pattern. To test this hypothesis, we investigate regularities between
feedback content and ratings in the following section.
4.5.2.3 Feedback Impact
4.5.2.3.1 Market Impact To study the market impact of feedback, we explored relationships between application ratings and feedback topics as well as
feedback patterns.
We first tested the independence of the identified topics and the final rating of
the application by the user with a number of 2 -tests. The results show that the
topics “other app” (p=0.90), “other feedback ” (p=0.69), and “howto” (p=0.56)
are independent from the rating, while all others are not (p<0.05).
To further study the impact of specific feedback types on the application
rating, we calculated for each topic the distribution of the associated ratings as
well as the average rating across all feedback where it occurs. Table 4.6 illustrates
the results and relates them to the overall average rating of the feedback in
our random sample. The most positive topic is “recommendation”, followed
by “helpfulness” and “feature information”, while the most negative topic is
“dissuasion”, followed by “dispraise” and “bug report”.
The results suggest two interesting findings in the light of the previously identified feedback themes. First, it allows to order the maintenance topics according
to their impact on the user-specified rating as follows. Content requests (4.25
stars on average) are the least critical maintenance feedback. Their average
rating even lies above the overall average rating of the random sample. Improvement requests (3.92 stars on average) and feature requests (3.89 stars on
average) are more critical, but their average rating still lies above the theoretical
middle of 3 stars. Shortcomings (2.10 stars on average) have a definite negative impact on feedback rating. Bug reports (1.84 stars on average) are most
critical. Second, it suggests that user experience topics are mainly included in
positive reviews. In other words, users do not tend to include their experience
with an application in negative feedback. Given that such information is most
important for corrective maintenance activities and in particular to fix bugs (see
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Table 4.6: Distribution of ratings across topics in user feedback. N = 1100
– 1 star, 2 stars, 3 stars, 4 stars, 5 stars.
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Table 4.7: Top five topics per rating.
#
1
2
3

1 star (N = 138)

2 stars (N = 56)

3 stars (N = 58)

4 stars (N = 166)

5 stars (N = 682)

shortcoming

shortcoming

shortcoming

praise (92.77%)

praise (97.07%)

(50.00%)

(55.36%)

(31.03%)

bug report

bug report

bug report

helpfulness

helpfulness

(46.38%)

(33.93%)

(22.41%)

(18.67%)

(31.23%)

dissuasion

dissuasion

feature request

feature request

feature inform.

(18.84%)

(12.50%)

(22.41%)

(18.07%)

(19.21%)

4

promise (7.25%)

feature request

praise (20.69%)

feature inform.

recommendation

(15.66%)

(5.43%)

5

other app (5.07%)

shortcoming

feature request

(10.84%)

(3.67%)

(7.14%)
promise (5.36%)

noise (12.07%)

e.g. [298]), this finding indicates that user feedback in this form will unlikely
help developers to improve their applications.
To break the impact of topics on ratings further down, we calculated the top
five topics per rating. Table 4.7 shows the results which confirm the two findings.
Shortcomings, bug reports, and feature requests have high influence on negative
ratings, while helpfulness and feature information have high impact in positive
feedback.
Next, we investigated the relationship between feedback patterns and specific
ratings. To this end, we calculated the average rating for each of the identified
patterns. The results are included in Table 4.5 on page 78. As it turns out,
the average ratings vary largely across the diﬀerent patterns. The most positive
(closed) pattern is {helpfulness, praise, recommendation}11 , which has an average rating of 4.95 stars. As we had hypothesized, the pattern {feature request,
praise} has a lower average rating (4.37 stars). The pattern {bug report, dissuasion} accounts for the lowest average rating (1.21 stars), which corresponds
to the negative message transmitted by reporting a bug and dissuading other
users from buying the application.
4.5.2.3.2 Community Impact To study the impact of feedback on the user
community, we investigate relations between feedback helpfulness and feedback
length, content, as well as rating.
At first glance, we could not observe any linear or polynomial correlation between the feedback length and its helpfulness for other users. However, a 2 -test
showed that feedback length and helpfulness rated by other users are statistically dependent ( 2 =2043547, p<0.001). To further study this phenomenon,
we split feedback into three groups according to its helpfulness. Low helpfulness includes feedback rated helpful only by up to 33% of the users who rated
11

{helpfulness, recommendation} is a sub-pattern with equal support.
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Figure 4.11: Helpfulness and feedback length. N = 67143.
it. Medium helpfulness indicates that 33–66% of the users who rated the feedback found it helpful. High helpfulness includes feedback considered helpful
by most, i.e. more than 66%, of the users who rated it. Figure 4.11 shows
how feedback length is distributed across these three categories. By using a
series of two-sample Wilcoxon rank sum tests, we could show the following
relationships for the median length of feedback according to its helpfulness:
mlow < mmedium > mhigh ^ mlow < mhigh (p<0.001). This result means that
feedback with low helpfulness is the shortest, while feedback with medium helpfulness is the longest in our data set. When going beyond the descriptive level,
the significance of the length diﬀerence between low and high helpfulness feedback is open to dispute, as the median lengths of these categories diﬀer only in 7
characters (mlow = 114, mmedium = 144, mhigh = 121). In contrast, the diﬀerence
to feedback with medium helpfulness lies between 23 (19.01%) and 30 (26.32%)
characters.
What is remarkable, however, is the fact that all feedback whose helpfulness
has been rated is significantly longer than other feedback. The 67,143 reviews
which have been rated in our data set have a median length of 121 characters,
while the median length of the remaining 1,059,310 reviews is 58 characters,
which is less than half. This diﬀerence is significant in our data set (two-sample
Wilcoxon rank sum test, p<0.001). This result suggests that longer feedback is
more likely to be rated by other users. The reason might be that longer feedback
contains more information to identify with or to dislike.
Next, we studied how feedback helpfulness and feedback content are related.
Unfortunately only 74 (6.73%) reviews of the random sample which we had used
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Table 4.8: Helpfulness of topics in user feedback. N = 74.
#

topic

t6

feature request

90.33%

7

t3

feature information

86.36%

11

t1

praise

83.93%

51

other feedback

83.33%

3

helpfulness

81.50%

18

t16
t2

avg. helpfulness

N

t11

content request

75.00%

4

t14

improvement request

70.83%

4

t7

other app

67.33%

7

howto

65.14%

5

t4

shortcoming

63.18%

13

t17
t5

bug report

53.47%

14

t10

dissuasion

0.00%

1

t12

promise

0.00%

2

recommendation

0.00%

1

t8

to explore feedback topics, have been rated according to their helpfulness. This
number does not allow us to generalize the relation between topics and helpfulness. Nevertheless, to catch a glimpse of possible relationships, we calculated
the average helpfulness per topic for this set. As shown in Table 4.8, feature
requests, feature information, and praise are the topics included in the most
helpful feedback, while recommendation, promise, and dissuasion are included
in the least helpful feedback.
Last, we investigated relationships between feedback rating12 and helpfulness.
A 2 -test showed that these variables are statistically dependent in our data
set ( 2 =11952.97, p<0.001). To further analyze their relation, we calculated
the average helpfulness per feedback rating. Figure 4.12 shows the result in
the form of a sequence of violin plots, one for each rating. Violin plots deliver
a similar message as box plots, but also illustrate the probability density of
the underlying data. The mean helpfulness is marked with a red line for each
rating. By using a series of two-sample t-tests, we could show the following
significant relationships for the mean feedback helpfulness according to its rating:
m1 < m2 < m3 < m4 < m5 (p<0.001).
This result means that feedback which rates the application better, is considered more helpful by other users. One interpretation of this result might lie in
the main use case of the AppStore, which is to allow users to find good applications. We think that users browse existing reviews in order to understand if an
application is perceived to have a high quality by the user community. In this
case, their risk of buying a pig in a poke is quite low. Therefore, users might
12

We excluded the six 0-star ratings from our data set.
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Figure 4.12: Feedback helpfulness and rating. N = 67139.
consider better reviews, which typically describe application features and use
cases as we found out, as better decision support, and consequently rate them
more helpful. On the contrary, it is hard to imagine that users will take the
time to rate feedback as helpful which gives the application a low rating. We
think that in this case users will rather leave the download area and browse for
an alternative.

4.5.3 Results Validity
4.5.3.1 External validity
Although our study was neither designed to be generalizable nor representative
for all application distribution platforms, we think that the results have a high
degree of generalizability, in particular for the two remaining big and comparable
application distribution platforms Google Play and Microsoft Windows Phone
Store. We purposefully decided to study only the Apple AppStore since we had
prior experience with the technology and could access the data. At the design
time of the study, we preferred a profound hypothesis-generating exploration of
one platform over the generalizability to other platforms, in order to provide a
starting point for understanding the contained user feedback, its usage, and the
impact on market and user community.
Although the entire population is unknown, we think that our results are
representative for user feedback the AppStore due to the following reasons.
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• Our dataset includes all user feedback from the 1,100 most downloaded
applications. It covers feedback from over 4 years.
• We conducted statistical tests to check the statistical significance of our
results and exclude hazard factors.
• We got similar results using diﬀerent analysis methods (e.g. descriptive
statistics and content analysis).
• Some of our findings confirm other research results.

Nevertheless, there are three limitations which should be considered when interpreting the results.
First, we obtained our data set by scraping user feedback from the AppStore
based on a list of the most downloaded applications. This might have aﬀected
the resulting data set as relationships between download numbers and other
variables, such as in particular the ratings, cannot be excluded. But since our
data sample still contains a large number of low ratings (177,887 or 15.79%
reviews with less than 3 stars), we are confident with our results. Specifically,
our study does not answer questions on absolute numbers within the population
such as the overall average rating of feedback. On the contrary, we are interested
in how ratings relate to other variables like content and helpfulness, what can
be answered with our data sample.
Second, in order to explore topics contained in user feedback, we extracted a
smaller sample of 1,100 reviews from our data set, since it was not feasible to
perform a manual analysis of the complete data set. Consequently, the statistical
evidence is less strong than for the complete data set. We tried to limit this
threat in three ways. First, we chose a sample size which allows us to make
predictions about our data set at the 95% confidence level, accepting an error
margin of 3%. Second, we selected a stratified random sampling strategy, which
guarantees that the resulting sample equally considers applications in diﬀerent
categories and with diﬀerent prices. Third, two researchers analyzed the content
independently in order to exclude any hazard factors that would further reduce
confidence.
Third, to relate feedback helpfulness and content we could rely only on a
very small number of reviews. Although we explicitly avoided any generalization of the obtained results, other results such as relations between ratings and
helpfulness indirectly confirm them, what increases our confidence. However,
we encourage other researchers to replicate our study and to purposefully select
feedback which is rated regarding its helpfulness to perform the content analysis.
4.5.3.2 Construct and Internal Validity
We made the following simplifying assumptions during our analysis, which might
partly limit the construct and internal validity of the results:
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• Some reviews did not explicitly specify the publishing date, so that we
needed to interpolate these values. Since we obtained the feedback in the
order it had appeared online, we could compensate for the missing values
by investigating the date of the reviews that were published directly before
and after. We are confident that this does not influence the resulting data,
since feedback date does only include the day and the data gap was never
larger than 1 day. In particular, this algorithm never changes the order of
feedback.
• To analyze feedback content, we relied on manual analysis. The results
are subject to experimenter bias. To reduce this risk, two researchers
conducted pair analysis independently from each other. We iterated this
activity by refining the rating criteria to improve the inter-raters agreement. We only reported on results where the rates of inter-rater agreement
were over 90%.

4.5.4 Related Work
Application distribution platforms are a recent phenomenon. Nevertheless, there
are already a couple of studies about application distribution platforms.
Chen and Liu [64] present a preliminary study on the popularity of applications in the AppStore. They found that the top ranked paid applications are not
necessarily closely correlated with customer ratings, what is confirmed by our
study. On the contrary, Harman et al. [126] mined the Blackberry app store for
technical, customer, and business aspects of applications. The authors found a
strong correlation between an application’s ratings and its download numbers,
while no correlation seems to be present between price and rating as well as price
and download numbers. While we found that application ratings and ranks are
not statistically independent in our data set, we were not able to show a correlation. Instead, we described relationships between price and feedback length,
and showed that users write more feedback for higher-price applications.
Zhou et al. [296] study several third-party marketplaces for Android to investigate the phenomenon of repackaged applications. The authors found that
developers frequently repackage legitimate apps from the original Android store
to distribute them on third-party marketplaces. Zhou et al. showed that as many
as 5 to 13% of the apps hosted on third-party marketplaces are repackaged and
that the main use of repackaging is to replace existing in-app advertisements
or embed additional ones to “steal” or re-route advertisement revenues, which
illustrates the increasing importance of application distribution platforms as
business models. Yamakami [293] profounds the analysis of application distribution platforms from the business point of view. The author presents the major
underlying business models and key success factors. Specifically, Yamakami illustrates that viral marketing depends on the fact that users talk about their
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application experience in both the application distribution platforms and their
social networks. Our study confirms this finding and additionally shows that
the descriptions of user experience are typically missing in negative reviews.
Chandy and Gu [61] aim at classifying spam in the AppStore, in the light
of recent bogus reviews. Such reviews can deceive users to download spam
apps or to ignore apps which are victims of negative review spam. The authors
present a latent class model which is able to classify apps, developers, users,
and reviews into normal and malicious categories. Our study confirms that
reviews have an impact on the market and the user community. Moreover, it
confirms the importance of being in the top lists, since top downloaded apps are
not necessarily rated better in the AppStore. However, research is working on
putting things right. Researchers like Hong et al. [139] work on the automatic
classification of reviews that allows to automatically distinguish helpful and
useless reviews.

4.5.5 Summary
We observed that users frequently and continuously provide feedback in application distribution platforms. While individual users write only occasionally,
the user community as a whole constantly produces dozens of reviews per day
and application. Not surprisingly, we found that free applications reach more
users and, as a consequence, obtain more feedback than paid ones. But independently from the application price, our results show that most feedback is
provided shortly after new releases, with the frequency decreasing quickly over
time. One interpretation of this behavior is that users take a new release as
occasion for checking if an application meets their expectations, for instance because they were unhappy before. This implies that they expect an appropriate
application quality and functionality, and further that they are willing to let
developers know if the application fulfills these requirements.
We found that application reviews are generally brief messages – similar to
tweets. Interestingly, users tend to write more feedback for higher-price than
for lower-price applications, which might indicate that a higher price represents
an incentive for users to get more involved. At the same time it could indicate
that more expensive applications include more complex features, so that users
need to write more to express their concerns. Moreover, feedback length seems
to be related to ratings, as we found that users tend to write shorter feedback
the more they like an application. One possible interpretation of this result is
that less feedback means that there is less to improve, which would imply that
information contained in user feedback mainly addresses shortcomings.
In spite of its briefness, user feedback typically contains multiple topics about
software maintenance, the user community, application ratings, and user experience. An important finding which confirms our results described in Chapter 3 is
that users often communicate maintenance relevant shortcomings to developers
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and request improvements and additional features. In addition, most feedback
content includes ratings in natural language, but users also frequently share
their experience with the application. We found that these two themes occur
particularly often together, which indicates that users tend to give reasons for
their ratings. One implication of this finding is that users are aware of the rating
potential and willing to provide helpful explanations to the application developers. Indeed, our study confirms that feedback content has a real impact on the
market, since more positive messages usually also lead to better application ratings and vice versa. Given that in particular bug reports and shortcomings are
market critical feedback, it is unfortunate that user experience is often missing
in such negative reviews, because it reduces the likeliness that developers will
be able to improve their applications from this feedback alone [298].
We found that feedback quality varies widely, from helpful messages for other
users and developers to insulting oﬀenses, for instance when formerly beloved
features were removed in a new release. In general, positive feedback is considered more helpful by the user community. This can be explained by the main
use case of application distribution platforms which is to support users in finding good applications. Likewise, longer feedback is more likely to be regarded
helpful by other users, probably because the possibility to contain helpful information is generally higher in longer text. An important finding is that the
community typically agrees about the helpfulness of the provided feedback. This
justifies the hypothesis that user communities are capable of aggregating helpful
feedback.

4.6 Summary
The studies we have described in this chapter show that users are willing and
able to provide helpful feedback to developers when they are convinced that it
improves the software they use. But we also identified serious shortcomings in
the current feedback channels which prevent the benefits of a more thorough
user-developer communication.
• In open source communities boundaries between users and developers are
low – if they exist at all. Social media which allow both users and developers equally to express their opinions, seem to help dissolving such
boundaries, as we did not discover any major and significant diﬀerence
between developers’ and other stakeholders’ blogging habits. Both groups
frequently rely on social media to publish project-related information on a
similar level of abstraction and formality. Also, both discuss about similar topics such as requirements, implementation, and community aspects.
Developers on the one hand report about their recent development activities to communicate their project work to a broad audience, including the
users. On the other hand, users and other stakeholders have their blogging
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peak time shortly after new versions are released and report about their
experiences with the software.
• Commercially used user feedback channels, such as application distribution platforms only allow for transactional communication which prevents
otherwise emerging benefits. Similar as in open source communities, users
frequently provide feedback in particular shortly after new releases, but
their feedback is much shorter than blog posts and its quality tends to
be lower. Users often include maintenance relevant shortcomings in their
feedback and request improvements and additional features. They also
share their experiences with the application, but typically only in positive feedback, what reduces the likeliness that developers will be able to
improve applications only from such feedback.
Based on these results, we include the following four major factors for successful
continuous user involvement during software evolution in our grounded theory:
1. Users should be personally involved, i.e. their feedback should represent
their personal opinion, as it does in social media. This could prevent unqualified content, allows developers to contact a specific user, and enables
other users to take part and comment.
2. Communication between users and developers should be bidirectional as in
open source communities. This allows developers to directly react to users,
which is not possible currently. Developers need to be able to provide users
with clarifications and to ask for clarifications and missing information
themselves.
3. User communities should be fostered systematically with the goal to obtain a measure for feedback impact. The emerging synergies between the
opinions of diﬀerent users should lead to more perspectives, focused, and
mature input.
4. User experience should be captured automatically, since users tend to omit
this from negative feedback – where it is most needed. Specifically, feedback is most useful if the use context and the use history are known to the
developers.
In Chapter 5 we will introduce a domain-independent model for continuous user
involvement which satisfies these properties. Since we found that users do not
tend to include their experience with an application in negative feedback, we
follow a proactive approach. We also describe in detail how this approach allows
us to consolidate user feedback by exploiting recurring information entities as
well as the application use context.
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Chapter 5
Proactive and Context-Aware
Recommendation of User
Feedback
«If you have an apple and I have an apple and
we exchange these apples then you and I will still
each have one apple. But if you have an idea and
I have an idea and we exchange these ideas, then
each of us will have two ideas.»
— George Bernard Shaw
In Chapter 3 we found that post-deployment user feedback is helpful and
important for developers, but also that its analysis requires high eﬀort. In order
to assess the impact of user feedback, developers need to consolidate and group
it according to the user experience described, which is often insuﬃcient or even
missing. In Chapter 4 we found that user communities can help with such an
assessment and concluded that user experience should be gathered automatically
since it facilitates the consolidation.
In this chapter, we describe a solution for the consolidation and prioritization
of user feedback which harnesses the user community to group user feedback in
a proactive way, while increasing its overall quality. To avoid the creation of
unstructured, duplicate feedback, we recommend existing relevant feedback to
users, which they can rate, vote for, or comment on instead of creating feedback themselves. The relevance of existing feedback is estimated by comparing
users’ experience with an application based on the corresponding observed use
contexts. We call this approach proactive and context-aware recommendation
of user feedback, or Portneuf.
In Section 5.1, we present the domain-independent Portneuf model, and introduce its main abstractions (user experience, collective user feedback, feedback
recommendation, and feedback impact) as well as their structural and dynamic
relationships. In Section 5.2 we describe three diﬀerent applications of Port-
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the Portneuf user involvement model.
neuf in common software engineering activities. Section 5.3 introduces the
Portneuf framework architecture and explains recommendation and impact
assessment algorithms. Section 5.4 discusses related work, focussing on user
feedback research and existing user feedback systems. Section 5.5 summarizes
the chapter, revisiting the most important properties of Portneuf.

5.1 Portneuf Model
Figure 5.1 shows an overview of the domain-independent Portneuf model,
which we will describe in this section. In order to realize the four key factors for
continuous user involvement, the Portneuf model introduces user experience
as main abstraction (Section 5.1.1). With Portneuf, individual users describe
their experience in user feedback, while the user community as a whole provides
collective user feedback (Section 5.1.2). Portneuf allows to group similar feedback and avoid duplicates by creating feedback recommendations based on its
relevance in a specific context (Section 5.1.3). Finally, the model enables developers to assess the impact of specific feedback based on the opinion in the user
community and the individual reputation of the reporters (Section 5.1.4).

5.1.1 Model of User Experience
Users’ experience with an application depends on multiple factors, as illustrated
in Figure 5.2. Using an application in a specific context influences users’ perception of their mental model correctness. This perception together with the
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Figure 5.2: Main abstractions of user experience.
particular context of use determine user experience. Consequently, in the following we model application use, context, and mental model correctness before
introducing our model of user experience. We derive these models mainly from
research insights in human-computer interaction, usability engineering, and context aware software engineering.
5.1.1.1 Application Use
We model application use as composition of both user interaction and application execution, as illustrated in Figure 5.3. The obvious reason for this combination lies in the fact that both user and application are involved in the use of an
application on an interactive computer system. Typically, application execution
brings forth a result (e.g. on a user interface) on which the user can react with
an interaction (e.g. by clicking a button), thereby causing further application
executions. This dynamic behavior has been termed a “dialogue” in humancomputer interaction [55]. With this model we also capture the two major
information needs in software maintenance [298]: To understand how an application was used, developers need information about user interactions (e.g. steps
to reproduce an error) and about the application execution (e.g. stack traces).
Application use consists of the ordered sequence of user interactions and application executions, which is why it can be seen as use “history”. We chose
this retrospective perspective because the model needs to capture events that
already have happened.
User Interaction Human-computer interaction always happens at the user
interface [140], which includes both hardware and software interfaces. For the
purpose of this thesis, only software user interfaces are considered. User interaction refers to the interaction of a user with an application via the user interface
and denotes a two-way causal eﬀect, as opposed to a single-way action [179].
Users typically interact multiple times with an application while using it. For
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Figure 5.3: Model of application use.
example, they might start a word processor to edit a document, select text in
the document, click on a button to increase the font size, and so forth.
Application Execution With application execution, we denote the working
activity of an application. Application execution is a time-constrained, abstract,
multi-granular concept, which can be broken down from the conceptual notion
up to a single execution step of the processor. Software engineers define how an
application executes by modeling its behavior with dynamic and static models,
and by implementing this behavior in the form of classes and methods [49].
Maintenance engineers investigate application execution retrospectively e.g. by
investigating method calls in stack traces [48, 298]. A large research fraction is
concerned with enabling and improving the deterministic replication of specific
application executions [80, 185, 204, 225, 267].
How a user uses an application depends also on her current context, which
is particularly evident in the case of mobile applications. Consequently, we
introduce context as major abstraction in the Portneuf model. Figure 5.4
shows how context influences application use in the model, and which concepts
it includes.
Context According to Merriam-Webster, context describes “the interrelated
conditions in which something exists or occurs” [195]. In computer science, the
term mainly refers to conditions under which a system operates, that are relevant to the system behavior. Definitions have focused on diﬀerent types of
conditions, at first mainly on physical, environmental, and user-specific circumstances. Schilit et al. [256] coined the term context-awareness in the ubiquitous
computing area in 1994. The authors defined context in particular as location of
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Figure 5.4: Context-aware model of application use.
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use, nearby objects (e.g. people), and changes to these entities over time. In the
following research the definition shifted to system users, their physical but also
emotional state, and their environment [47, 81, 257]. Dey and Abowd’s definition of context [82] is information-centric and focuses more on the interaction of
users with an application. The authors define context as any information used to
describe a person, place, or object relevant to the interaction between a user and
an application, including the user and applications themselves. Maalej defines
context in a work-centric way. He summarizes the context in which software engineering work is performed as “the set of all events and information, which can
be observed and/or interpreted in the course of the work, except those events
and pieces of information that constitute the change (i.e. the main output of the
work).“ [179]. Our definition of context does not aim for a complete description
of its elements, but rather frames its necessary properties. It takes into account
any influence on application use and is particularly motivated (a) by the fact
that both user interaction and application execution happen in a specific context
and (b) by mobile applications which are used under changing circumstances.
Definition 3. Context refers to all current and past conditions and events
which influence the interaction of a user with an application or the execution of
an application on a system.
When building context-aware systems, one property of context is indispensable: observability [179]. At any point in time, any user interaction and any
application execution happens in a specific context. However, only observable
contextual information is useful for context-aware systems, because it can be
exploited to change the application behavior.
5.1.1.2 Mental Model Correctness
According to Norman [208], users develop a mental model of an application
while using it. System designers try to anticipate the users’ mental model and
realize application user interfaces and workflows based on this prospect, called
“design model” by Norman. Thus, the design model depends on a hypothetical
mental model created by designers, not end users. Problems occur if designers
make wrong assumptions, i.e. when the hypothetical mental user model does not
match with the real one.
As shown in Figure 5.5, users form their mental models by observing application behavior, i.e. by interpreting the visible application structure as well as
the perceived application execution [208]. At the same time, users compare
the observed application behavior to the expected application behavior, i.e. how
they think the application should look like and how it should react on specific
interactions. From a user perspective, the diﬀerence between expected and observed application behavior denotes if their mental model is “correct”, in the
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Figure 5.5: Model of expected and observed application behavior.
sense that it corresponds to the designers’ assumption. Users obviously perceive how correct their mental model is: If it fits well, the application will result
user-friendly and highly usable, while otherwise it will be considered unusable.
Consequently, the users’ mental model correctness influences their experience.
Besides, expected behavior changes over time while the user’s mental model
evolves. Therefore, new users have diﬀerent expectations than experienced ones.
Recently researchers such as Paternò et al. [228] and Vargas et al. [279] exploit
these facts in order to identify usability problems by analyzing user behavior.
Note that our definition of mental model correctness is user-centric, i.e. it
refers to correctness from users’ point of view. This perspective is appropriate
for software evolution, where the system is already deployed. It might not be
for traditional software design, where mental model correctness is seen from the
designer’s point of view, and refers to the correctness of the assumptions made.
5.1.1.3 User Experience
In computer science, the term user experience was first coined in 1995 by Norman et al. [210] in an organization overview of Apple’s Advanced Technology
Group (ATG), where the authors used it to express their approach to human
interface research and application. Until today there is no commonly accepted
definition of user experience. There are even movements to collect the various
user experience definitions [248] and to come up with a definition inspired by
the community [247]. According to Hassenzahl and Tractinsky [132], the term
is associated with a variety of meanings, “ranging from traditional usability to
beauty, hedonic, aﬀective or experiential aspects of technology use”. But unlike usability, which relates to more pragmatic concepts like eﬀectiveness and
eﬃciency of use as well as subjective user satisfaction [143], most researchers
consider user experience to be much broader in scope.
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Figure 5.6: Context-sensitive model of user experience.
According to an early definition by Alben [6], user experience covers “all the
aspects of how people use an interactive product: the way it feels in their hands,
how well they understand how it works, how they feel about it while they’re
using it, how well it serves their purposes, and how well it fits into the entire
context in which they are using it”. Several researchers have further published
their views of user experience, focusing on diﬀerent aspects like enjoyment [131]
and social interactions [20], or specific platforms such as the web [108] and mobile devices [60] (for an overview refer to [103]). According to Hassenzahl [130],
experiences are unique to individuals and change over time. More specifically,
Kankainen underlines the importance of previous experiences, which may influence the present user experience [155]. Consequently, our model includes past
and present user experiences, as shown in Figure 5.6.
Law et al. [170] conducted a scientific study among researchers and found that
most respondents agreed that user experience is dynamic, context-dependent,
and subjective. The ISO standard 9241-210 [145] defines user experience as
“a person’s perceptions and responses that result from the use or anticipated
use of a product, system or service”. The first authors to collect influential
components on user experience were Forlizzi and Ford [104]. According to them,
user experience is influenced by the user, the product, the context of use, and
social and cultural factors. The first three factors can also be found in other
definitions of user experience [145, 170, 247] as well as in definitions of usability
[143]. Consequently, we model user, application, and other context as important
factors for user experience.
Definition 4. User experience describes a user’s perception of a system at
a given point in time and in a specific context. It is mainly determined by this
context and in particular by the application use. It depends on the user’s past
experience and mental model.
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Figure 5.7: Model of user feedback and user experience.
Since user experience is a sensation subjective to a human being, it is not
directly measurable by means of an algorithm with current technology. Nevertheless, the main influential factors, specifically the context and in particular
application use, can be observed. This allows an indirect measurement of user
experience. Capturing user experience is a prerequisite for the functionality
of Portneuf. Consequently, we formalize our assumption about the relation
between user experience and context in the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 5.1. Let ux(u, a, c, t) : U ⇥ A ⇥ C ⇥ R ! UX be the user experience
of user u with application a in context c during the time interval t. Let further
dU X : UX ⇥ UX !R be a metric on user experience. Then, there exist n 2 N+ ,
a computable function : U ⇥ A ⇥ C ⇥ R ! Rn , and a homomorphism ⌥ :
Rn ! UX, such that dn ( 1 , 2 ) = dU X (⌥( 1 ), ⌥( 2 )) for two observed contexts
n
⇤
1 , 2 2 R with 1 = (u1 , a1 , c1 , t1 ) and 2 = (u2 , a2 , c2 , t2 ).
Hypothesis 5.1 claims that comparing two observed contexts of use in an
appropriate way suﬃces to compare the underlying user experience.

5.1.2 Model of User Feedback
As shown in Figure 5.7, we model the activity of providing feedback as particular
type of user interaction. This is always the case for in-situ feedback which is
given while actually using the application itself. Enabling in-situ user feedback
is one particular goal of the Portneuf model. We distinguish between the
activity of providing feedback, and the actual user feedback which is produced
during this activity.
Definition 5. Providing feedback is a user interaction carried out by the user
to communicate her subjective experience with the application to the application developers with the goal to improve the application. The resulting, usergenerated artifact of this activity is called user feedback.
Whether a specific user feedback eventually contributes to improve the application is not relevant in our definition, since it is not clear at the time of
feedback provision.
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Figure 5.8: Model of collective user feedback.
It is important to note that what users report depends on their prior experience with the application. For instance, we assume a user will only file a bug
report if she has experienced a bug, or request a feature after missing it while she
was using the application. Recent empirical studies suggest that user feedback
describing prior user experience is particularly useful for designers and developers [216, 244]. Reasons for this include that user feedback describing prior
experience is typically concrete and detailed, often provides “clear examples of
specific, contextual issues which are hard to imagine”, and contains personal
stories which are felt trustworthy. In particular concrete information about the
application use and the context of use are considered useful. In order to fix errors, for example, concrete descriptions of user experience such as the steps that
lead to the error, as well as expected and observed behavior are of particular
help for developers [298]. Unfortunately, research has shown that user feedback
which contains this information is the exception rather than the rule [298]. In
Chapter 4 we found that a possible reason for its absence lies in users’ disappointment when they have to report shortcomings. But even if users include
their experience in their feedback, it is often not correct or not suﬃcient for
developers to reproduce the reported situation.
5.1.2.1 Collective User Feedback
As shown in Figure 5.8, collective user feedback consists of feedback from multiple users within a user community. First, a specific user provides user feedback
describing her experience. Second, other users provide social feedback, typically
as a reaction to already existing user feedback or other social feedback.
Social Feedback We use the term social feedback to indicate feedback which
is given as reaction to other feedback. The term is inspired by the lightweight
feedback mechanisms typically used in Web 2.0 communities. These include
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Figure 5.9: Example of collective user feedback.
ratings, votings, and comments [176]. Rating refers to the assignment of an
ordinal value, and can be expressed for instance using a Likert scale [174] or an
increasing number of stars. Voting denotes assigning a nominal assessment, and
can be expressed for example using a like button [234]. Comments consist of
text that typically refers to existing prior user feedback or parts of it, where the
author expresses her opinion using natural language. In general, social feedback
reacts to already existing feedback and is utilized to express the author’s positive
or negative opinion about it. Since rating and voting allows users to express their
opinion about a specific prior user feedback in a quantitative way, collective user
feedback in the best case enables the aggregation and thus quantification of
the user community’s opinion about a specific topic. In other words, it allows
developers to assess the community impact of specific feedback
Definition 6. Collective user feedback consists of a specific user feedback,
written in natural language, and the transitive closure of all social feedback
which emerged as a reaction to this user feedback.
Figure 5.9 gives a concrete example of collective user feedback as it can be
found in blogs. User Anna published a blog post where she describes her user
experience. Next, user Betty commented on Anna’s blog post. After that, user
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Figure 5.10: Collective user feedback and user experience.
Ciro provides a comment to Betty’s previous comment, while user Damir rates
it. Last, user Erika votes for the initial blog post.
5.1.2.2 Collective User Feedback and User Experience
We model user experience as the central grouping concept for collective user feedback, as shown in Figure 5.10. As we have seen above, user feedback describes
prior user experience. With the additional social feedback other users express
their opinion about this user experience and about the conclusions drawn by
the previous authors. This makes user experience the central “topic” discussed
by the users contributing to collective user feedback, and gives rise to a common, collective user experience. While “co-experience” [20] is user experience
which is created by social interaction, collective user feedback refers to diﬀerent
individual experiences which are grouped around the same application.
Combined with user experience, collective user feedback can be seen from
three perspectives. It represents communication between users and developers,
contains issues experienced by users, and allows for user innovation.
Communication Collective user feedback can exhibit a communication structure similar to a discussion. Typically, a user called the reporter first publishes
user feedback which is read by other users afterwards, who then react to the
feedback by providing social feedback for their part. Consequently, collective
user feedback exhibits the same structure as a discussion thread about a specific user experience topic. In addition to traditional discussions, social feedback
allows users to express and quantify agreement and disagreement.
Issues In rationale management, an issue represents a concrete problem to
be solved [49]. Additionally, issues carry information about possible solutions
(alternatives), desirable qualities to be satisfied by a valid solution (criteria),
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Figure 5.11: Context-aware model of user feedback recommendation based on
user experience.
argumentations for diﬀerent alternatives by diﬀerent stakeholders, and eventually a final decision. Collective user feedback can describe similar information.
The initial user feedback typically describes a concrete problem of the user based
on her experience with the application. Often, also argumentations for an alternative are given, and in some cases even justified by arguing with criteria.
Therefore, collective user feedback can be seen as user generated issue with multiple argumentations by diﬀerent stakeholders for diﬀerent alternatives. In fact,
developers typically create issues from gathered user feedback as we have seen
in Chapter 3.
Innovation Researchers like Tuomi and von Hippel [275, 283] have shown that
many users modify products for their own use in a socially and socio-technically
distributed way. Thereby, users particularly strive for innovations that deliver
novel functions [240]. Collective user feedback allows users to discuss their experience, express diﬀerent points of view, and vote for and against specific innovations. This collaboration fosters synergies between the opinions of diﬀerent
users, leading to more perspectives, focused, and mature feedback [182].

5.1.3 Model of User Feedback Recommendation
The main goal of Portneuf is to group similar user feedback and avoid duplicates by recommending users to provide social feedback on existing feedback.
Figure 5.11 shows the Portneuf model of user feedback recommendation. A
framework implementing the Portneuf model creates recommendations of existing user feedback based on the user experience that led to its publication
and based on the relevance of this experience within the current context of application use. The following hypothesis underlies the recommendation of user
feedback in the Portneuf model.
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Figure 5.12: Context-aware model of feedback recommendation relevance.



































Figure 5.13: Model of user reputation score.
Hypothesis 5.2. The relevance rel(f, u) of the recommended user feedback f
for a user u depends upon the user experience ux(u, a, c, t). The more similar
the user experience is to the one described in the user feedback, ux(f ), the more
relevant this feedback is for the user: rel(f, u) ⇠ dU X (ux(u, a, c, t), ux(f ))
⇤
Figure 5.12 illustrates this relation between the relevance of a user feedback
recommendation and the similarity of user experience. Note that by Hypothesis 5.1 the relevance of a user feedback recommendation can be measured by
comparing the corresponding observed contexts.

5.1.4 Model of User Feedback Impact
Another major aim of Portneuf is to allow developers to assess the impact of
specific feedback. As shown in Figure 5.13, the impact of collective user feedback
is determined by the individual impact of the contained user feedback, which in
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Figure 5.14: Model of user reputation score.
turn depends on two factors. First, the user feedback itself, which is quantifiable
either by simply counting it or by considering its value in case of a voting or
rating. Second, the reputation score of the user who provided the feedback.
We explicitly model the reputation score of a user which corresponds to the
user’s potential for the user community, for two reasons. First, to provide a
measure of trust for developers (cf. Chapter 3), and second, to be able to increase
the quality of user feedback. It has been shown that both can be reached by
employing reputation systems [154]. Online community users often need to
interact with other users whom they do not know in person and with whom
they do not have prior experience. In this situation users rely on an estimation
of the trust of other users, either based on frequency or based on transitive trust.
Moreover, reputation systems are utilized to create incentives for specific desired
user behavior, in particular in systems with user generated content. Reputation
points are for instance employed to increase the number of contributions, but
also to improve the content quality.
As shown in Figure 5.14, we model the reputation score of a user within a
community depending on the feedback the user provided (e.g. amount of feedback), and depending on the social feedback which this specific user got from
other users in the community (e.g. rating of or voting for her feedback).
This model is inspired by the current Web 2.0 reputation systems, where
users can earn reputation points 1 and so-called badges 2 . Prominent examples
include Stack Overflow [1], foursquare [106], or eBay [89]. Jøsang et al. consider
1
2

see for instance http://superuser.com/faq#reputation
see for instance http://superuser.com/badges
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Figure 5.15: Portneuf applications.
reputation as “a collective measure of trustworthiness (in the sense of reliability)
based on the referrals or ratings from members in a community” [154]. The
concrete meaning of reputation and the specific measure applied to calculate it
can vary and depend on the situation at hand.
Some of the various measures for computing reputation and trust that have
been proposed are employed in commercial applications such as eBay and Google.
Basic principles include: summation or average of ratings [238, 258], Bayesian
systems [153, 196, 286], discrete trust models [2, 54], belief models [151, 152],
fuzzy models [190, 252], and flow models [172, 223, 297]. For a comprehensive
description of these measures, we refer the reader to [154].

5.2 Portneuf Applications
The Portneuf model introduces the abstract concepts necessary to capture
user experience and collect user feedback, to group user feedback around user
experience into collective user feedback, to generate feedback recommendations
based on user experience and context, and to assess the impact of feedback based
on its value for the community.
The abstract concepts defined in Portneuf are generic and applicable for different situations. More specifically, the model can be instantiated and extended
for any application which involves retrospective feedback, i.e. any activity carried
out when a system or prototype is available. In the remainder of this section, we
present three usage scenarios of Portneuf (illustrated in Figure 5.15): early
design, system testing, and software evolution, which is the main focus of this
dissertation.
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5.2.1 Early Design
At first glance, early software design does not seem to allow retrospective feedback, since the system to be designed is not yet implemented. However, recently
iterative process models and rapid prototyping techniques are becoming mainstream. Developers use prototypes especially in the early design phases to be
able to evaluate specific system parts before the system as a whole has been
completed [268]. Prototypes are particularly helpful to deal with the IKIWISI
(“I’ll know it when I see it”) phenomenon [39], which states that users are frequently not able to express their needs and expectations from scratch, but quite
good at criticizing an existing system. Consequently, prototyping is gaining
more and more attention in research and practice. Recent research by Stangl
and Creighton even suggests a “continuous demonstration” of the system [269],
in order to benefit from feedback as early as possible.
Developers typically evaluate prototypes with potential users, in order to identify shortcomings such as, for instance, usability issues. As discussed in Chapter
2, the employed user involvement methods usually require developers to select
a set of users (e.g. focus groups [206]). The size and representativeness of this
set decides about the success of the evaluation. It is therefore no wonder that
research tries to develop methods to involve as many persons in evaluations as
possible, for example by utilizing tools such as the Amazon Mechanical Turk3
[160]. But with a growing number of users the problems are also increasing.
Portneuf provides support for two major problems of large-scale prototype
evaluations. First, it enables a structured collection of the emerging issues.
Portneuf captures the experience of the user with the prototype and provides
recommendations for existing similar issues whenever users try to report. Second, it allows developers to quantify the evaluation result by calculating the
impact of reported issues among all users.
Figure 5.16 shows how the Portneuf model can be used during early system
design. In this example, prototype testers might judge a prototype to be
confusing during a usability test. Consequently, usability test issues are
created that correspond to collective user feedback and contain usability test
alternatives or argumentations. In the following we describe a scenario that
shows how Portneuf supports early design.
Prototype tester Laura performs a usability test of the Account view
in a banking software. Her task is to change the account holder name. She
opens the Account view, which is then shown by the system. She searches for
the account holder field, but cannot find it. After two minutes, the prototype
runs into a security timeout and closes the form. Laura’s impression is that
the Account view is confusing. Consequently, she raises an issue to the designers, stating that the Account view should be improved which is considered
3

https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome
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Figure 5.16: Using Portneuf during early design.
an alternative in rationale management. Two days later, prototype tester
Christine performs a similar usability test for the Account view. Her task
is to copy the bank code into the clipboard. She opens the Account view, which
is shown in the user interface by the system. She searches for the bank code
field on the view, but has problems finding it. After two minutes, the prototype
runs into a security timeout and closes the form. Similar to Laura, Christine
is not satisfied with the Account view as she finds it unintuitive. She plans
to raise a corresponding issue, but instead obtains a recommendation to write
an argumentation for the alternative reported by Laura, who had a similar
experience with the Account view. Christine reads Laura’s alternative and
decides to support it by the argumentation that she could not even find the
bank code.
Figure 5.17 depicts the resulting objects. The left side of the figure shows
Laura’s user experience and user feedback, while the right side illustrates
these objects for the case of Christine. Note that in this case, two diﬀerent usability tests led to the same issue, what typically complicates a reactive
consolidation of such feedback.

5.2.2 System Testing
System tests aim at ensuring that the system under development complies with
the specified functional and nonfunctional requirements [49]. Traditionally, developers prepare these system tests with test case specifications, which contain
inputs, drivers, stubs, together with the expected outputs as well as the concrete tasks to be performed by testers [49]. Tests are executed by testers, a
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Figure 5.17: Example of how Portneuf recommends to argument for a
usability test alternative during early design.
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developer role specific to software testing. Testers document test executions in
test incident reports, and in case of a failure, describe how the observed results
deviate from the expected. Test incident reports are collected in the test report
summary, which allows developers to review the failures, prioritize them, and
plan for changes in the system. Software testing is recently undergoing changes,
which are particularly fostered by the ubiquitous internet.
For example, software beta tests are more and more performed in the public.
Practically any person thus can become a system tester, delivering important
information about software usage and latent errors to developers. This trend
culminates in the phenomenon of the perpetual beta [215], where a product is
incrementally improved and enhanced while already being rolled out. This practice was originally initiated by Google and has become mainstream especially
for web applications.
Another considerable change occurred in the way mobile applications are
tested. Mobile testing platforms such as TestFlight [271] or HockeyApp [29]
allow developers to distribute test versions of their mobile software to selected
persons, who can download and use it with few clicks. These online services use
mobile content provisioning techniques to enable wireless ad hoc distribution of
the system under test. Moreover, they allow testers to provide feedback and also
oﬀer features to analyze test results. The trend is clearly going towards tests
with increasing amounts of testers. However, an increasing number of testers
leads to several challenges, particularly for test documentation and analysis.
Portneuf provides support for two major problems of system tests by a
large set of users. First, it enables a structured collection of test results and test
reports. Portneuf captures the testers’ experience with the software while
testing and generates recommendations for existing test reports when testers
begin to document their results. Second, it allows developers to quantify the
test results by calculating the impact of reported test incidents among all testers.
Figure 5.18 shows how the Portneuf model can be used during system testing. In this example, system testers might discover a failure during a system
test. Consequently, test report summaries correspond to collective user feedback and contain test incident reports or comments. In the following we
describe a scenario that shows how Portneuf supports system testing.
System tester Evelyn performs a system test of the XML Export feature
in a spreadsheet software. Her task for this test is to save a specific worksheet
in XML format under a given file name. To this end, she clicks the Save as
XML menu item in the spreadsheet, and specifies a file name. Unfortunately,
the system generates a TransformerException. Evelyn closes the message and
retries the export feature, but the system shows the same TransformerException message again. Evelyn therefore considers the system test to have
failed. Consequently, she writes a test incident report, describing that
the XML Export is not working. Three hours later, system tester Natalie
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Figure 5.18: Using Portneuf during system testing.
performs the same system test of the XML Export feature. After opening the
spreadsheet, she clicks the Save as XML menu item, and specifies a file name.
As in the case of Evelyn, the system replies with a TransformerException.
Natalie suspects the file name of being the error cause. Consequently, she
repeats the export process, but changes the target file name. Indeed, this
time the export is successful and the system writes the success status to
a log file. At the end of the system test, Natalie plans to write a new test
incident report, but instead obtains a recommendation to write a comment
on the one filed by Evelyn, who had a similar experience with the XML Export
feature. Natalie reads Evelyn’s report and decides to add her experience how
she managed to save the file successfully and her assumption on the possible
error cause as a comment.
Figure 5.19 depicts the resulting objects. The left side of the figure shows
Evelyn’s user experience and user feedback, while the right side illustrates
these objects for the case of Natalie. Note that in this case, two diﬀerent
test results were obtained by two system testers, what typically complicates a
reactive consolidation of such feedback.

5.2.3 Software Evolution
Software evolution – also referred to as software maintenance [62] – covers all
software engineering aspects of an iteratively and incrementally evolving system
[113]. It includes activities particularly related to the transition between diﬀerent iterations, i.e. it is concerned with improving, adapting, and perfecting software and managing changes. Software evolution and support services constitute
a growing percentage of the software market, in particular since recent business
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Figure 5.19: Example of how Portneuf recommends to comment a test
incident report during system testing.
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models are increasingly focusing on product quality, changing orientation from
license-centered to service-centered [219]. The annual costs of software product evolution make between 15 and 25% of the software license list prices [83].
Open source software licenses are often even free of charge, while services oﬀered
around the software represent the major source of income. Software evolution
is tedious, time-consuming, and intensively involves highly qualified personnel.
Studies have shown that software engineers spend a significant amount of their
time on maintenance tasks [180]. Assuming a typical software life cycle, more
than 75% of the costs are associated to software evolution, and this trend is
expected to increase further [88].
As we found in Chapter 3, post-deployment user feedback such as feature
requests and bug reports become increasingly important to developers. They
analyze user feedback in order to create and prioritize software evolution tasks.
In particular the feedback impact, i.e. the frequency of its occurrence, determines
the priority of these tasks. In order to understand the impact of user feedback,
developers need to estimate how many users are aﬀected. But this estimation is
complicated and requires high eﬀort, when done manually. With an increasing
number of users and growing feedback volume, as is the case for novel application distribution platforms (see Chapter 4), a manual analysis becomes actually
infeasible.
Portneuf provides support for two major problems of software evolution
with a large number of users. First, it enables a structured collection of user
feedback such as feature requests and error reports. Portneuf captures users’
experience with the software and creates recommendations for existing reports if
users decide to provide feedback. Second, it allows developers to quantify gathered user feedback by calculating the impact of the reported errors or requested
features across the user community.
Figure 5.20 shows how we use the Portneuf model for user involvement
during software evolution. In this example, end users might discover that an
application is not working correctly while using it. We model feedback
threads corresponding to collective user feedback. These contain, for instance,
error reports or votings. In the following we describe a scenario that shows
how Portneuf supports software evolution.
End user Edoardo needs to find a document on his newly installed Mac OS
X device, and uses the spotlight search. He triggers the spotlight search
feature using a keyboard shortcut and starts typing. However, the spotlight
results list remains empty. Edoardo decides to give the system a little bit
more time and waits for the results to appear. After one minute, the system
hides the result list without having shown any hit. Edoardo is not satisfied
with the user experience of the new OS X version and decides to write a
corresponding error report describing that spotlight search does not work.
Four weeks later, end user Filippo who has just updated to the newest version
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Figure 5.20: Using Portneuf during software evolution.

of OS X searches for a text document on his machine. As Edoardo, Filippo
tries to find it via the spotlight search feature. He opens the spotlight
search by clicking the corresponding icon and starts typing. But as in the case
of Edoardo, the spotlight results list remains empty. Since Filippo is in a
hurry he decides to cancel the search and tries to find the file manually instead.
Consequently, the system hides the result list without having shown any hit.
After eventually having found the document, Filippo wants to let Apple know
that he is disappointed with the user experience of the new OS X version and
opens the feedback system in order to write a new error report. But instead
the system recommends Filippo to vote for the error report written earlier
by Edoardo, who had a similar experience with the spotlight search feature.
Filippo reads Edoardo’s report and finds that Edoardo has described exactly
what he encountered. He therefore votes for the error report thus signalizing
his agreement.
Figure 5.21 depicts the resulting objects. The left side of the figure shows
Edoardo’s user experience and user feedback, while the right side illustrates
the corresponding objects for the case of Filippo. Note that in this case, two end
users have encountered the same error independently from each other. Because
end users typically do not browse bug trackers before reporting an error, this
scenario usually leads to duplicate error reports which considerably complicate
the impact analysis of user feedback.
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Figure 5.21: Example of how Portneuf recommends to vote for an error
report during software evolution.
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Figure 5.22: Portneuf framework architecture.

5.3 Framework Architecture
In this section, we describe the Portneuf framework, an implementation of the
domain-independent Portneuf model. Figure 5.22 illustrates the Portneuf
framework architecture. The monitoring subsystem (Section 5.3.1) uses sensors
to observe the use context and thus is the main enabler of Portneuf’s context
awareness. The user experience profiling subsystem (Section 5.3.2) aggregates
the raw monitored information into user experience snapshots which represent
a user’s experience with the application in a specific time interval, and allows
for a comparison between users and their experience. The user feedback subsystem (Section 5.3.3) accepts feedback provided by the user and combines it with
the corresponding user experience snapshot to obtain context sensitive feedback,
which is then stored. The two subsystems which correspond to the two main
applications of Portneuf are shown on the highest layer. First, the recommendation subsystem (Section 5.3.4) includes a recommender system for user
feedback and employs two recommendation strategies to suggest users to rate,
vote for, or comment on existing feedback, fostering collective user feedback.
Second, the analytics subsystem (Section 5.3.5) implements a ranking algorithm
for collective user feedback which utilizes social feedback by the user community
in order to rank the feedback obtained for developers.
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Figure 5.23: Portneuf monitoring subsystem.

5.3.1 Monitoring
In order to gather information about users’ experience, Portneuf collects data
about their use context, specifically about user interaction and application execution. Figure 5.23 shows the monitoring subsystem of Portneuf, which
realizes this observation functionality.
Multiple sensors monitor the use context and create context events when
they observe specific situations or values. For instance, a user interaction
sensor might observe how the user moves the cursor, which buttons she clicks,
or which text she enters in a form, while an application execution sensor
might discover exceptions raised or even monitor which methods were called during the execution. Context events have a specific type, which serves as semantic description of the observed situation. For instance, a ButtonClickedEvent
denotes that the user clicked a button. The location of a context event
refers to the place where the real observed event has happened. For instance,
when a user clicks a button the location encapsulates the position of the button in terms of the user interface hierarchy. Furthermore, each context event
holds a timestamp which denotes when the event has happened, and stores the
duration of the event. After their creation, context events are stored in a
sequential order in an event store. This data base represents the repository
for all further analysis of context events.
Note that we designed Portneuf under the open world assumption [251].
This means that whether an observation is made or not depends on the presence
of a suitable sensor. For instance, if no user interaction sensor is present, this
does not mean that there are no user interactions, but that they are unknown.
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Figure 5.24: Portneuf sensor lifecycle.

But since Portneuf is based on the open world assumption, new sensors can
be added, leading to a more precise image of the reality.
In general, sensors can be generic or specialized. Generic sensors are independent of the monitored application, while specialized sensors are tailored to
a specific application. Because of the open world assumption and to allow for
future extension and application to arbitrary situations, we designed Portneuf without constraining the implementation technology of sensors. Hence,
sensors might be part of the original application, standalone components, or
linked libraries, implemented in arbitrary programming languages. We designed
Portneuf as a platform which makes it possible to attach sensors like plugins
at runtime, independently from the actual development of Portneuf.
The sensor bridge provides the interface between the Portneuf monitoring subsystem and Portneuf sensors, which might run outside the runtime
environment of Portneuf. To enable technology independence, we made two
design decisions. First, we provide the sensor bridge interface using a platform
and application independent communication technology. To this end, we implemented a set of REST [100] services. Second, we defined a sensor lifecycle
(see Figure 5.24) which all sensors have to implement in order to be Portneuf
compliant, i.e. to be integratable into the platform.
This lifecycle specifies that Portneuf sensors are first installed in the
user’s system, using installation mechanisms which might be specific to these
sensors. Note that the Portneuf sensor bridge does not need to run for installing sensors. After installation, sensors can register at the Portneuf
sensor bridge. In the registered state, sensors regularly send heartbeats to
the Portneuf sensor bridge in order to obtain commands which control their
further behavior. If the sensor bridge does not respond the heartbeats after
a specific time period, sensors return in the Installed state. After receiving
a start command, registered sensors become active. Only then do they start
to monitor. Whenever sensors have gathered a new event, they send it to the
Portneuf sensor bridge. The obtained response then contains the next command for the sensors.
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Figure 5.25: Portneuf user experience profiling subsystem.

5.3.2 User Experience Profiling
As shown in Figure 5.25, the Portneuf user experience profiling subsystem
provides means for creating snapshots which represent the experience of a
specific user for a given time period. User experience snapshots allow
Portneuf to compare feedback based on a comparison of the corresponding
user experience encoded in the feedback. In order to perform this comparison, Portneuf first quantifies the experience described in the contained user
experience snapshot entries. Each user experience snapshot entry encodes the experience of a user with exactly one distinct pair consisting of a
context event type and a location, for instance the ButtonClickedEvent
event type and the location viewAccount.btnExport. User experience is then
quantified in form of frequency, duration, and age of the corresponding context events. Research by Maalej [179] has shown that these measures allow for
a valid estimation of the relevance of context events.
Definition 7. Let T be the set of context event types and L the set of context
event locations. We define the experience value of user u with a context event
type t 2 T at location l 2 L formally as
expV alu (t, l) :=

f requ (t, l) · duru (t, l)
,
ageu (t, l)

(5.1)

with f requ = 0, duru > 0, ageu > 0 8t 2 T, l 2 L.
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Algorithm 5.1 UserExperienceSimilarity.
Require: user experience snapshots uxu1 , uxu2 .
1: L
CommonUserExperienceLocations(uxu1 , uxu2 )
!
2: expu1
CalcUserExperienceVector(uxu1 , L)
!
3: expu2
CalcUserExperienceVector(uxu2 , L)
! , exp
! )
4:
cosineSim (exp
u1
u2
5: return
Algorithm 5.2 CommonUserExperienceLocations.
Require: user experience snapshots uxu1 , uxu2 .
1: L
;
2: for all locations l 2 uxu1 do
3:
if l 2 uxu2 then
4:
L
L [ {l}
5:
end if
6: end for
7: return L
Corollary. 8t 2 T, l 2 L, the user experience uxu of user u can be written as
matrix over all experience values as follows:
(
T ⇥ L ! R+
0
uxu :
(5.2)
(t, l)
7! expV alu (t, l)
In the resulting user experience matrix, column vectors denote the experience
of user u with a specific location regarding all event types that have occurred.
Likewise, row vectors capture the user’s experience with a certain event type
regarding all locations within the observed context.
Algorithm 5.1 illustrates how we compare two user experience snapshots. In
the first step, we obtain their intersection by comparing the contained locations.
In the second and third step, we create a user experience vector from each matrix
Algorithm 5.3 CalcUserExperienceVector.
Require: user experience snapshot ux, set of locations L.
!
1: exp
(0)||L|| // zero-vector of length ||L||
2: for l 2 L do
3:
Tl
{t : 9(t, l) 2 ux}
4:
~el
uxt,l 8t 2 Tl
!
5:
exp
||~el ||
l
6: end for
!
7: return exp
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Figure 5.26: Comparing diﬀerent user experience aspects using cosine similarity.
by calculating the Euclidean norm of all its column vectors. Although user
experience matrices are typically sparse, this step is necessary in case multiple
event types were monitored at one location. In the last step, we apply the
cosine similarity measure [253] to the resulting user experience vectors. Cosine
similarity represents an estimation of the angle between two vectors:
Definition 8. The cosine similarity of two vectors a, b 2 Rn is defined as
cosineSim(a, b) :=

a·b
kak kbk

(5.3)

Cosine similarity is a commonly used similarity measure in information retrieval, and has been successfully applied in content-based recommender systems
[230]. We apply cosine similarity to compare user experience snapshots since it
is well suited to identify commonalities and because it returns a normed result.
An alternative to cosine similarity would be the Euclidean distance metric.
Context-aware recommender systems [9] take into account additional contextual information, such as time or location of a user, when recommending
items. Portneuf captures the experience of a user with specific locations in
an application regarding contextual events. Consequently, apart from a general
comparison of users’ experience, the Portneuf user experience profile allows
for a context-sensitive user comparison based on selected event types or event
locations, which may be relevant in the particular context. Hence, Portneuf
is able to generate recommendations depending on the specific context.
Figure 5.26 illustrates with a simple example how context-sensitive recommendations can be obtained. It shows the user experience matrices of two users
u1 and u2 . Both users have a similar experience with the button “btnSave”, but
user u2 experiences significantly more unhandled exceptions than user u1 . If
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Figure 5.27: Portneuf user feedback subsystem.
user u2 wants to give feedback on the “btnSave” button, the user feedback from
user u1 is a good candidate to search for existing feedback. On the other hand,
if user u2 wants to report an unhandled exception, the feedback from user u1 is
much less relevant.

5.3.3 User Feedback
Figure 5.27 shows the class model of the Portneuf user feedback system. Its
main purpose is to allow users to provide in situ feedback while using the
application and to link their feedback with the corresponding snapshot of their
user experience. Whenever a user provides feedback to the user feedback
manager, it queries the user experience profiler to create a user experience snapshot for the user in question. This snapshot represents the user
experience up to the current point in time. The user feedback manager
connects the created snapshot with the collected feedback and stores both in
the user feedback store. It is this combination between provided feedback
and underlying user experience which enables Portneuf to generate contentbased recommendations. Because user experience snapshots contain context events, user feedback collected with Portneuf is context-sensitive.
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Figure 5.28: Portneuf recommendation subsystem.

5.3.4 Recommendation
Recommender systems have been successfully applied in various domains such
as recommendations for movies [137], financial services [97], websites [229], and
software components [241]. We distinguish four basic recommendation strategies. Collaborative filtering [137] proposes items based on the information about
nearest neighbors: item preferences of users with a similar observed behavior
as the current user are exploited to infer recommendations, similar to word-ofmouth promotion. Content-based filtering [229] analyzes the observed behavior
of the current user and recommends items with characteristics similar to those
of items the current user has already rated high. Knowledge-based recommender
systems [97] rely on knowledge about the user. For instance, a knowledge-based
recommender system for a shopping application could rely on the available item
assortment as well as marketing and sales knowledge. Finally, group recommender systems [147, 193, 213] support human decision making by taking into
account factors such as the opinion of other group members, individual motivations, and personal preferences. Their goal is to achieve consensus among the
members of a group.
As shown in Figure 5.28, Portneuf creates recommendations of existing
user feedback, which is relevant for the user, whenever she is about to provide feedback. In the best case, these recommendations contain the feedback
the user wanted to provide. Otherwise, they might include similar feedback,
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which allows the user to explain her experience by commenting. Portneuf
implements two complementary recommendation strategies: content-based
filtering and collaborative filtering.
The content-based filtering strategy compares the current user’s experience
profile with user experience profiles attached to already existing feedback
from other users. It then recommends the user feedback with the most similar
user experience profiles, which the user has not yet seen.
The collaborative filtering strategy calculates user preferences by analyzing
their participation in existing collective user feedback. For instance, users who
voted for the same feedback have the same preferences regarding this feedback.
The strategy then recommends user feedback which users with similar preferences have reported or voted for, and which the current user has not yet seen.
The recommendation policy decides at runtime which strategy is suitable
based on the type of feedback the user is about to provide. The Portneuf
framework supports two types of user feedback: error reports and feature
requests. We assume that these feedback types require diﬀerent recommendation strategies, because of their diﬀering semantics. With error reports users
refer to events which have happened, while feature request describe which functionality is missing. We formulate the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 5.3. Content-based filtering is most suitable to create recommendations for error reports, while collaborative filtering is most suitable to generate
recommendations for feature requests.
In practice, both content-based filtering and collaborative filtering methods
have strengths and weaknesses [52]. The best known weakness is probably the
“ramp-up” problem [163], a term which refers to two diﬀerent startup scenarios. In the first scenario, recommendations need to be created for a new user.
Since calculating recommendations includes comparing a user’s preferences to
the preferences of other users, users with few or even no expressed preferences
are diﬃcult to categorize. The second scenario is similar but refers to new items.
Items which have not yet been rated by a suﬃcient number of users are diﬃcult to be recommended. While collaborative filtering is aﬀected in both cases,
content-based filtering deals well with new items. However, before recommendations can be generated with content-based filtering, typically models of the
users have to be learned. Portneuf deals with this requirement by utilizing
user experience profiles as fingerprints which allow the recommender system to
directly look up the most relevant items, independently from the user. Hence,
Portneuf overcomes the ramp-up problem for new users.
In order to compensate for the remaining weaknesses, Portneuf combines
both recommendation strategies to form a hybrid recommender system [52].
Then, recommendations are calculated using both strategies and combined following Hypothesis 5.3: Recommendations for error reports are determined by
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Figure 5.29: Portneuf analytics subsystem.
Algorithm 5.4 FeedbackRank.
Require: collective user feedback cuf.
1: %
CollectiveReputationScore(cuf .getReporter())
2: for all social feedback sf 2 cuf do
3:
sf .quantify()
4:
%
% + ·CollectiveReputationScore(sf .getReporter())
5: end for
6: return %
weighting content-based filtering recommendations with 80% and collaborative
filtering recommendations with 20%, and vice versa for feature requests.

5.3.5 Analytics
Figure 5.29 depicts the Portneuf analytics subsystem. Its main purpose is
to estimate the impact of the gathered collective user feedback. For this
purpose, we introduce a new algorithm called FeedbackRank, which relies
on social feedback and reputation scores in order to calculate feedback
impact. It takes into consideration how much every contributing user is valued
by the community.
The FeedbackRank algorithm assigns every collective user feedback a
score that indicates how important in the user community that feedback is. As
illustrated in Algorithm 5.4, FeedbackRank estimates the reputation score
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Algorithm 5.5 CollectiveReputationScore.
Require: user u, factor ✏.
1: SVu
u.getIncomingSocialFeedback()
2:
0
3: for all social feedback sf 2 SVu do
4:
v
sf .getReporter()
5:
if v 6= u then
6:
SFv
v.getSocialFeedback()
7:
sf .quantify()
8:
CollectiveReputationScore(v)
9:
if > 0 then
10:
+ · / kSFv k
11:
end if
12:
end if
13: end for
14:
✏·
15: return
of the collective user feedback’s original reporter and adds the quantification of the included social feedback, weighted by the reputation score
of the respective user who published it.
As described in Section 5.1.4, there are various methods for computing reputation scores. Portneuf, uses the flow model based algorithm CollectiveReputationScore (see Algorithm 5.5), which works similar to Google’s
PageRank [223]. The algorithm calculates the collective reputation score of a
user, which is defined as follows:
Definition 9. Let u be a user. Then let SFu be the set of social feedback
provided by user u and SVu the set of social feedback which was given on
u’s feedback (called u’s social value). Let further nsf = SFauthor (sf ) be the
total amount of social feedback given by the author of sf and " a factor used
for normalization. With |sf | we denote the quantification of social feedback sf
(e.g. +1 for upvote). Then, we define the collective reputation score of u as:
CRS(u) := "

X |sf | · CRS(sf )
nsf
sf 2SV
u

The CollectiveReputationScore algorithm assigns each user the values
they obtained from other users, weighted by their reputation scores. The collective reputation score of a user is divided evenly among the social feedback
she provided on other users’ feedback to contribute to their reputation score.
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Figure 5.30: Simplified example of CollectiveReputationScore.

Similar to PageRank, CollectiveReputationScore is recursive, but can
be calculated starting with any set of reputation scores for all users and iterating
the calculation until it converges.
Figure 5.30 illustrates the calculation of the collective reputation score with
an example. User Pina has a score of 100, whose origin is not shown in this
figure. She has voted for a feedback by user Wolfgang and against one by user
Roberto. Consequently, user Wolfgang receives 50 points, while user Roberto
gets a negative value of 50 points. Because Wolfgang obtained an additional
positive vote by user Raffaela, who has a score of 36, his score adds up to
62. Also user Roberto received a positive vote by Raffaela, but in the end his
score only makes 38.
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5.4 Related Work
We discuss two areas of related work: research dealing with user feedback for
software, and existing systems that gather user feedback and capture user experience.

5.4.1 User Feedback Research
Schneider et al. [259, 260] propose ConTexter, an approach to collect changing end user requirements during system evolution. To capture the reactions
of end users on a system, ConTexter gathers feedback in context with mobile
devices. In order to focus the feedback, ConTexter allows system providers to
establish filters, which should guide end users when providing feedback. The
problem Schneider et al. address is similar to the one Portneuf deals with.
However, their solution diﬀers from Portneuf in three major aspects. First,
feedback collected with ConTexter is anonymous, while in Portneuf the public
visibility of user feedback is the main enabler for the consolidation of feedback.
Second, in Portneuf the user community consolidates their own feedback using comments, ratings, and votings, while in ConTexter the system provider
defines filters with which users may tag their feedback. Third, ConTexter is designed to support users of IT-ecosystems, such as airports or universities, while
Portneuf targets end users of software applications in general. Therefore,
ConTexter aims at capturing the physical context, allowing users to attach audio or video recordings, while Portneuf focuses on events initiated by the user
(user interactions) or the software itself (application execution).
In an additional work, Gärtner and Schneider [109] propose a heuristic function in order to prioritize end user feedback. It takes into account quantifiable
features of feedback text and attachments that significantly influence its importance, while trying to avoid the incorporation of complex domain knowledge. In
a first evaluation, the authors could show that this heuristic yields helpful estimates of feedback priority. Instead of using heuristic functions, the Portneuf
model enables the utilization of the user community’s collective intelligence to
prioritize feedback. The advantage of our approach is the obtained feedback
structure which also avoids duplicates.
Chilana et al. [66] present a tool called “LemonAid” that allows users to search
for help on web pages by selecting a UI element (e.g. label, link, or image) of
which they believe that it is relevant to their problem. In an initial study the
authors could show the feasibility of relating questions and answers based on
UI elements, which are essentially part of the context of use. This supports our
assumption that the context of use is helpful to estimate the relevance of user
feedback. The goals of LemonAid and Portneuf are similar. LemonAid aims
at connecting users who seek help with users who provide help, while Portneuf tries to connect users who made similar experience with an application.
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However, there are three major diﬀerences. First, Portneuf does not rely on
a user-based estimation of relevant content, but calculates relevance based on
an automatically gathered measure of user experience. Second, while LemonAid
only considers UI elements, we propose a more generic model, which can be
tailored to diﬀerent applications and user groups. Third, LemonAid can only
provide help for UI related problems, while Portneuf is able to link users in
arbitrary yet similar situations.
Froehlich et al. [107] propose a framework called “MyExperience” to gather
feedback on users’ experience with mobile phones. To this end, the authors
combine passive logging of device usage, environmental sensor readings, and
active context-triggered user experience sampling. The results showed that the
system could help researchers or service vendors to better understand usage
contexts. Similarly, we claim that the use context provides means to capture
user experience, but in contrast to MyExperience, the Portneuf model aims
at supporting the impact analysis of feedback.
Özçelik Buskermolen et al. [216] explore the types of end user information considered useful by designers for early concept evaluations. The results indicate
that designers prefer elaborate feedback which indicates clear attitudes and motivations as well as feedback that reveals users’ past experiences. This supports
our approach to capture user experience and utilize it as grouping construct for
collective user feedback.
Ali et al. [8] suggest to design adaptive systems capable of “social adaptation”.
The term refers to a system’s ability to analyze user feedback and react to it
by changing its behavior, with the goal of always meeting users’ requirements
correctly and eﬃciently. To this end, the authors assume user feedback which is
not natural language based and therefore interpretable by the adaptive system.
Although this scenario is diﬀerent from the one that drives our research, the
underlying assumption is the same: the wisdom of crowds can be exploited to
improve and evolve a system over time. Additionally, the notion of adaptive systems leads to an interesting question, namely how much control do developers
need when reacting to user feedback? In an extreme case, Portneuf could be
utilized to enable social adaptation based on common, natural language feedback.

5.4.2 User Feedback Systems
In recent years, systems capturing user experience and software usage and allowing users to provide feedback have gained attention in practice, especially
for web sites. Several commercial services such as Usabilia4 , AppTelemetry5 ,
4
5

http://usabilla.com
http://www.apptelemetry.com/en/feedback-feature.html
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or HeadsUp! User Engagement6 sell features which analyze how users move
through web pages and collect their feedback.
Social media enabled platforms like UserVoice [277] and GetSatisfaction [110]
allow users to collaboratively share new ideas and vote on existing suggestions
for new features. Bajic and Lyons [15] found that this collaboration focuses
users’ eﬀorts and leads to more homogeneous feature requests. UserVoice and
GetSatisfaction even try to avoid duplicate feedback by analyzing the text written by a user while she is providing feedback. However, this approach is not
equal to ours because of three reasons.
First, the comparison of user feedback is based on a syntactic natural language
analysis. However, natural language is highly ambiguous and diﬀerent users may
therefore describe the same experience using diﬀerent words (e.g. “button” instead of “link”, “click” instead of “tap”, or “UI” or “form” instead of “view”). Second, these platforms do not capture user experience. But research has shown
that feedback written by users typically lacks this information [298]. The user
experience collected by Portneuf can be symbolized and might be helpful for
developers in order to better understand the provided feedback. Third, the
platforms are not context-aware. This means that all user feedback is considered equal in all situations. On the contrary, Portneuf allows for weighting
particular user feedback more than other based on the particular context of use.

5.5 Summary
We have introduced Portneuf, a domain-independent model which supports
continuous user involvement by enabling proactive and context-aware recommendations of user feedback based on users’ experience as follows:
• Portneuf defines and conceptualizes user experience. Because it is not
directly measurable and subjective when described by users, we summarize factors which influence user experience and hence enable an indirect
measurement. In particular, the application use history and use context
belong to the major factors.
• The presented model also includes user feedback and relates it to user
experience. It defines collective user feedback, which groups feedback of
multiple diﬀerent users around common experience. Collective user feedback captures the opinion of the user community as a whole and enables
a quantification of its impact.
• Portneuf derives the relevance of specific feedback for a particular user
in a given context by a comparison of the diﬀerent user experiences. Based
on this relevance, Portneuf generates recommendations of existing user
6

http://www.headsupuserengagement.com
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feedback in order to proactively group diﬀerent users’ feedback around a
common topic and to avoid the creation of duplicates.
• The resulting collective user feedback includes the transitive closure of all
related feedback, and thus provides means for quantifying the corresponding impact of the described issue for the user community.
We have shown how the Portneuf model can be applied during three software
engineering activities, early design, system testing, and software evolution, and
instantiated it exemplarily for each of them. Moreover, we substantiated the
application of Portneuf to software evolution – the main focus of this dissertation – by describing a software framework that implements the Portneuf
model for software evolution. The framework solves the problems of developers
which we have discovered in Chapter 3 following a proactive approach. It automatically captures users’ experience and creates feedback recommendations for
users based on the similarity of their experiences. Finally, it allows developers to
assess the impact of user feedback in a quantitative way. In the next chapter, we
describe the formative and summative evaluation of the Portneuf framework.
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Chapter 6
Evaluation
«It is entirely possible that behind the perception
of our senses, worlds are hidden of which we are
unaware.»
— Albert Einstein
In the previous chapters, we described Portneuf, a proactive and contextaware framework which groups user feedback according to users’ prior experience with an application. We described how Portneuf recommends existing,
relevant feedback to users to rate, vote for, or comment on, and showed how it
allows developers to assess the collective value of user feedback with the FeedbackRank metric.
In this chapter, we describe the evaluation of our solution. In Section 6.1
we show the applicability and feasibility of our concepts. We prototypically
implemented the Portneuf framework for two diﬀerent applications. In Section
6.2 we describe our evaluation setting, including questions, methodology, and
data. Section 6.3 summarizes the results of the evaluation. We describe how
users provided feedback with Portneuf and illustrate the resulting eﬀects on
developers’ work with user feedback. We quantify the eﬀects of Portneuf
on the amount of duplicate user feedback, describe how it facilitates impact
assessment, and collect emerging issues and improvement suggestions. Finally,
Section 6.4 summarizes our findings.

6.1 Framework Implementation
The evaluation of Portneuf consisted of two parts, a formative evaluation
and a summative evaluation. The goal of the formative evaluation was to test
the feasibility of Portneuf and to explore diﬀerent recommendation strategies
in a controlled environment. The obtained results allowed us to improve the
framework before using it in a real-world setting. The goal of the final summative
evaluation was to analyze the user feedback collected by Portneuf for an
established application with a large user community.
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Figure 6.1: MOSKitt UML modeling tool.

6.1.1 Formative Evaluation
For the formative evaluation, we a implemented a vertical prototype of Portneuf within the FastFix project1 . The overall goal of FastFix is to provide
software engineers with a “real-time” maintenance environment which increases
eﬃciency and reduces total cost. It aims at improving accuracy in identification
of failure causes and facilitating their resolution. The FastFix platform includes
a set of software tools to remotely monitor user environments which are able
to collect contextual information on application execution and user interaction
[219].
Prototype development consisted of two steps, the implementation of the
Portneuf framework for the FastFix platform, and the integration of the user
feedback functionality in a FastFix target application. All Portneuf framework components except the monitoring subsystem can run separately from the
application, and are accessible for all users. The Portneuf monitoring subsystem needs to run on the same machine as the application for which feedback
should be collected. We developed the Portneuf prototype in Java using OSGi
and Eclipse Rich Client Platform (RCP). The Portneuf user feedback functionality was integrated in Prodevelop MOSKitt2 , a UML modeling tool also
1
2

http://fastfix-project.eu
http://www.moskitt.org/eng
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Figure 6.2: Deployment of the Portneuf framework for MOSKitt. Portneuf
components are shown in gray.

based on Eclipse RCP technology. Figure 6.1 depicts the MOSKitt user interface.
Figure 6.2 illustrates how the Portneuf framework components are distributed between the target application MOSKitt and the FastFix client and
server. To monitor the application use context, the prototype uses sensors developed within FastFix. These sensors transfer observed events to the monitoring component which we integrated in the FastFix client, a standalone proxy
application to collect local user data and send it to the FastFix server, which
represents the common back end. The remaining Portneuf components are
integrated in the FastFix server. Both sensors and user feedback library are
deployed via so called update sites – a plugin mechanism for RCP applications
which facilitates deployment and updates. As a result, both components can be
used not only with MOSKitt, but with arbitrary RCP applications.
Figure 6.3 illustrates the seamless integration of Portneuf into the MOSKitt
user interface. Users can provide feedback by selecting the corresponding menu
item. When users decide to provide feedback, they obtain recommendations of
existing user feedback which they can vote for or comment on. Figure 6.4 illus-
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Figure 6.3: Integration of Portneuf in MOSKitt.
trates the generated user feedback recommendations and exemplifies collective
user feedback.
The formative evaluation showed that Portneuf is feasible, as we were able
to implement the framework as specified, to integrate it in an existing realworld application, and to generate recommendations for existing user feedback.
In addition, we made the following two observations, which allowed us to create
an improved version of the framework for the summative evaluation.
First, when generating user feedback recommendations, we observed that the
content-based recommendation strategy performed generally better than the
collaborative filtering strategy. We found that this result was due to the low
number of users who had tested the prototype, because the low amount of social
feedback they had provided was not suﬃcient to build user profiles. Since we
expected similar results in particular at the beginning of the summative evaluation, we ensured that Portneuf created content-based recommendations as
fallback solution for feature requests. In addition, we made the hybrid recommendation policy adjustable, so that the weight of recommendations obtained
by the content-based and collaborative filtering strategies could be modified if
needed.
Second, we tested the collaborative filtering strategy with two diﬀerent metrics to calculate user similarity: the Euclidean norm and the Pearson correlation
coeﬃcient [243]. While both metrics measure similarity, the Pearson coeﬃcient
tends to give better results when the compared data is not normalized. Nevertheless, we obtained better recommendations with the Euclidean norm, and
consequently used this metric for the summative evaluation.
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Figure 6.4: Portneuf for MOSKitt: Example of a user feedback recommendation and collective user feedback.
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Figure 6.5: Integration of Portneuf in BetterTouchTool.

6.1.2 Summative Evaluation
The goal of the summative implementation of Portneuf was to gather collective feedback from a large user community, in order to measure and quantify
real-world eﬀects and to evaluate the generated recommendations. To this end,
we developed a reusable, web-based version of the Portneuf framework using
Python in combination with a MySQL database to hold user feedback and user
experience snapshots. Further, we implemented a lightweight monitoring library
including six generic sensors, capable of observing the context of arbitrary Mac
OS X and iOS applications, as well as a user feedback library. Both components
can be easily integrated into arbitrary Mac OS X and iOS applications.
We integrated Portneuf into BetterTouchTool3 , a desktop application for
Mac OS X which allows users to configure trackpad, mouse, and keyboard gestures for arbitrary applications. BetterTouchTool has a large community with
more than 200,000 active users. In order to obtain tailored recommendation
results, two more application-specific sensors were added to the source code of
3

http://www.boastr.de
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Figure 6.6: Portneuf for BetterTouchTool: Example of a user feedback recommendation and collective user feedback.
the application4 . Portneuf is integrated into BetterTouchTool since version
0.799, allowing users to provide in situ feedback as depicted in Figure 6.5. The
included Portneuf feedback library contains a simple user interface displaying the Portneuf web service results. Users of BetterTouchTool who want to
provide feedback select the corresponding menu item. The user interface then
shows up to 10 recommendations of existing user feedback generated by the
Portneuf web service. Portneuf explicitly encourages users to vote for or
comment on existing user feedback before creating a new entry. Figure 6.6 illustrates the generated recommendations and shows a selection of the collective
user feedback.
End users are not the only group which may provide feedback in Portneuf.
Developers can react to the user feedback, for instance by commenting it. Such
back-feedback can be helpful to clarify misunderstandings or to ask for missing
information. Additionally, a functionality which allows developers to assign
visual tags to feedback was included. The goal of these tags is to allow developers
to deliver a quick message to all end users who utilize Portneuf. We included
9 diﬀerent tags and additionally assigned a reputation score to each tag, as
4

The complete list of sensors is depicted in Table B.1.
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Table 6.1: Developer feedback tags in Portneuf.
#

tag

reputation points

1

working on this

5

2

on todo list

4

3

on todo list (low prio)

2

4

needs more votes

0

5

solution in comment

0

6

cannot reproduce

0

7

not a bug

0

8

won’t change

0

9

not possible

0

Figure 6.7: Portneuf developer tag in BetterTouchTool end user feedback.
shown in Table 6.1. Whenever a developer assigns such a tag to a specific
feedback, the end user who authored this feedback gains the specified amount of
reputation points. The idea behind this mechanism is to create a strong feeling
of involvement among the end users. We hypothesize that this bridges the gap
between users and developers and represents an incentive for users, because they
see that their voices are not ignored. Figure 6.7 depicts an end user feedback to
which a developer tag was assigned. Moreover, we implemented a leaderboard
which shows the twenty users with the highest reputation scores. Leaderboards
are an essential method in the gamification movement, which is becoming more
and more popular in novel applications (e.g. Foursquare5 ) [79].

6.2 Evaluation Setting
Portneuf should facilitate developers’ work with user feedback by providing
tool support for its consolidation and the assessment of its impact. More specifically, the goal of Portneuf is threefold. First, it should reduce the work
overhead for developers created by unstructured feedback which typically contains numerous duplicates. Second, it should allow developers to assess as how
important reported feedback is considered by the community. It should thus
5

https://foursquare.com
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provide a comprehensive, quantitative picture of the feedback impact, which
facilitates its prioritization. Third, it should bridge gaps between users and developers which typically deteriorate the benefits of user involvement for both
stakeholders.
The purpose of this summative evaluation is to test if Portneuf successfully
reaches its goal, and to get insights about emerging issues as well as suggestions
for future improvement. We first formulate the questions that this evaluation
will answer. Then, we describe the methodology we used to collect and analyze
the evaluation data. Finally, we present the actual evaluation data sets collected
to perform our analysis.

6.2.1 Evaluation Questions
The evaluation questions refine our RQ 6 and investigate if Portneuf increases
developers’ eﬃciency when working with user feedback. Specifically, we study
the eﬀects of user feedback recommendation and impact assessment, and strive
for collecting emerging issues and improvement suggestions.
RQ 6.(a) User feedback recommendation describes to which extent user
feedback recommendations in Portneuf facilitate developers’ work with user
feedback. In particular, we investigate the following questions:
• Duplicates: Does Portneuf reduce the amount of duplicate user feedback?
• Eﬀects: Which eﬀects do recommendations have on the provided feedback?
• Quality: How relevant are the recommendations and which are their limitations?
RQ 6.(b) Impact assessment describes if Portneuf assesses user feedback
impact in a way which is helpful for developers. In particular, we study the
following questions:
• Prioritization: Do developers regard the provided prioritization of user
feedback sensible and representative for the community?
• Impact: Do developers relate to the user feedback impact provided by
Portneuf?
RQ 6.(c) Issues and improvements summarizes emerging issues and suggestions for future improvements. We investigate the following questions:
• Satisfaction: How satisfied are developers with Portneuf?
• Issues: Which issues were encountered and how could these be solved?
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2 iterations

Preparation Phase

Data Analysis
Phase

Retrospective
Phase

• Draw sample of
existing feedback

• Investigate gathered
feedback

• Explore impact
assessment quality

• Determine number
of duplicates

• Identify duplicates

• Identify limitations
of recommendations

• Integrate PORTNEUF
• Introduce system to
community

• Simulate
recommendations
• Identify reasons for
remaining duplicates

• Collect issues and
assess developers’
satisfaction

• Apply improvement

quasi-experiment and statistics

interviews and statistics

Figure 6.8: Evaluation method.
In order to answer these questions, we evaluated Portneuf in the application
BetterTouchTool. The evaluation took place between October and December
2012. During this time, we worked closely together with the developers of the
application.

6.2.2 Evaluation Methodology
We employed two main methods to answer the evaluation questions, a quasiexperiment [53] to measure the eﬀects of Portneuf on user feedback, and
an interview to qualitatively assess the results as perceived by developers. We
used descriptive statistics to obtain quantitative evaluation results and test their
significance.
The goal of an experiment is to test which impact a specific treatment has
on a particular phenomenon. Controlled experiments control for other factors
which might influence the phenomenon by using a randomized design. To this
end, subjects are assigned randomly to either the experimental group or the
control group, the former of which receives the treatment, the latter of which
does not. In contrast, quasi-experiments use a nonrandomized design, typically
because random assignment is impossible [72]. In our case, we could not use a
randomized design since this would have required splitting the user community.
Since Portneuf relies on the user community phenomenon to consolidate feedback, this would have aﬀected the dependent variables. Instead, we formed the
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control group by drawing a historical sample of the studied population, namely
user feedback for BetterTouchTool. The experimental group was formed by applying our treatment, i.e. Portneuf, to the user community and collecting the
emerging feedback. The principal dependent variable in our experiment is the
rate of duplicates among user feedback, as this measures the eﬀort required by
developers to deal with user feedback.
Our evaluation methodology consisted of three phases: a preparation phase,
a data analysis phase, and a retrospective phase, as depicted in Figure 6.8.
6.2.2.1 Preparation Phase
The preparation phase served two purposes. First, to understand the status
quo of user feedback in the control group, i.e. the investigated system without
Portneuf. Second, to integrate Portneuf into the target software BetterTouchTool, i.e. to apply the treatment, to kick oﬀ the evaluation period.
We selected a sample of 2,000 successive reports from existing user feedback,
which the company had received via email between July 2010 and September
2011. This feedback formed the control group. Because duplicate feedback was
not systematically tagged, we asked a BetterTouchTool developer to manually
work through the data set and mark duplicates. The obtained result served as
benchmark for the further evaluation of Portneuf.
Next, we deployed the Portneuf web service, and integrated the monitoring
and user feedback libraries into BetterTouchTool. After testing the system and
feedback functionality, Boastr released the Portneuf powered BetterTouchTool (version 0.799) on 6 October 2012.
6.2.2.2 Data Analysis Phase
We split the data analysis phase in two iterative phases, lasting 4 weeks and 3
weeks, respectively. During both time frames, end users provided feedback about
BetterTouchTool using the integrated Portneuf framework. After each phase,
we collected the data from the experimental group in the form of a snapshot of
the accumulated feedback, and analyzed the data. We used the insights gained
after the first phase to apply small improvements to the Portneuf monitoring
component, and then released a version containing the changes.
Each data analysis phase consisted of the following steps. First, in order to
assess changes in the work overhead, we asked a Boastr developer to manually identify duplicates, so we could compare the resulting duplicate rate, which
represents the dependent variable in our experiment, to the amount of duplicates obtained without Portneuf. To understand the reason for the remaining
duplicates, we then studied the recommendations which had been provided by
Portneuf to the reporters of these duplicates, and manually analyzed the
duplicated items. Last, we investigated the user involvement degree using de-
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Table 6.2: Evaluation data sets.
#

data set

time frame

#feedback

#users

fpu

fpd

DC

historical feedback (control group)

14 months

2,000

D1

first evaluation period (part 1 of exp. group)

4 weeks

202

1,576

1.27

4.65

188

1.07

6.31

D2

second evaluation period (part 2 of exp. group)

3 weeks

119

109

1.09

5.67

DE

complete evaluation period (experimental group)

7 weeks

321

288

1.11

6.07

scriptive statistics to explore the obtained error reports, feature requests, votes,
and comments in combination with the corresponding recommendations.
6.2.2.3 Retrospective Phase
In the retrospective phase, we explored the quality of the impact assessment and
feedback prioritization created by Portneuf. We further investigated remaining questions which could only be answered by the Boastr developers. For
instance, we wanted to determine the helpfulness of the bidirectional communication channel in Portneuf which allows developers to ask for clarifications
directly and personally. Moreover, we identified cases where user feedback recommendations did not prevent duplicates in order to summarize limitations and
their respective reasons. Finally, we collected issues which were raised by the
developers during the evaluation period and interviewed them with respect to
their overall satisfaction.

6.2.3 Evaluation Data
Table 6.2 shows an overview of the evaluation data, which consists of three data
sets. Data set DC contains the control group, i.e. historical feedback, which
spans a time frame of 16 months, and includes 2,000 feedback reports from
1,576 distinct users. This makes around 1.27 reports per user and about 4.65
reports per day.
Data set D1 contains all feedback collected during the first evaluation period.
It spans 4 weeks and comprises 202 reports from 188 distinct users, leading to
on average 1.07 feedback per user and around 6.31 reports per day. After the
first evaluation period, we improved the monitoring component, so that users
worked with this new version during the second evaluation period. Data set
D2 contains all the feedback collected during the second evaluation period. It
spans 3 weeks and consists of 119 reports from 109 distinct users, leading to
on average 1.09 feedback per user and around 5.67 reports per day. Together,
our experimental group DE spans 7 weeks and comprise 321 reports from 288
distinct users, leading to on average 1.11 feedback per user and around 6.07
reports per day.
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6.3 Evaluation Results
We first investigate the results of user feedback recommendations in terms of
created duplicates and interpret the occurrent eﬀects. Next, we explore the
quality of Portneuf’s impact assessment algorithm. Last, we describe emerging eﬀects from developers’ point of view and summarize issues and possible
improvements.

6.3.1 User Feedback Recommendation
Collective user feedback essentially depends on an eﬀective way to bring together
otherwise separated users and their experiences and opinions. Consequently, the
main enabler for collective user feedback is generating relevant user feedback
recommendations. The goal of Portneuf is to reduce the number of duplicate
feedback using these recommendations.
Duplicates
To allow for a comparison, we first measured the amount of duplicates in the
control group DC . We found that 846 (42.3%) of the 2,000 reports we had
sampled were duplicates of 274 original reports. This means, if a report was
duplicated it led to around 3.09 additional reports. Next, we analyzed the
feedback obtained in the two evaluation periods. We found that of the 202
reports in D1 only 29 (14.35%) were duplicates. The resulting diﬀerence in the
duplicate rate is statistically significant (p < 0.001). We counted 21 duplicated
reports, leading to around 1.38 additional reports per duplicate. Data set D2 ,
which corresponds to the second evaluation period, contains 119 reports, of
which only 17 (14.29%) were duplicates. Again, the resulting diﬀerence in the
duplicate rate is statistically significant (p < 0.001). We counted 6 duplicated
reports, leading to around 2.83 additional reports per duplicate.
In order to compensate for variation of the duplicate rate during the time
period T = [t0 , t! ] ✓ R+
T between the definite
0 , we calculated the proportion
integrals of both duplicates and total feedback as follows. Let duplicates : R+
0 !
+
+
+
N0 and feedback : R0 ! N0 . For a given time t, duplicates(t) refers to the
number of duplicates at time t and feedback (t) denotes the total amount of
feedback at time t. Both functions are measurable. Thus, we may interpret
T as the ratio between the areas under the graphs representing the amount of
duplicates and total feedback during T . It is calculated as follows:
ˆ t!
duplicates(t) dt
t0
,
(6.1)
T := ˆ t!
feedback (t) dt
t0
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Figure 6.9: End user feedback characteristics without and with Portneuf. The
black curve depicts the cumulative amount of feedback over time,
i.e. feedback (t). The red curve shows the cumulative number of duplicates over time, i.e. duplicates(t). Dots illustrate releases of BetterTouchTool.
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We obtained a value of DC = 0.389 for the control group DC , and a value
of DE = 0.128 for the experimental group DE . This means that users in the
experimental group created DDE = 67.1% less duplicates than were made in the
C
control group.
Last, we averaged over the fraction of duplicates calculated for each data point
in DC and DE . For the control group DC we obtained a mean of DC = 35.7%
duplicates per feedback. In contrast, we obtained a rate of only DE = 11.2% in
the experimental group. A two-sample t-test and a two-sample Wilcoxon rank
sum test give strong statistical evidence for the significant diﬀerence between
the duplicates in the data sets DC and DE in terms of both means and medians
(p < 0.001). Figure 6.9 illustrates the results.
To determine the eﬀect size of duplicate reduction, we calculated Cohen’s d
[68], which measures the strength of a phenomenon by indicating the standardized diﬀerence between two obtained means. A value of d  0.2 represents a
small eﬀect, a value of d = 0.5 represents a medium eﬀect, and a value of d 0.8
represents a strong eﬀect [68]. To calculate the eﬀect size, we estimated the difference between the means of the duplicate rates in DC and DE and divided it
by the pooled standard deviation p [214]:
s
DC DE
(kDC k 1) C2 + (kDE k 1) E2
d=
, with p =
(6.2)
kDC k + kDE k
p
We obtained a value of d = 4.27, which denotes a strong eﬀect. Descriptively,
this means that the average fraction of duplicates with Portneuf is 4.27 standard deviations below the average fraction of duplicates without our framework.
Note that we utilize a pooled standard deviation to give consideration to our
quasi-experimental setup, which does not guarantee that the populations from
which DC and DE were drawn are identical.
Eﬀects
To understand the eﬀects of recommendations on end users and the emerging
user feedback, we investigated how users interacted with Portneuf after having obtained user feedback recommendations. To this end, we tracked users’
interactions with Portneuf throughout the evaluation period. Figure 6.10 depicts the results and shows the frequency of each interaction path among all
interactions.
We registered a total of 584 interactions during the evaluation period. During
321 (55.0%) interactions users eventually created new feedback. This feedback
corresponds to our evaluation data set DE . As shown in Figure 6.10, 46 (7.9%)
interactions led to the creation of duplicates, while in 275 (47.1%) cases, users
provided unique feedback. We found that in 9 (1.5%) interactions which led to
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User accesses Portneuf and
obtains recommendations

Positive effect
Neutral effect
No effect

Accesses: 584 (100%)
User provides new
feedback
Yes: 321 (55.0%)

No: 263 (45.0%)

User creates duplicate
Yes: 46 (7.9%),
12 FR, 36 BR

No: 275 (47.1%)

Item was
recommended
Yes: 9
(1.5%)
Recommendation
ignored

New feedback
No: 37
(6.3%)

Recommendation
insufficient

User votes for or
comments on feedback
Yes: 94 (16.1%)
63 V, 31 C

No: 169 (28.9%)

New social feedback

User has found
concern

Yes: 72
(12.3%)
Recommendation
sufficient

No: 97
(16.6%)
No intent to
give feedback

Figure 6.10: Eﬀects of user feedback recommendations in Portneuf.
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duplicates, users had simply ignored a correct recommendation. In contrast, in
37 (6.3%) interactions, users did not obtain a suitable recommendation. While
the duplicate rate significantly decreased after introducing Portneuf, we conclude that the observed rate might still be improved.
We further observed that 263 (45.0%) interactions did not lead to the creation
of new feedback. In the light of the reduced duplicate rate, we can argue without
loss of generality that without Portneuf a non-empty subset of these interactions would have led to additional feedback and presumably more duplicates.
For instance, to reach the duplicate ratio of the historical sample, more than
58% of these 263 interactions would have to provoke duplicates. In 94 (16.1%)
cases users provided social feedback on existing reports, including 63 votes and
31 comments. We are confident to argue that most of these would have led to
duplicate feedback without Portneuf.
The remaining 169 (28.9%) interactions ended without any feedback. To
understand why the corresponding users had not provided feedback, we had included a short dialog which asked the user if she found her concern, given that
she closes Portneuf without any further contribution. In 72 (12.3%) cases,
users answered that their concern was already described. We conclude that
these may be counted among the positive eﬀects of user feedback recommendations. In the other 97 (16.6%) cases users indicated that their concern was
not among the recommendations. Our interpretation of these cases is that the
corresponding users did not have the intent to provide feedback. In any case, the
recommendation did not have any eﬀect during the corresponding interactions.
To summarize the eﬀects of user feedback recommendations, we classify the
corresponding interaction results into three kinds of eﬀects. With “positive ef-
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Figure 6.11: Recommendation ranks in Portneuf.
fect” we denote that recommendations included relevant feedback. With “no
eﬀect” we describe that relevant feedback was not recommended. Finally, with
“neutral eﬀect” we denote all cases which could not lead to eﬀects even if perfect
recommendations were given.
As illustrated in Figure 6.10, in 175 (30.0%) cases recommendations had a
clearly positive eﬀect. They helped to avoid duplicates and provoked the creation of social feedback, which facilitates impact assessment. In only 37 (6.3%)
cases user feedback recommendation had no eﬀect, meaning that users created
duplicates in spite of reading the generated recommendations. Finally, in 372
(63.7%) cases recommendations had a neutral eﬀect. These cases describe scenarios which cannot be improved by user feedback recommendations.
Quality
In total, Portneuf generated 584 lists with recommended feedback during the
evaluation period. In 211 (36.1%) cases, users interacted with at least one of
the corresponding recommendations – by voting for (50 or 8.6%), commenting
(30 or 5.1%), or at least clicking on (197 or 33.7%) a subset of the items to read
their details. In total, users interacted with 418 recommended items, leading to
around 1.98 interactions per access. Most of these useful recommendations (385
or 92.1%) were created using content-based filtering, while only a small amount
(33 or 7.9%) using collaborative filtering. Figure 6.11 illustrates the distribution
of the useful recommendations in terms of their ranks on the recommended items
list. On average, collaborative filtering led to higher ranked recommendations
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Figure 6.12: Analysis of ineﬀective Portneuf recommendations.

(mean rank 1.76) than content-based (mean rank 3.88), but it was utilized by
far less often to generate recommendations.
Mean average precision [191] is frequently used in information retrieval to
measure the quality of systems that return multiple results to a query. It provides
a single value which represents the quality of the results based on relevance and
rank in the result list. The mean average precision for the recommendations
generated during the evaluation period equals 44.2%. However, the goal of
Portneuf is to identify the one item, which the current user is about to report –
if it exists – and recommend it to the user. Therefore, measuring usage prediction
quality expressed by precision and recall is less meaningful in our case [239],
since only a small set of recommended items is relevant to the user. Instead,
we calculate the hit-rate (HR), a utility-based ranking measure proposed by
Desphande and Karypis [78]. It measures how often a recommender system was
able to recommend the right item among the total number of queries:
hit-rate (HR) :=

Number of hits
n

(6.3)

An HR value of 1.0 indicates that the right item was always recommended,
whereas an HR value of 0.0 denotes that not a single right item was recommended. To calculate the hit-rate for Portneuf, we omitted the 372 neutral
cases where new feedback was provided or users did not intent to provide feedback, since there was no right item to be recommended. In 175 of the remaining
212 cases, Portneuf created the right recommendations. Consequently, the
hit-rate of Portneuf equals 175
= 82.5%.
212
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Figure 6.13: Reasons for duplicates in Portneuf.
To further investigate the quality of user feedback recommendation in Portneuf and identify its limitations, we analyzed the reason for each duplicate in
the evaluation sets as follows.
First, we looked up the original report which had been duplicated. We then
studied the recommendations which the user who created the duplicate had
obtained, as illustrated in Figure 6.12. If the original report was among the
recommended items, the user had ignored it – either because she did not read
the recommendations or because she did not recognize her concern in the recommended items.
To identify the reasons for the remaining duplicates, we compared the user experience snapshots of duplicate and original feedback. The results are depicted
in Figure 6.13. We found that after the first evaluation period a plurality of duplicates (55.2%) were due to missing sensors. Specifically this means that user
experience snapshots did not include events which would have been necessary to
allow the content-based recommendation strategy within Portneuf to create
appropriate recommendations. For instance, one specific error report described
that BetterTouchTool would always obtain the window focus when the system
woke up from sleep. However, no sensor monitored the system sleep state, with
the result that this error report ended up duplicated several times. After analyzing the duplicates from the first evaluation period, we identified two missing
sensors and implemented them so that they could be used in the second evaluation period. As shown in Figure 6.13, the amount of duplicates which were due
to missing sensors dropped to 23.5% during the second evaluation period.
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Similarly, 8.7% of the duplicates were due to insuﬃcient sensor data, mainly
because of two reasons. First, when users provided feedback shortly after updating BetterTouchTool to the version containing new sensors, there was no time
to collect enough relevant events. Second, if users reported problems not when
they occurred but instead postponed their feedback, the corresponding events
were outdated. Since user experience snapshots underlie a deliberate aging process, the importance of relevant events decreases during the further use of the
application. Although user experience aging leads to problems in border cases,
it is necessary to be able to identify relevant events in the current context.
We found that 19.6% of all duplicates were created because the particular scenarios were not appropriate for content-based user feedback recommendations.
At the same time, we observed that collaborative filtering did not perform well
due to the “ramp-up” problem [163]. Since collaborative filtering essentially compares users’ preferences, users with few or no expressed preferences – i.e. votes
or comments – are diﬃcult to categorize. During the short time frame of Portneuf’s evaluation, only 224 votes and 150 comments had been provided by 207
users in total. We observed around 1.91 votes and 1.19 comments per user – not
enough to derive significant user preferences.
The remaining 8.7% of the duplicates were due to diﬀerent reasons, including
errors for which sensors would be diﬃcult to implement and very special feature
requests. For instance, a user reported that her settings were lost after each
update. A diﬀerent user requested a feature to disable mouse acceleration for
specific applications.

6.3.2 Impact Assessment
To assess to which extent developers agree with the prioritization of user feedback estimated by Portneuf, we asked Boastr to create a prioritized list of
the most important user feedback in DE . Their prioritization had to reflect the
importance of user feedback among the user community. Then, we utilized the
FeedbackRank algorithm introduced in Section 5.3.5 to generate a prioritized
list of user feedback utilizing the quantitative information stored in collective
user feedback. Last, we compared both lists by calculating the average precision
of FeedbackRank.
We tried diﬀerent values for the quantification of votes and comments, as
well as for the normalization constant ✏ in the utilized ReputationScore
algorithm. The normalization constant corresponds to a decay factor, which
determines how fast the influence of votes and comments decreases along paths
in the transitive closure of social feedback. We obtained the best result when
assigning a value of 2 for both votes and comments, and a value of ✏ = 0.1 for
the normalization constant.
Table 6.3 shows the results with a retrieval cutoﬀ after the top 15 items.
It illustrates that, as expected, votes are an important factor when assessing
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Table 6.3: Evaluation of impact assessment.
FeedbackRank

feedback title

dev.rank.

votes

6.46

Four Finger Double Tap

3

19

5.55

Two Finger Tap on Trackpad?

1

9

4.67

Volume swipe!

2

10

3.99

Double Tap

4

14

3.91

bttfeedback:// links not working in Chrome

–

0

3.89

Hangs/crashes after sleep or switching users

9

7

3.42

4 finger

–

6

3.03

Dictation mouse shortcut

8

6

2.96

Hide the menubar/taskbar icon

–

3

2.91

Fit windows to new screen size

6

8

2.84

4-Finger Taps register twice

11

6

2.83

Move/resize windows w/ keyboard

–

7

2.65

Move window to next/prev desktop

10

10

2.64

Center Window - 1/4 screen

–

7

2.60

CPU Usage at 95%

5

4

feedback impact among the user community. We calculated the average precision
[191] of the results obtained by FeedbackRank by comparing them to the list
assembled by Boastr. We obtained a value of 76.1%, which suggests that
FeedbackRank provides a valuable estimation of what is important to the
community from the developers’ point of view.
To understand this perspective more clearly, we showed the result to a Boastr
developer. She confirmed that the ranking results are sensible, but admitted
that clearly distinguishing the importance of some recommended items is not
straightforward. In fact, according to her, all feedback contained in Table 6.3
was important. She also hypothesized that FeedbackRank’s helpfulness will
increase over time and with the size of a software project, since more feedback
and more features complicate the kind of estimation the algorithm supports.

6.3.3 Issues and Improvements
6.3.3.1 Satisfaction
After the data analysis phase, we interviewed a Boastr developer to understand
if Portneuf met developers’ demands. The developer assigned Portneuf the
best grade on a 5-point Likert scale explaining that she was very satisfied with
the system. Two eﬀects were perceived particularly positive: reduced work
overhead and more eﬃcient involvement of the user community.
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Reduced Work Overhead Portneuf reduced the overhead for working with
user feedback in two ways. First, it introduced collective user feedback, which
significantly reduced the amount of duplicates, provided for the consolidation
of otherwise scattered feedback, and enabled the collection of the various opinions and volunteered resources of multiple end users. The Boastr developer
reported that end users regularly commented on existing feedback instead of
providing new feedback from scratch. She explained that in case of bug reports,
this often led to additional information which helped to solve the issue:
“We recently encountered a bug where the software would simply
crash, which was reported by a user running an outdated OS version. But when we replied that we think it would be due to this
old version, other users commented that they had the same problem
despite running the current version. In the past, combining these
diﬀerent reports would have been much more diﬃcult. Now, we had
one thread with the problem described at the top and diﬀerent perspectives by the users below.”
Second, Portneuf reduced the amount of eﬀort needed to assess the impact
of user feedback. On the one hand, collective user feedback by itself accounts
for this improvement, since it contains otherwise scattered items. The developer
stated that users voted for features of which the company would have never
thought: “If these users would have written mails distributed over a longer time,
as in the past, I cannot imagine that this feature would have been implemented.
We would have needed much more eﬀorts in order to assess these kinds of requests.” On the other hand, Portneuf’s FeedbackRank allows for an on
demand prioritization and assessment of the most important feedback according
to the user community, which can be helpful as starting point for work planning
meetings and roadmap decisions.
Increased Involvement Eﬃciency When asked if it was helpful to be able
to turn to specific end users in order to ask for clarifications, the developer
agreed but stated that this was also possible before. She underlined that the
really important improvement lies in the eﬃciency of the communication with
Portneuf:
“It was often the case that end users do not answer any more, if you
reply to their feedback per mail. With Portneuf, even a diﬀerent
user might answer, for instance to prove if the issue has disappeared.
So, the real advantage is that we can selectively communicate with
the part of the community which is interested in or aﬀected by a specific issue rather than only with a single user or the whole audience.”
The developer was confident that end users will feel more involved with Portneuf: “I am sure that the users now have the impression to be closer to the
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developers. For instance, since they always have the same image and username,
and also because they get scores for what they do.” Last, she pointed out that
Portneuf enables a more eﬃcient and clearer overview of the feedback by the
whole user community.
6.3.3.2 Issues
During our evaluation, we collected the following suggestions for further improvement of Portneuf.
Remaining Duplicates Although Portneuf is able to significantly reduce
duplicate user feedback, there is still room for improvement. We collected four
main open issues whose resolution could help to further avoid duplicates. Three
are of technical nature and regard user feedback recommendation, while the
fourth is non-technical.
First, additional sensors could further improve the content-based recommender
system. In theory, sensors should evolve as the system does, since they need to
capture new kinds of user experience. In practice, the plurality of sensors could
be generic, but the types of events must be dynamically extendable. Portneuf
guarantees this extensibility by providing a public event interface, which can
be specialized by sensor developers. After the first evaluation period, we had
identified two important events which were not yet monitored by Portneuf,
because we had compared user experience snapshots to identify the reasons for
specific duplicates. Accordingly, we implemented the missing sensors and deployed a new version of Portneuf. However, the eﬀect of these new sensors
only appeared after the next duplicate, because the original feedback did not
contain the essential events and was therefore not considered similar by the
recommender system.
Second, as expected, feature requests can not be simply deduced by comparing
past events. Therefore, content-based recommendation is not suitable to avoid
duplicate feature requests. We did not collect enough user preferences during
the evaluation to be able to generate recommendations based on collaborative
filtering. Although the evaluation period did only last for 7 weeks, this issue
could also be present after a longer time. Motivating users to provide social
feedback is therefore important.
Third, we observed that user experience aging aﬀects the recommendation
performance. The eﬀect is positive, as the events’ age is one of the determining
characteristics for their relevance. However, snapshots might get outdated when
users do not report their concerns promptly. Portneuf is designed to support
in situ feedback, which includes reporting where and when the concerns occurs.
However, further research could be necessary to develop triggers which might
identify problematic situations automatically and suggest to provide feedback
at a convenient time.
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Last, we found that the user feedback title is crucial. In several cases users
did not recognize their concern in the titles they read while browsing the recommended items. The reason was almost always that these titles were unclear
or too unspecific. When asking Boastr how to deal with such cases, they suggested that developers should be able to edit user feedback titles, in order to
clarify them.
Performance and Scalability During the 7 weeks evaluation period, Portneuf accumulated over 200,000 events in over 10,000 user experience snapshots.
Although BetterTouchTool has a large user audience (> 200,000), performance
and scalability are definitely issues for the applicability, since there are even
larger communities and usage should span longer periods. Currently, it takes
about 4.8 seconds before Portneuf provides a recommendation. This includes
the time to upload a snapshot over the internet, to compare it with the existing snapshots, and obtain the most relevant candidates. While this time is still
acceptable [205], it might increase during further use, since more existing snapshots have to be analyzed. Therefore, it is worthwhile to investigate heuristics
and special indexes which might reduce the time needed for the comparison, or
to discard older snapshots to save calculation time and space.
Collaborative Filtering and End-User Motivation As discussed above, collaborative filtering depends mainly on expressed user preferences – i.e. social
feedback such as votes and comments. During our evaluation, Portneuf was
not able to accumulate enough social feedback to make reliable predictions about
the preferences of users who requested new features. The underlying issue is that
users are not motivated enough to provide social feedback. Currently, their only
incentive is – among helping the developers – the list of the most important
users for the community, where their name might appear. There is still room for
increasing the incentive to contribute, for instance by introducing real benefits
or further gamification elements.
Missing Developer Dashboard During the retrospective interview with the
Boastr developers, we found that one important improvement for Portneuf
is a comprehensive developer dashboard. To further support working with user
feedback, developers need an administrative tool which visualizes the collected
feedback and its impact, and facilitates daily tasks such as reviewing new feedback, assigning tags, and communicating with end users. Further, it should be
possible to connect Portneuf with internally used issue trackers, to allow for
an end-to-end software evolution workflow. Last, we found that user experience
snapshots contain valuable diagnostic information which can be very helpful to
understand what users did before errors occurred and eventually what led to
the corresponding errors. However, currently there is no straightforward way
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to analyze these snapshots and the enclosed events rather than reading and
comparing them manually. We claim that visualizing this information and supporting comparisons, for instance by “user experience snapshot diﬀs” can help
to identify missing sensors, to understand errors, and to fix error causes.

6.4 Summary
In this chapter we described the evaluation of the Portneuf framework. We
tested two main concepts, proactive and context-aware recommendation of user
feedback based on users’ experience, as well as impact assessment based on
collective user feedback. Our findings can be summarized as follows:
• We implemented the Portneuf framework for two diﬀerent applications
and successfully developed sensors capable of monitoring numerous user
interaction and application execution events. The captured user experience could successfully be utilized to generate relevant user feedback
recommendations. This shows the feasibility of our concepts.
• Portneuf increases developers’ eﬃciency when working with user feedback in three ways.
– It significantly reduces the amount of duplicates among user feedback by over 67%, which is a strong eﬀect. The main enabler of our
approach, content-based recommendations based on monitored user
experience, has a hit-rate of 82.5%.
– Portneuf allows for a more eﬃcient impact assessment. On the
one hand, collective user feedback collects otherwise scattered items
and allows developers to quickly overview the whole community in a
structured way. On the other hand, FeedbackRank allows for an
on demand prioritization of the most impactful feedback in the user
community, and provides a starting point for work planning meetings
and roadmap decisions.
– The framework enables a more eﬃcient user and community involvement. In particular it allows developers to selectively and bidirectionally communicate with the part of the community which is interested
in or aﬀected by a specific issue.
• Boastr decided to keep using Portneuf as their primary user involvement solution, as they are very satisfied with the results. In cooperation
with them we have collected emerging suggestions for improvement, such
as how to further reduce duplicates, increase performance and scalability,
and provide a dashboard for developers.
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The evaluation of Portneuf is positive, and the results are promising. Developers benefit from Portneuf because it allows them to work more eﬃciently
with user feedback. Also users benefit from the framework as their voices are
more likely to be heard.
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Conclusions and Future Work
«There is no reason anyone would want a computer in their home.»
— Kenneth Olsen, founder of Digital Equipment
Corporation (1977)
The goal of user involvement is to improve the usefulness of a system by
understanding the needs and expectations of users. Like software development
itself, user involvement should not end with the delivery of the system, but
accompany and safeguard its evolution over time.
However, both hardware and software systems underwent fundamental changes
over the last decades, and as a result also the actual users changed from engineers with special scientific requirements to “normal” people with manifold
needs. Moreover, software systems have become part of our everyday life, and
the mobile and ubiquitous devices we interact with have added an additional
layer of diversity to the various application scenarios that software engineering
and evolution has to deal with.
At the same time, it was never as important as now for software companies
to meet their end users’ expectations. On the one hand, free and open source
competitors lurk at every corner, finding more and more supporters and gaining industrial relevance. On the other hand, end users themselves are getting
more knowledgeable and exigent regarding the tools they want to use, and the
quality they ask for. Todays’ users grew up with high-speed internet, highly reactive, touch-based, natural user interfaces, context-aware software, and sensorequipped, ubiquitous devices.
The questions is now, how can we as software engineers deal with these demanding people, who eventually pay for the systems we develop and for their
applicability in an ever-changing environment? How can we give consideration
to this new attitude towards our users?
The first step in this direction has been made by Boehm [41], who equipped us
with an iterative development process that allows for continuous improvement
which is more than necessary in current software engineering projects. Agile
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development processes like Scrum [261] and XP [21] have provided for the next
step by embracing change and narrowing the gap between developers and users.
We claim that now it is the turn of user involvement to make a next step –
towards a systematic and continuous flow of information between users and
developers.
In Chapter 3, we found that developers appreciate post-deployment user feedback as it helps to improve software quality and to identify missing features. But
at the same time giving consideration to their opinions and expectations is diﬃcult – mainly because the associated tasks require high reading, comprehension,
and structuring eﬀorts, in particular due to the high quantity and low quality
of user feedback and since feedback is scattered across several communication
channels.
Our approach to solve these issues is Portneuf – a framework that proactively consolidates user reports into collective user feedback by recommending
relevant existing items based on a comparison of users’ experience. By implementing Portneuf and evaluating it with a commercial application and a large
number of real users, we could show that it has a real impact.
In this chapter, we draw conclusions from our work and emphasize questions
which we consider as worthwhile to be researched in future. We summarize the
contributions of this dissertation and pinpoint its implications (Section 7.1) and
limitations (Section 7.2). Finally, we illustrate a research agenda covering topics
and questions which emerge from our work (Section 7.3).

7.1 Contributions
With this dissertation we made three major contributions which enhance the
body of knowledge on user involvement and tackle the identified problems. First,
we provide empirical evidence on the status quo and desired state of user involvement during software evolution. Second, we describe a solution framework
which we derive from a grounded theory on continuous user involvement. Third,
we provide a reference implementation and detailed evaluation of the proposed
framework.

7.1.1 Status Quo Assessment
We described the status quo of user involvement in research (RQ 1) and in
software evolution practice (RQ 2). Our contributions can be summarized as
follows:
1. During our literature review in Chapter 2 we found that user involvement
is an established research field which includes various methods. However,
due to the fundamental progress of hardware and software systems, the
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distance between developers and users is steadily increasing, while at the
same time users are becoming more demanding, knowledgeable, and extroverted. Application distribution platforms and mobile devices make
it nearly impossible to know the actual users or the use context of software before actually delivering it. Yet there is only little research on how
post-deployment user feedback influences software development and which
benefits and challenges it provides. We also found that cost and benefit of
user involvement determine its applicability in practice, since resource constraints often do not allow companies to employ eﬀective user involvement
methods.
2. In Chapter 3 we reported on an empirical case study [218] which we conducted with software professionals, in order to analyze the current practice
of user involvement during software evolution, specifically for software with
large user audiences. Our contribution spans the following three aspects:
a) We identified a need for user feedback. We found that developers appreciate user feedback since it is helpful to improve software quality,
to identify missing features, and to gather real-world usage data. On
the other hand, users frequently provide feedback over diﬀerent feedback channels. Their public feedback may apply pressure on software
companies.
b) We identified serious problems in current user involvement practice.
We found that developers need to analyze what users write, in order
to be able to react on user feedback. However, feedback is typically
written in natural language, might have poor quality, and can include contradictions. Further, developers typically need to estimate
feedback impact manually and consequently spend high eﬀort on this
assessment. As a result of these problems, developers often ignore
feedback, simply sticking with their product roadmaps and development plans.
c) We collected main requirements for user involvement tool support.
In particular when feedback volume is high, developers need tools to
consolidate, structure, analyze, and track user feedback. Grouping
and counting similar or duplicate feedback and assessing feedback
impact are especially important features.

7.1.2 Continuous User Involvement Framework
We established the theoretical foundations of our solution by deriving a grounded
theory [111] on continuous user involvement which relies on user communities.
To this end, we studied two phenomena in Chapter 4. On the one hand, we
explored regularities in the communication between users and developers in open
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source communities [221] in order to understand how these two groups should
be interweaved (RQ 3). On the other hand, we investigated how users currently
provide feedback in application distribution platforms in order to understand if
and how user feedback can be consolidated (RQ 4). Our contributions can be
summarized as follows:
1. We showed the feasibility of user involvement relying on user communities.
We found that users are willing and able to provide helpful feedback to
developers when they are convinced that it improves the software they use.
In open source communities boundaries between users and developers are
low, and social media which allow both users and developers equally to express their opinions, seem to help further dissolving such boundaries. We
found that users and developers frequently discuss about requirements, implementation, and community aspects. Developers on the one hand report
about their recent development activities to communicate their project
work to a broad user audience. Users on the other hand have their communication peak time shortly after new versions are released and report
about their experiences with the software.
2. We identified regularities in user feedback which allow for its consolidation.
We found that commercially relevant user feedback channels, such as application distribution platforms only allow for transactional communication.
Similar as in open source communities, users frequently provide feedback
particularly shortly after new releases, but this feedback is shorter and its
quality lower. Users often include maintenance relevant shortcomings in
their feedback and request improvements and additional features. Specifically, they share their experiences with the application, but typically only
in positive feedback. We concluded that this reduces the likeliness that
developers will be able to improve applications from such feedback alone.
3. We identified four key factors for successful continuous user involvement
during software evolution, namely the personal involvement of users, bidirectional communication channels, the promotion of user communities, and
the automated capturing of user experience.
We then substantiated these theoretical solution concepts into Portneuf – a
context-aware and domain-independent model for the consolidation and prioritization of user feedback which harnesses the user community to group user
feedback in a proactive way, while increasing its overall quality (RQ 5, Chapter
5). Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
1. We defined the context-aware and domain-independent Portneuf model
which avoids the creation of unstructured, duplicate feedback by proactively recommending existing relevant feedback to users, which they can
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rate, vote for, or comment on instead of creating feedback themselves. We
formalized and conceptualized user experience – the enabling concept of
this approach – and showed how it can be indirectly measured by monitoring events during application use. We further defined collective user
feedback, which groups feedback of multiple users by their common experience. Because it captures the opinion of the user community as a whole,
this enables a quantification of feedback impact.
2. We showed the applicability of the Portneuf model to three phases of a
typical software engineering lifecycle, namely early design, system testing,
and software evolution.
3. We provided a reference software framework which implements the Portneuf model for software evolution. We illustrated how to automatically
capture users’ experience and described an algorithm that creates feedback
recommendations by calculating the similarity of this experience. Finally,
we introduced the FeedbackRank algorithm, which allows developers to
assess the impact of collective user feedback in a quantitative way.

7.1.3 Implementation and Evaluation
We evaluated the Portneuf approach and framework in Chapter 6 by testing
its two main concepts (RQ 6), proactive and context-aware recommendation of
user feedback based on users’ experience as well as impact assessment based on
collective user feedback. Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
1. We showed the feasibility of our approach by providing a reference implementation of the Portneuf framework for two diﬀerent applications. We
were able to develop sensors to monitor various user interaction and application execution events. The captured user experience could successfully
be utilized to create relevant user feedback recommendations.
2. We provided empirical evidence that Portneuf increases developers’ efficiency when working with user feedback. We showed that Portneuf
significantly reduces the amount of duplicate user feedback by over two
thirds and that the main enabler of our approach, user feedback recommendations based on user experience is working as expected. Moreover,
we could show that collective user feedback and FeedbackRank allows
for a more eﬃcient impact assessment of user feedback.
Our evaluation shows that developers benefit from Portneuf since it allows
them to work more eﬃciently with user feedback, while users benefit because
their voices are more likely to be heard.
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7.2 Limitations
Our approach has three limitations, which result from our focus on observable
events, specific user involvement cultures, and incremental changes.
Unobservable Events Portneuf derives user experience from events observed while a user interacts with an application. A prerequisite of this approach
is that events which determine user experience are observable. For the purpose
of this dissertation we concentrated on interactive software. Part of users’ experience with interactive software is by definition observable, as it includes the
interactions carried out by the users on the user interface [140]. The corresponding response in the dialogue [55], the application’s execution, can be assumed to
be observable without loss of generality, since in theory it is always possible to
create events directly in the source code.
In practice, however, there are events which are not or not yet observable.
They range from obvious limitations like the user’s state of mind to more realistic and relevant constraints such as sandboxing [114] which does not allow
software like sensors to access applications outside of their runtime environment.
However, the question to raise is what do we need to observe in order to be able
to compare user experience? Unfortunately this question cannot be answered in
a general way, as it strongly depends on the application at hand.
One of the strengths of the Portneuf framework is the generality of the
monitoring approach and the generic design of user experience. As a result,
Portneuf is application and technology independent. With this design we
provide for adaptability, extensibility, and portability, but within the scope of
practically observable events.
No User Involvement Culture This work provides a practical solution to
problems that occur if developers need to work with a high volume of end user
feedback. But not all companies suﬀer these problems. We can think of two
main reasons.
First, there might be no or not enough feedback. There are companies which
are not interested in user feedback as a driving force of improvement, or at least
they don’t gather feedback actively. A prominent example is Apple. Apple’s
former CEO Steve Jobs pinpointed their position in an interview 1989: “You
can’t just ask customers what they want and then try to give that to them. By
the time you get it built, they’ll want something new.” [150] Similarly, there are
application domains where end user feedback is not applicable, such as aircraft
design or nuclear power plants. However, we claim that Portneuf might still
be of benefit in such cases. As we have demonstrated in Chapter 5, the user role
is by no means limited to that of an application end user. During early design
phases, usability tests might be necessary to finalize product design. Shortly be-
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fore a major release, a software product needs to be extensively tested in order to
avoid shipping buggy software. Independently of the concrete scenario, Portneuf provides means to consolidate and structure large amounts of feedback on
executable software, be it customers’ feedback on early executable prototypes or
system testers’ feedback on a potentially shippable product increment [261]. To
increase incentives for users to provide feedback remains as challenging task for
future research.
Second, companies might not want user feedback to be public or don’t want
to bias their users with other users’ feedback. In our empirical study of user
involvement practice described in Chapter 3, we found that there are companies
which interact with their users in an almost cooperative way. In particular,
if end users themselves are software professionals this might be the case more
frequently. We have presented Portneuf as online platform, which allows users
to vote for, rate, and comment on existing feedback of other users. But there
might be cases where such a platform infringes users’ privacy or restricts their
creativity. We claim that Portneuf can still provide valuable benefits in such
scenarios. On the one hand, monitored events – when symbolized – can lead to
additional insights on how to reproduce and how to solve errors. On the other
hand, Portneuf can also be used reactively and internally: Users can provide
feedback which is enriched by user experience snapshots without interacting with
other feedback. At any given time, developers can then use Portneuf on the
accumulated set of feedback. The framework goes through this feedback one by
one and repeatedly generates a list of recommendations based on the previously
analyzed feedback, similar to a simulation. As a consequence, a developer only
needs to read the recommended items and mark duplicates if she identifies them.
Thus, in this scenario Portneuf becomes a feedback triage support system and
will still reduce developers’ required eﬀorts.
Fundamental Changes Portneuf supports a critique based approach to
software improvement, which contains three steps: deployment, use, and feedback. Consequently, Portneuf requires executable software, which users can
obtain, use, and then provide feedback on. Such an approach is more suitable
to discover incremental improvements and single missing features (cf. IKIWISI,
[39]), than to call for paradigm breaks and revolutionary innovation [65, 282].
On the other hand, whenever the software company itself decides for a paradigm
break, user feedback volume will experience a peak. In this case, Portneuf is
the suitable tool to handle the emerging feedback.

7.3 Future Work
In the following, we illustrate a research agenda covering questions which emerge
from our work and applications of our results which were out of the scope of this
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dissertation. We start by summarizing open issues in continuous user involvement which might influence the practical adoption of our approach. Then we
describe how our results can support software engineers’ decision making by externalizing the user community’s preferences. Finally, we illustrate applications
of user experience in other domains.

7.3.1 Open Issues in Continuous User Involvement
Continuous user involvement is still in an early stage [217]. As a consequence,
there are several open questions and issues which future research should tackle.
We summarize two major issues we have found during the empirical evaluation
of our approach and suggest directions for appropriate solutions.
7.3.1.1 Privacy
Portneuf monitors users’ interactions with an application and builds user profiles from the observed events. In typical scenarios with end users the included
information is sent over the internet to the development team. Once such information leaves the end users’ site, privacy is a major issue. The monitored data
might leak sensitive information such as passwords, social security numbers, file
names, or the content of files. In order to protect users’ privacy during continuous user involvement, future research should develop mechanisms to anonymize
the monitored data without loosing information necessary to provide recommendations.
For instance, error reproduction research has shown that it is often possible
to replicate a specific application execution even when any user input is altered
[58, 67]. The proposed mechanisms rely on the fact that it is suﬃcient to select
fake user input which triggers the same execution path as the real user input.
For instance, an conditional statement providing for youth protection might
check if the user’s age is above 21. In this case, any value greater than or equal
21 will trigger the execution of a specific branch. As a consequence, there is
no need to reveal the real age of the user. Altering the entered information to
the corresponding branch condition, still triggers the same application execution
behavior, but it protects the user’s privacy.
Future work should investigate how such mechanisms influence the information quality in the more general case of user feedback. A specific question of
interest is, which influence anonymization has on the recommendation quality
and duplicate rate.
7.3.1.2 Motivation and Incentives
In particular the recommendation of feature requests depends on available user
preferences, in the form of social feedback. During our evaluation we found
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that under-contribution is a real issue due to the ramp-up problem [163] of
collaborative filtering. The underlying issue is that users do not directly benefit
from assigning votes or ratings to existing feedback. As this also takes time, users
need to be motivated to contribute. Future research therefore should explore,
which incentives can be oﬀered to provoke more contributions.
Beenen et al. [22] have shown that social psychology predicts which incentives
need to be given to motivate users to contribute to online communities. A different promising direction is gamification, the “use of game design elements in
non-game contexts” [79]. Research in other areas has shown that gamification
can motivate users and even influence their behavior. For instance, Singer and
Schneider [264] successfully encouraged developers to frequently commit their
working copies. Centola [59] illustrated how social reinforcement can spread
specific behavior in a social network. In fact, we already included two gamification elements in the framework implementation we used during our evaluation: a
leaderboard where the community could find the most influential users, and tags
(or “badges”) assigned by developers to particularly helpful feedback or feedback
which made it on the development backlog. However, further research needs to
be done to understand and optimize the occurrent eﬀects.
But apart from the quantity of user feedback, users’ motivation also determines its quality. Zimmermann et al. [298] propose Cuezilla, an issue tracker
add-on which should help reporters to submit bug reports with a higher quality.
The authors included several incentives for reporters, including a quality meter
indicating the current quality of the report and tips why specific entities are
important to include. Future research should transfer the existing results to
general user feedback and evaluate the emerging eﬀects.

7.3.2 Social Software Engineering Decisions
We argue that Portneuf is inherently a decision support system, as it externalizes otherwise hidden information about the user community which might
influence decisions in a software project. Engineering software in a social way includes considering users as first order citizens during decision making [182]. We
describe three cases of how software engineering decisions can be supported by
informing developers and managers of users’ preferences and suggest directions
for corresponding future work.
7.3.2.1 User Satisfaction Dashboards and Metrics
For the purpose of this dissertation, we focused our work on the feasibility and
conceptual design of user feedback recommendations. Specifically, we did not
work on one important aspect of the user involvement workflow: the connection of user feedback with the conventional development infrastructure. To be
of more practical relevance to developers, the gathered collective user feedback
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Figure 7.1: Possible feedback signatures for diﬀerent system states.
and its characteristics need to be visualized in specialized dashboards [182]. Developers need to be able to assess emerging trends at a glance, to generate tables
and figures for work planning meetings and reporting, and to link gathered feedback with other tools, such as issue trackers or CRM applications. Consequently,
future research should explore developers’ requirements on user feedback dashboards and investigate information needs and visualization requirements. Existing services such as Google Analytics1 which analyze and visualize the user
community of web pages, might be a starting point for this work. Their analysis
yields statistics about the usage of a web page, grouped by characteristics of its
users. This allows developers to draw conclusions about lost opportunities and
success criteria based on when and where most users leave their web site.
1

http://www.google.com/analytics/index.html
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In addition, future work should investigate which conclusions can be drawn
and which predictions made from the resulting trends. During our studies on
user involvement in open source communities (Section 4.4) and application distribution platforms (Section 4.5), as well as in our evaluation (Section 6.3), we
found evidence of a relation between release time and user feedback rate.
We therefore assume that the daily amount of new feedback and the corresponding fraction of social feedback exhibit a characteristic signature in diﬀerent
software lifecycle phases. The corresponding figures might allow for an assessment of user satisfaction and software quality. Figure 7.1 illustrates four possible
signatures of user feedback. In the early stages of a new system, the total amount
of feedback will continuously increase, followed by a similar increase of the social feedback fraction. In contrast, a mature system will show a rather uniform
distribution of feedback and social feedback over time. In addition, we expect
that the quality of a new release leaves its mark on the feedback signature. As
illustrated, a bug-free release will trigger new feedback in the first couple of days
after the release, but then feedback should return to a steady state. The corresponding fraction of social feedback will probably increase in a similar way but
with a short delay. In contrast, if a release is rather buggy, we expect a steeper
increase of feedback and a smaller fraction of social feedback.
We argue that Portneuf provides a starting point towards a set of measures
which can support product and release managers’ decision making. However,
further research needs to be done to develop reliable and precise metrics from
these measures, supposedly by collecting and studying real-world data in a hypothesis driven way.
7.3.2.2 User Preference Conflicts
In software engineering, requirements verbalize decision alternatives regarding
functionality and quality of the developed software [99]. Requirements for larger
systems are typically negotiated by stakeholders with possibly contradicting
preferences or even limited system and application domain knowledge. Not
least due to these socio-technical issues, researchers consider requirements negotiation as one of the most critical and ineﬃcient activities in software engineering
projects [232]. Especially in projects where a large number of stakeholders is
involved, conflicting preferences are frequent [99, 217]. To make matters worse,
research has shown that stakeholders’ preferences do not remain stable over time
[98].
Users are particularly important stakeholders in software projects. In fact,
the main goal of user involvement is to improve the usefulness of a system by
understanding the needs and expectations of its users. But as we have found
during our studies (cf. Section 3.3), also user preferences are often contradictory.
Portneuf supports the continuous involvement of a large number of users
by consolidating user feedback and facilitating the assessment of its impact.
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However, future research needs to investigate how to identify and possibly resolve
contradictions in the resulting collective user feedback.
The possibility to quantify social feedback could be a starting point for this
work. Votings and ratings are by definition quantifiable, while comments might
need a quantifiable extension which determines the comment type or included
sentiment. For instance, Schneider et al. [260] present ConTexter, a framework
which facilitates gathering feedback in context with mobile devices. When providing feedback with ConTexter, reporters also need to select a category, either
compliment, neutral, or complaint. With quantifiable social feedback, diﬀerent
preferences can be identified and measured by cluster analysis.
Once conflicting user preferences can be detected, the question remains how
to resolve the conflicts. To set a starting point for future research, we investigated the eﬀects of applying group recommendation techniques [147, 148, 193]
to requirements negotiation in an empirical study [99]. Our results show that
group recommendations and the visibility of preferences to other stakeholders
have an impact on the perceived usability and quality of the provided decision
support. Moreover, our results indicate that the majority rule, which takes decisions according to the majority of stakeholders’ votes, is a simple but eﬀective
heuristic in requirements negotiation – a finding which is confirmed by related
work [133].
7.3.2.3 Social Configuration Management
Software systems need to evolve over time to remain usable and relevant to their
users [113, 171]. Recent software development processes embrace this change.
Configuration management [142] is concerned with managing and controlling
change during software evolution [49]. To enable developers to deal with change,
it introduces a formal process to capture, analyze, and work on change requests,
formal reports created by users or developers and denote the request to modify a work product [49]. In particular, configuration management needs to deal
with diﬀerent, possibly coexisting, versions of a specific software. While some
versions (called variants) are intended to coexist, others do for instance due to
users’ unwillingness or inability to update to newer baselines. Especially mobile devices’ capabilities seemingly “deteriorate” quickly. New operating system
versions often do not run on older devices, so that a software version relying
on new API calls cannot be installed by users of these devices. In practice this
leads to a mixed user audience owning diﬀerent devices and, as a consequence,
more and more diﬀerent running software versions. A recent study [77] drastically demonstrates the whole extent of this issue. The author investigated the
history of operating system updates on Android phones and revealed that 7 of
18 devices never ran a current version, while 12 only ran a current version for
up to a couple of weeks.
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Portneuf connects diﬀerent users who have similar user experiences and by
that means forms user communities. The framework’s lowest layer consists of
monitoring facilities, which collect events about the application and its context.
Whenever a user wants to provide feedback, recommendations for existing feedback are calculated based on a comparison of this monitored usage data. The
application version is part of the information collected by Portneuf and also
gets reported to the development team. However, at this point ends Portneuf’s
support for managing software configuration.
We claim that an integration of configuration management knowledge and
user involvement during software evolution is worth further investigation in both
theoretical (e.g. integration of meta-models) and practical (e.g. improvement of
configuration management tools) aspects. We see three possible extensions to
the current state of the framework which should be investigated by future work.
Integration of User Feedback As our interviews with software professionals
(cf. Chapter 3) show, developers need longitudinal tracking facilities for user
feedback. User feedback should be seen as an important development artifact,
which is often the source of design rationale, and needs to be visualized and
traceable throughout the whole software lifecycle. Issue trackers which provide
facilities to track problems, in particular error reports, already include fields
to capture the version for which a report applies. In contrast, we argue that
user feedback should be regarded as long-term artifacts which span multiple
software versions, more similar to user requirements specifications. Future work
should therefore investigate more thoroughly, which requirements developers
have regarding the integration of user feedback into existing processes, tools,
and specifications, and how configuration management can be supported.
Cross-Version User Feedback Recommendation Future studies should analyze the impact of comparing user experience from diﬀerent versions of the same
software. While Portneuf does not limit its recommendations to users of the
same version, the impact of this approach is unknown. Further, configuration
management knowledge bases could be used (a) to inform users about changes
in other versions which may correspond to their feedback and (b) to inform developers about possibly re-occurring problems, similar to re-opening a ticket in
an issue tracker.
Social Beta Current software projects typically follow one of three release
management approaches. First and most commonly, new versions are defined
based on release plans, which identify enhancements and improvements that will
be included. Before a major release, developers typically create pre-release versions, which might also be distributed to dedicated users, so called beta-testers.
Their feedback helps to perfect the upcoming release, but does not change the
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Figure 7.2: Sample social beta release tree.
release plan. Second, software product lines [233] are special software variants,
which are created by configuring reusable software assets. To this end, software
product lines engineering identifies commonalities and variabilities of a product
within a specific application domain and captures them in product family specifications. Creating a new product line then involves systematically deriving a
new configuration from the product family and combining the existing assets
accordingly. The two main advantages of this approach are low product development costs and the possibility to serve multiple target groups. Third, in the
perpetual beta paradigm [215] a product is incrementally improved and enhanced
while already being rolled out. What was sarcastically called bananaware before the days of Web 2.0, has now become a mainstream approach to software
development – especially for web applications.
We argue that these three approaches might be combined beneficially to a
“social beta” approach when collective user feedback is available. In the social
beta approach, clusters of user feedback determine small incremental improvements and enhancements. As shown in Figure 7.2, beta versions incorporating
the corresponding changes might be released simultaneously, similar to small
temporary product lines. Based on the impact of the test results, which again
take the form of user feedback, the diﬀerent branches can then be merged before
the next major release.
In contrast to Ali et al. [7], who proposed social software product lines based
on user-guided adaptation, we suggest to utilize multiple parallel beta versions
to evaluate the impact of small improvements and enhancements. In particular
in large software projects, there might be conflicting preferences regarding the
system’s functionality among all stakeholders [99, 217]. Moreover, research has
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shown that stakeholders’ preferences do not remain stable [98]. The social beta
approach allows developers to try diﬀerent possibly contradictory preferences in
parallel, to collect measures about the impact of each, and to decide for and
release the most impactful package.
Consequently, future research should evaluate the social beta approach in
real software projects. Specifically, we see three categories of research questions
which are relevant in this context. First, in which situations is it reasonable to
involve users in a social beta fashion? Second, which are the project management
and infrastructure requirements to realize such an approach? Third, does the
social beta approach add value from the software developers’ and managers’
point of view?

7.3.3 User Experience Applications
User experience is inherently a conceptualization of information about the interplay between users and applications in a specific context over a particular
time period. While we have shown how to harness user experience as enabler for
continuous user involvement in software engineering activities, this application
is no end in itself. We summarize three additional applications of user experience in other domains, highlighting relevant research problems and suggesting
directions for appropriate solutions.
7.3.3.1 Question and Answer Sites
On question and answer sites such as StackOverflow2 , developers can ask questions on almost any technical area, and typically receive answers within few
minutes [189]. But StackOverflow has already left behind the state of being
a simple forum, evolving into a community based encyclopedia of development
knowledge: Research has shown that considerable parts (up to 87%) of public
APIs are documented by the crowd [226, 227]. However, “it is diﬃcult to answer, when one does not understand the question” 3 . Accordingly, it depends on
the question if and how quickly developers find answers when searching Q&A
sites. While it might be straightforward to look up answers for a specific exception, things get more complicated when verbalizing more complex user and
application behavior. For instance, Chilana et al. [66] propose a new approach
to help, which lets users choose a user interface element that they believe is
relevant to their problem. Likewise, we think that in particular question and
answer sites made for users, such as SuperUser4 or DrupalAnswers5 can benefit
2

http://stackoverflow.com
Quotation from ambassador Sarek in “Star Trek IV”.
4
http://superuser.com/
5
http://drupal.stackexchange.com/
3
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from a more eﬃcient search mechanism and eventually from being embedded
into applications.
We envision that questions are enriched by characteristic user experience snapshots, what provides two benefits. First, other users can look up relevant answers
to problems they currently experience rather than searching for them. To this
end, their user experience snapshot needs to be sent to the Q&A site. Then, the
Portneuf recommender subsystem can select a list of relevant questions and
answers. As a result, users might find answers without the need to formulate
a question. Moreover, the recommended answers might be presented as contextual help, so that users do not even need to leave the running application.
Second, moderators with experience in specific subjects can be directly pointed
to open questions in their area of expertise. To this end, future research needs
to explore ways to symbolize user experience, so that moderators might register
for questions which include specific events.
7.3.3.2 Instrumented Spaces and Embedded Systems
Instrumented spaces and environments are an infrastructure for ubiquitous computing [95]. Typical instrumented spaces are equipped with sensors and actuators, which allow for monitoring and acting on otherwise uninvolved physical
systems. Application scenarios include specialized environments for people who
need constant assistance such as elders [16, 280] and environments whose goal
is to reduce wasting of energy [129]. The building sector has a particularly high
potential to address climate change. For instance, more than 65% of all electricity produced in the U.S. is used for commercial and residential buildings [175].
Instrumented spaces such as intelligent workplaces [128, 270] aim at improving
the energy footprint of commercial buildings. To this end, research explores the
eﬀects of automating building fixtures and utilizing intelligent control strategies
such as occupancy sensing and daylight harvesting on overall energy consumption. Mobile and ubiquitous systems facilitate the complementary involvement
of users by according them personal control over utility fixtures, which is important for their acceptance of intelligent workplaces and provides for sustained
energy eﬃciency [231].
For instance, intelligent systems might suggest a user to adjust her computer’s
power settings after observing a particularly long idle period. Thus, the limits of
individual control in intelligent workplaces are determined in particular by common energy saving rules or constraints. In other words, intelligent workplaces
are complex ecosystems characterized by an interplay of hardware, software, and
groups of human users with individual needs and common constraints. In order
to fine-tune common constraints or at least inform their administrators, users
are encouraged to provide feedback on the suggestions given by the intelligent
workplace. The result of these interactions is a large amount of feedback on
suggestions which were given to specific users in a particular context. But to
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react on this feedback, administrators of the intelligent workplace or developers
of underlying software need to understand the conditions under which feedback
was given, and have to be able to assess how many users are aﬀected by specific
change requests.
Portneuf utilizes monitoring data about the use of software in a specific
context to consolidate user feedback and allow developers to assess its importance in the user community. For the purpose of this dissertation, we focused on
typical interactive software and deliberately excluded hardware sensors to reduce
complexity. However, our definition of context as well as its conceptual representation in the Portneuf model, explicitly includes the notion of environment.
Moreover, while we concentrated on users in the form of actual persons, conceptually also embedded systems might become users of an application. We claim
that future research on instrumented spaces should apply Portneuf to gather
contextual information about the environment as part of user experience when
collecting feedback on intelligent suggestions and actuators. We believe that
context-sensitive user experience is helpful information for administrators and
developers of intelligent workplaces and might serve as decision support when
adjusting or learning more individual energy saving rules. Moreover, future work
should investigate if and how embedded systems can take the role of users in
the described ecosystems, and in which way their feedback can influence how
participating components are controlled.
7.3.3.3 Corrective Maintenance and User Comprehension
Error reports typically lack context information which allows developers to understand the conditions under which a specific error happened [298]. Especially
the necessary steps to reproduce a reported error are often missing, incomplete,
or ambiguous. To this end, software maintenance research investigates methods
to automatically collect the relevant information. Existing approaches range
from the automatic collection of stack traces to issue trackers guiding reporters
while submitting errors [298].
However, stack traces alone do not really allow developers to understand what
a specific user did and in which particular context, as they represent only a single
snapshot of the application’s reaction. Therefore, research aims at automatizing
the reproduction of more complex and dynamic user behavior. For instance,
we developed an error replayer which accompanies a video-like representation
of users’ interactions with relevant contextual information [219]. The system,
which is part of the FastFix research project6 , allows for lightweight, deterministic fault replication of concurrent programs by using cooperative recording and
partial log combination [185].
6

http://www.fastfixproject.eu
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To further improve user comprehension, we propose to visualize the user experience collected by Portneuf to support developers while reproducing errors.
User experience snapshots contain context-sensitive information about user, application, and environment, which might be helpful to understand what users
did to obtain a specific error, and why. The FastFix project mentioned above
as well as tools like TimeLine [122], which aim at visualizing steps to reproduce might be a starting point for future research. In addition, we suggest to
distinguish between short-term and long-term user experience. Similar to shortterm and long-term interests [27], we claim that user experience will have peaks
and trends. Peaks (short-term) might determine a specific scenario and help
to understand a particular situation, while trends (long-term) give evidence on
clusters of users or typical feature sets.
A particular challenge lies in feedback on mobile user experience: Given the
small screen estate of mobile devices, feedback on the usability of a mobile application is diﬀerent from classical desktop applications [140]. While the latter
might be concerned with the arrangement of the user interface, mobile applications typically present only few user interface items but on multiple screens. As
a consequence, feedback on the usability of mobile applications will rather concern navigational paths than single user interface elements. We think that future
research needs to explore, as first step, how users can be supported when providing feedback on mobile applications. Which methods do they need to explain
their pains, which techniques to record and present shortcomings in navigation
paths?
Finally, future work should investigate methods how to detect usability issues
in mobile applications by analyzing large amounts of user experience data. To
provide a starting point for this work, we developed a heuristic method which
detects so-called low discoverability usability errors in mobile applications [14].
To this end, we analyze monitored sequences of users’ transitions between the
views of a specific mobile application using sequential pattern mining. We found
a specific navigational pattern, characterized by low retention and navigational
loops, that is an indicator for low discoverability errors. We performed a preliminary evaluation study which shows that our method has the potential to be
applied to mobile applications in general.
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Interview Questions
The following sections include our interview questions for analyzing user involvement in software evolution practice (cf. Chapter 3). We conducted semistructured, open-ended interviews, which allow for improvisation and thus facilitate an exploration of the studied cases. To this end, we provided each subject
with the question catalogue one week before the interview. We explicitly called
their attention to the semi-structured nature of the interview, and underlined
that the questions should be regarded as support. If a subject was working in
multiple projects, we asked her to select one project which was developed for a
large number of end users.

A.1 Project Information
1. Of which type is the project?
• ( ) closed source,
• ( ) open source,
• ( ) other:

2. Which kind of software is the project? For instance,
• [ ] mobile application,

• [ ] desktop application,

• [ ] oﬀ the shelf-component,
• [ ] customized software,
• [ ] other:

3. Which user audience do you target?
• ( ) any user,

• ( ) special group of users:
• ( ) other:
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4. How many active users does your software have?
• ( ) less than 100: ___

• ( ) between 100 and 500

• ( ) between 500 and 1.000

• ( ) between 1.000 and 5.000

• ( ) between 5.000 and 10.000

• ( ) more than 10.000: ____
• ( ) no answer

5. How frequently do you release a new external version?
• ( ) more often than every 2 weeks,
• ( ) every 2 to 4 weeks,
• ( ) every 4 to 8 weeks,

• ( ) every 2 to 6 months,

• ( ) less often than every 6 months

A.2 User Feedback - Current Landscape
1. How can your users contribute to improve your software?
• [ ] by reporting errors

• [ ] by requesting new features

• [ ] by providing feedback on existing features

• [ ] by requesting improvements or enhancements
• [ ] by rating the product
• [ ] other:

2. How often can your users contribute to improve your software?
• [ ] at the beginning of a project (e.g. by focus groups)

• [ ] regularly (e.g. before you plan a new major release)

• [ ] continuously (i.e. at any time during the software lifecycle)
• [ ] other:

3. How do your users report errors? (often, sometimes, rarely, never)
• [ ] by using a public issue tracker,
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• [ ] by sending email,

• [ ] by calling on the phone,
• [ ] by writing blog posts,

• [ ] by writing to mailing-lists,

• [ ] by publishing their opinion on other publicly available media,

• [ ] by using a reporting mechanism which is integrated in the software,
• [ ] by using a specialized service (e.g. user-voice, get-satisfaction),
• [ ] other:

4. How do your users request new features? (often, sometimes, rarely,
never)
• [ ] we actively carry out studies with a representative group,
• [ ] by using a public issue tracker,
• [ ] by sending email,

• [ ] by calling on the phone,
• [ ] by writing blog posts,

• [ ] by writing to mailing-lists,

• [ ] by publishing their opinion on other publicly available media,

• [ ] by using a feedback mechanism which is integrated in the software,
• [ ] by using a specialized service (e.g. user-voice, get-satisfaction),
• [ ] other:

5. How do your users provide feedback on existing features? (often,
sometimes, rarely, never)
• [ ] we actively carry out studies with a representative group,
• [ ] by using a public issue tracker,
• [ ] by sending email,

• [ ] by calling on the phone,
• [ ] by writing blog posts,

• [ ] by writing to mailing-lists,

• [ ] by publishing their opinion on other publicly available media,

• [ ] by using a feedback mechanism which is integrated in the software,
• [ ] by using a specialized service (e.g. user-voice, get-satisfaction),
• [ ] other:
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6. How do your users request enhancements and improvements to your
software? (often, sometimes, rarely, never)
• [ ] we actively carry out studies with a representative group,
• [ ] by using a public issue tracker,
• [ ] by sending email,

• [ ] by calling on the phone,
• [ ] by writing blog posts,

• [ ] by writing to mailing-lists,

• [ ] by publishing their opinion on other publicly available media,

• [ ] by using a feedback mechanism which is integrated in the software,
• [ ] by using a specialized service (e.g. user-voice, get-satisfaction),
• [ ] other:

A.3 User Feedback - Current Workflow and
Problems
1. Why is user feedback interesting for you?
• [ ] it helps to improve the software quality (e.g. to fix bugs, to improve
features)
• [ ] it helps to find missing features

• [ ] it helps to understand what users want and need
• [ ] it helps to advertise and market the application

• [ ] it helps to understand, if and how the product is accepted (e.g. by
ratings)
• [ ] other:
2. How do you process user feedback, why, and which problems do you
encounter?
3. Which activities take most time while processing user feedback?
4. Which activities are the most diﬃcult while processing user feedback?
5. Do you relate single reports to each other (e.g. to identify duplicates or
antipodes)?
• ( ) yes, these get mapped automatically by a tool
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• ( ) yes, our users correlate their feedback themselves

• ( ) yes, we do this manually before starting the analysis

• ( ) yes, we do this successively while analyzing the single reports
• ( ) no, we don’t. Reason:

6. How easy or intuitive is it for you to relate diﬀerent feedback to each
other?
• ( ) very easy

• ( ) somewhat easy
• ( ) undecided

• ( ) somewhat diﬃcult
• ( ) very diﬃcult

7. According to what do you relate single reports?
• [ ] if both users had the same experience with the software
• [ ] if the reports are duplicates
• [ ] if the reports are antipodes

• [ ] if one feedback details another

• [ ] if the reports concern the same feature

• [ ] if the type of the reports is the same (e.g. both are feature requests)
• [ ] other:

8. Overall, how satisfied are you with your current practice of processing
user feedback?
• ( ) very satisfied

• ( ) somewhat satisfied
• ( ) undecided

• ( ) somewhat unsatisfied
• ( ) very unsatisfied

A.4 User Feedback - Potentials and Challenges
1. Would you embrace tool support to relate user feedback to each other
and why?
2. When should user feedback be related by a tool
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• [ ] the tool should show the user relevant existing feedbacks to allow
her to comment on, rate, or vote for them (proactive)
• [ ] the tool should simply collect user feedback. The gathered reports
should be analyzed and related later (reactive)
• [ ] other:
3. According to what should user feedback be related by a tool? (open
question)
• [ ] if the users had the same experience with the software
• [ ] if the reports are duplicates
• [ ] if the reports are antipodes

• [ ] if one feedback details another

• [ ] if the reports concern the same feature

• [ ] if the type of the reports is the same (e.g. both are feature requests)
• [ ] other:

4. Is it important for you to assess the potential of a specific user feedback
to improve your software and why?
a) How would you assess the importance of a specific user feedback
for your project?
i. [ ] by the quantity of its occurrence,
ii. [ ] by assessing the individual user who contributed,
iii. [ ] only after working on it (retrospective),
iv. [ ] not at all. Reason:
v. [ ] other:
b) Would you embrace tool support for this assessment and why?
5. Is it important for you to assess the importance of a specific user feedback
to the user community and why?
a) How would you assess the importance of a specific user feedback
to the user community? (multiple answers allowed)
i. [ ] by the quantity of its occurrence,
ii. [ ] by assessing the individual user who contributed,
iii. [ ] only after working on it (retrospective),
iv. [ ] not at all. Reason:
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v. [ ] other:
b) Would you embrace tool support for this assessment and why?
6. Can you tell if there are specific individual users that provide particularly important or frequent information, and how?
a) Do you or would you treat their feedback diﬀerently
i. [ ] yes, we read it first
ii. [ ] yes, if we have a lot of similar feedback, we only / first read
the feedback of this user
iii. [ ] no, we don’t. Reason:
iv. [ ] other:
b) Do you or would you let the users or the community know that
they are important and how?
i. [ ] yes, we let important users know that their feedback is important to us
ii. [ ] yes, we let a specific user know if a specific feedback was
important to us
iii. [ ] yes, we let the community know which users are important to
us
iv. [ ] yes, we let the community know which feedback is important
to us
v. [ ] no, we don’t. Reason:

A.5 Personal Information
1. How would you describe your role in the project?
• [ ] requirements engineer
• [ ] developer
• [ ] tester

• [ ] architect

• [ ] project manager
• [ ] other:

2. How many years of experience do you have in your main role?
• ( ) less than 1 year,
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• ( ) between 1 and 2 years,
• ( ) between 3 and 5 years,

• ( ) between 6 and 10 years,
• ( ) more than 10 years
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Appendix B
List of Portneuf Sensors
Table B.1 lists the sensors we implemented for our summative evaluation with
BetterTouchTool. Sensors 1 through 8 are generic, application independent
sensors for Mac OS X and iOS, while sensors 9 and 10 are application-specific.
Table B.1: Generic and application-specific Portneuf sensors.
#

monitored event type

sensor type

added in version

1

exceptions

generic

0.799

2

signals

generic

0.799

3

console logs

generic

0.799

4

user interactions

generic

0.799

5

action messages

generic

0.799

6

application switches

generic

0.799

7

wake, sleep, and quit events

generic

0.91

8

high memory usage

generic

0.91

9
10

gestures and shortcuts

application-specific

0.799

window snapping actions

application-specific

0.799
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